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Editorial

EDITORIAL
It is with mixed feelings that we present the July 2015 issue of New Contree.
Apart from the variety of articles and book reviews that definitely holds
promise to expose very interesting research, we are also with this issue giving
tribute to an extraordinary scholar of History. Professor Robert Shell (just
Rob in our circles) passed away in early February this year. As he was a
member of the New Contree editorial panel for more than 15 years it is with
a sense of emotional memories and an abundance of pride that we present to
you two obituaries as memories from colleague Ken Hughes as well as his sole
companion Sandy. We will also miss his article reviews and productive input
to ensure that the New Contree progresses further to be the quality journal we
envisioned it to be. As co-editorial committee members we hereby salute the
life and milestone contributions of Rob Shell.
The first article by Hamilton Simelane on The colonial experience, indigenous
leaders and the capitalization of the Swazi monarchy covers a poorly investigated
topic. Simelane accentuates the capitalized features of the monarchy as it also
eventually negatively impacted on the country’s citizens and the country’s
cultural, ethical and traditional values. An abuse of monarchical power within
the capitalistic economic system seems, according to Simelane, to lead to
inequalities in Swaziland. Any intentions of a healthy approach to economic
development currently fail the monarchy and the country per se.
John Makgala and Phenyo Thebe take the reader on an interesting and decades
long historiographical road regards scholarship on African time for Africans
in ‘There is no hurry in Botswana’: Scholarship and stereotypes on ‘African time’
syndrome in Botswana, 1895-2011. Africans are not caring to be punctual it
is said, and so the impact on any structured governing system is devastating
as it impacts on any performance that is required to build a community and
a country. Again it appears to be a colonial way of doing versus traditional
African attitudes as well as an expression of political power by traditional and
national political leaders. The only way to make sense of it by both the nation
and the leaders will have to be to consider it against the democratic principles
the country has adopted. If coming late does not serve community or the
country we are perhaps on the road to something more acceptable in diverse
communities than just perhaps to be endured as tolerable.
Kobus du Pisani and Yolandé Alberts cover research on “another way of
doing” that spilled over from other countries to South Africa in the 1960’s.
I
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That was the hippy movement. In Psigedelies en groen: Die invloed van Stephen
Gaskin en sy hippiebeweging op omgewingsdenke in die VSA the authors argues
that this movement’s underlying philosophy and practical lifestyle has allowed
for significant contributions to the local and worldwide environmental
movement that can still be observed in contemporary society.
Hermann Giliomee in Mandela and the last Afrikaner leaders: A shift in
power relations reminds the reader that South Africa’s past political history
(will) remains a space to be revisited to ensure reinterpretations, diverse
reflections and critical debates. Giliomee argues that a strong tendency exist
“to present the Afrikaner leadership from Hendrik Verwoerd to PW Botha
as being so beholden to the apartheid ideology and so intransigent that they
missed all opportunities to negotiate a more balanced political settlement”.
So Giliomee exposes the reader to the informal attempts of leadership on
both the NP and ANC side to initiate talks about an alternative to white
supremacy. Giliomee also remarks that Nelson Mandela in the literature
represents almost the complete opposite to that of the NP leaders, namely a
leader “strongly committed to a non-racial democracy and a market-oriented
economy”. Giliomee embarks on a reassessment of Nelson Mandela’s career
and he noted that a reassessment of Mandela probably only just begun.
In Herman van der Elst’s Collective foreign aid and development prospects for
sub-Saharan Africa the remaining underdevelopment since the end of the
Second World War’s(1945) Cold War in 1991 in the states of sub-Saharan
Africa are historically and politically reviewed. Channelling billions of
bilateral and multilateral foreign aid into the region, motivated by a process
of decolonisation, also further expanded by decision-making covering several
other initiatives. Amongst others the United Nation’s (UN) eight Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) of 2000 as foreign aid effort is mentioned and
critically reviewed. Ways to stimulate development in sub-Saharan Africa in
the years to come, are considered.
The book reviews in this issue prepared for by New Contree’s two book
review editors, and worth noting, are i) Keith Breckenridge’s Biometric state:
The global politics of identification and surveillance in South Africa, 1850 to the
present; ii) the publication of Glenn Moss on The new radicals: A generational
memoir of the 1970s iii) The concentration camps of the Anglo Boer War: A
social history by Elizabeth van Heyningen and Ethnicity and empire in Kenya:
Loyalty and martial race among the Kamba, c 1800 to the present by Myles
Osborne.
II

Scholarship and stereotypes on “African time” syndrome in Botswana

“There is no hurry in Botswana”: Scholarship and
stereotypes on “African time” syndrome in Botswana, 189520111*
Christian John Makgala					
University of Botswana					
MakgalaC@mopipi.ub.bw					

Phenyo Churchill Thebe
University of Botswana
thebep@mopipi.ub.bw

Punctuality increases productivity. Any wonder then why things don’t quite work the way they should in
Nigeria? “African time” is not just restricted to our social life; it has eaten deep into the fabric of our economic
activities and every other aspect of our existence. Nanna Selkur (27 July 2011)
Why should people who have been told by their colonizers that they have no history learn to keep time?
Making history and keeping time go together. Joel Omoding (29 October 2011)

Abstract
The lack of a strict and disciplined adherence to keeping time or punctuality
has been an issue of major concern to many authorities in the African public
and private sectors. Botswana is no exception, as this article will demonstrate.
So pervasive is lack of punctuality among Africans in sub-Saharan Africa
that a stereotypical notion of “African time” gained currency a long time
ago and is still prevalent to this day. Undoubtedly, this attitude towards time
negatively affects the productivity and economic performance of numerous
African countries, such as Botswana, in their seemingly futile endeavour to
become competitive globally and attract the much sought after foreign direct
investment (FDI). In this article we try to make sense of African time from
the scholarship on the African traditional socio-economic and environmental
factors relating to time, as well as the popular stereotypical views of African
time. This article shows that African time among the Batswana is something
that frustrated the Victorian missionaries in the late nineteenth century. We
also discuss how African time has translated into expression of political power
by tribal and national political leaders. The problem of African time continues
to be prevalent in the twenty-first century Botswana where a poor work ethic
is also believed to be a major impediment to doing business in the country.
Keywords: Time; African Time; Tswana-time: Foreign Direct Investment;
Productivity; Political Power; Precision Instruments; Punctuality; Global
Competitiveness.

*

This article is dedicated to Dr Bruce S Bennett for his service as Head of the History Department at the
University of Botswana from 2011 to 2014.
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Introduction
The debate on the question of African time and its impact on the national
economies of African countries is dominated by apologists of the African time
phenomenon on the one hand, and on the other, by Africans and non-Africans
who rubbish the practice as suicidal in the competitive global economy.
Whereas some of the supporters of African time provide philosophical
explanations that take into account African culture and traditional religion,
a significant number seem to be responding out of pride and even egotism.
However, the article does not necessarily provide the answer to the question
of the pervasiveness of the African time syndrome among sophisticated,
urbanised, westernised and Christianised Africans, whether on the continent
or in the Diaspora. This is a subject of further inquiry. The article attempts
to make sense of the debate that so far seems to be mostly confined to the
internet bloggers and without a thorough academic grounding, particularly
one that takes history, heritage and globalization into account. However, as
shown below there is appreciable scholarship on the phenomenon of ‘Time’
from as far back as the pre-colonial period among Africans. This differs from
the stereotypes of African time which we are concerned with here.
The historical aspect assesses African time in relation to similar phenomenon
in the development of industrial and capitalist European nations. There
is a section on the concerns raised by Victorian missionaries and colonial
government officials against African time or “Tswana-time” from the late
nineteenth century Botswana right up to the time of the country’s independence
in 1966. The discussion is then broadened to focus on stereotype of African
time and its social and economic impact in Africa and the diaspora. This is
followed by a section demonstrating that while the discourse of African time
and general inefficiency in the public service became endemic in Botswana
since the early 1980s, the early years of independence were different.
The African time syndrome has been quite common in Botswana despite the
fact that the country has been hailed as an “African success story” and “African
Miracle” in terms of economic development since independence from British
colonial rule in 1966.2 The syndrome of African time is closely linked to the
2

I Samatar, African miracle: State and class leadership and colonial legacy in Botswana development (Portsmouth,
New Hampshire, 1999); JC Leith, Why Botswana prospered? (Montreal, McGill-Queens University Press, 2005);
D Acemoglu, S Johnson and JA Robinson, “An African success story: Botswana”, CEPR Discussion Article
3219 (available at http://articles.ssrn.com/sol3/articles.cfm?abstract_id=304100, as accessed on 10 February
2011).
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prevalent poor work ethic which is believed to be holding the country back in
terms of doing business.3

Scholars on time and African concept of time
As indicated above there is established corpus of literature on the subject or
concept of time among Africans. In terms of historical study Joseph Adjaye’s
collection of essays entitled Time in the Black Experience appears to be one
of the leading contributions in the field.4 It is a collection of some 10 essays
by experts from various disciplines. The essays focus on some societies in
southern5, east,6 west,7 and central Africa8 as well as the Diaspora.9 Adajaye
provides a helpful review of the literature on the subject, so much that we feel
there is no need for us to repeat it here. This includes the pioneering effort of
Kenyan, Reverend John Mbiti in the form of his 1969 book African Religions
and Philosophy.10 However, Mbiti briefly discusses the theme of time in the
context of traditional religion among Africans because he sees their lives as
revolving around cosmology whether it is a matter of birth, marriage, death,
and even agricultural production. This is not dissimilar to Professor James
Amanze’s study of African traditional religions and culture in Botswana.11
3

CJ Makgala, “The discourses of poor work ethic in Botswana, 1930-2010”, Journal of Southern African Studies,
39(1), 2013, pp. 45-57. We acknowledge that using the quantitative approach may have bolstered our study in
assessing how African time negatively impacted on the Botswana’s economy over the years. Unfortunately, we
could not get the data because it seems no such a study has been undertaken. Perhaps, it can be considered for
future work.
4 JK Adjaye (ed.), Time in black experience (Westport, CT, London, Greenwood Press, 1994).
5 K Atkins, “‘Kaffir Time’: Preindustrial temporal concepts of labor discipline in nineteenth-century Natal”, JK
Adjaye (ed.), Time in black experience..., pp. 121-140.
6 A Mazrui and L Mphande, “Time and labor in colonial Africa: The case of Kenya and Malawi”, JK Adjaye (ed.),
Time in black experience..., pp. 97-120.
7 JK Adjaye, “Time, identity, and historical consciousness in Akan”, JK Adjaye (ed.), Time in black experience..,
pp. 55-78; K Koné, “Time and culture among the Bamana/Mandinka and Dogon of Mali”, JK Adjaye (ed.),
Time in black experience..., pp. 79-96.
8 KK Bunseki Fu-Kiau, “Ntangu-Tandu-Kolo: The Bantu-Kongo concept of time”, JK Adjaye (ed.), Time in
black experience..., pp. 17-34.
9 KM Bilby, “Time and history among a marooned people: The Aluku”, JK Adjaye (ed.), Time in black experience...,
pp.141-160; JK Adjaye, “Jamaican Maroons: Time and historical identity”, JK Adjaye (ed.), Time in black
experience..., pp. 161-182; M Sobel, “Early American attitudes towards time and work”, JK Adjaye (ed.), Time
in black experience..., pp. 183-198; JE Holloway, “Time in the African diaspora: The Gullah experience”, JK
Adjaye (ed.), Time in black experience..., pp. 199-212.
10 JS Mbiti, African religions and philosophy (Oxford, Heinemann, 1969), p. 16.
11 JN Amanze, African traditional religions and culture in Botswana (Gaborone, Pula Press, 2002). Other helpful
sources are I Schapera, A handbook of Tswana law and custom (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1938); I
Schapera, Married life in an African tribe (London, Faber and Faber, 1940); I Schapera, Migrant labour and
tribal life (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1947); G Sitiloane, The image of God among the Sotho-Tswana
(Rotterdam, AA Belkema, 1976).
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According to Mbiti “The concept of time may help to explain beliefs,
attitudes, practices and general way of life of African peoples not only in
the traditional set up but also in the modern situation (whether of political,
economic, educational or Church life)”.12 Although Mbiti’s contribution
has its critics13 it is also influential in some of the contributions in Adjaye’s
compilation.
Adjaye is of the view that, “During the colonial period (about 1885-1960),
uncritical and distorted observations by missionaries, travellers, and colonial
administrators reinforced the Western vision of Africans as inferior people,
and pseudo-justification for the inferiority of black and darker [people]
was found in the Hamitic myth”.14 We are told that these views influenced
Europeans’ views on the Africans’ “unimpressive” response to mechanical time
and dismissal of Africans as having had no history worthy of documentation.
Adjaye support this by citing the English historian Hugh Trevor-Roper’s
infamous 1963 statement in which he referred to African past as nothing
more than the “unrewarding gyrations of barbarous tribes in picturesque
but irrelevant corners of the globe”.15 Nonetheless, Adjaye also notes some
pioneering colonial period anthropologists such as Edward Evans-Pritchard’s
1939 path-breaking study entitled “Nuer Time Reckoning” which focuses
on the Nuer people of southern Sudan. According to Adjaye, “above all, he
[Evans-Pritchard] demonstrates that time in Africa and other pre-capitalist
societies –and, for that matter, everywhere – is a product of culture and the
environment rather than intellectual capacity”.16
Mbiti also provides ways through which time is reckoned among the African
communities. His assessment is not different to that obtaining among the
Batswana, as we demonstrate in a later section. Mbiti says that when it comes
to time reckoning and chronology:17
Instead of numerical calendars, there are what one would call phenomenon
calendars, in which the events or phenomena which constitute time are
reckoned or considered in their relation with one another and as they take
12 J Mbiti, African religions and philosophy..., p. 16.
13 AS Moreau, “A critique of John Mbiti’s understanding of the African concept of time” (available at http://
biblicalstudies.org.uk/pdf/ajet/05-2_036.pdf, as accessed on 10 August 2015); SF Babalola and OA Alokan,
“African concept of time, a socio-cultural reality in the process of change”, Journal of Education and Practice,
4(7), 2013, pp. 143-147; E Beyaraza, The African concept of time: A critical study of various theories (Kampala,
Makerere University Press, 2000).
14 JK Adjaye (ed.), Time in black experience..., p. 2.
15 H Trevor-Roper’s Broadcast lecture reprinted from The Listener, London, 28 November 1963, p. 871.
16 JK Adjaye (ed.), Time in black experience..., p. 4.
17 J Mbiti, African religions and philosophy..., p. 19.
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place, i.e. as they constitute time. For example, an expectant mother counts
the lunar months of her pregnancy; a traveller counts the number of days it
takes him to walk (in former years) from one part of the country to another.
The day, the month, the year, one’s life time or human history, are all divided
up or reckoned according to their specific events, for it is these that make them
meaningful.
For example, the rising of the sun is an event which is recognized by the
whole community. It does not matter, therefore, whether the sun rises at
5 a.m. or 7 a.m., so long as it rises. When a person says that he will meet
another at sunrise, it does not matter whether the meeting place takes [sic] at
5 a.m. or 7 a.m., so long as it is during the general period of sunrise. Likewise,
it does not matter whether people go to bed at 9 a.m. or 12 midnight; the
important thing is the event of going to bed, and it is immaterial whether in
one night this takes place at 10 p.m., while in another it is at midnight. For
the people concerned, time is meaningful at the point of the event and not at
the mathematical moment.

Mbiti furthermore observes that: “In western or technological society, time
is a commodity which must be utilized, sold and bought; but in traditional
African life, time has to be created or produced. Man is not slave of time;
instead, he ‘makes’ as much time as he wants”. He also cautions against what he
views as the ignorance of European and American visitors in African societies
who usually complain about Africans always being late for appointments or
work, or for sitting down idle. Denbow and Thebe observe that Batswana
are informal about time.18 For example, people can be fashionably late for
a wedding by coming an hour or more late. However, as this article shows,
this attitude has had negative and unwanted impact on productivity in many
African economies.
Keletso Atkins, in her fascinating study on the cultural origins of an African
work ethic in the British colony of Natal (South Africa) in the second half
of the nineteenth century, demonstrates how the Zulu’s idea of month-end
through observing the moon was roughly at variance with the European
commercial and capitalist observance of the calendar for month-end. “The
moon is dead! Give us our money!” the Zulus would say to their European
employers.19 The use of the lunar reckonings by the Zulu was condescendingly
referred to as “Kafir month” as well as “Kafir time” by Europeans.20
18 J Denbow and PC Thebe, Culture and customs of Botswana (Westport, CT, London, Greenwood Press), pp.
174-179.
19 KE Atakins, The moon is dead! Give us our money! The cultural origins of an African work ethic, Natal, South Africa,
1843-1900 (Portsmouth, NH and London, Heinemann and James Currey, 1993).
20 KE Atkins, The moon is dead!..., p. 81.

5
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According to Mbiti, the basic, African notion of time is central to what
“underlies and influences the life and attitudes of African people in the
villages and, to a great extent, those who work or live in the cities as well”.21
Perhaps, one may add that many of these Africans in the cities or urban areas
of countries such as Kenya and Botswana, among many others, were expected
to retire and go back to their villages of origin or to be buried there if they died
in the urban areas. While Mbiti was writing in the late 1960s, when many
or most Africans in the cities or urban areas had strong rural backgrounds
and ties with their traditional religious beliefs, the same cannot be said about
Christianised and westernised Africans in the cities in the new millennium.
Starting around the late 1980s and early 1990s, a significant number of urban
dwellers in Africa no longer have intentions of retiring to their villages or
to be buried there when they die. They choose to remain in the urban areas
where they can also be buried following death.22 Some of these people have
significant investments in the urban areas and their connections with their
rural roots have weakened considerably over the years. The British journalist
Michela Wrong notes the case of John Githongo in Kenya:23
In the process of opening up to the world, certain cultural baggage had to be
jettisoned. In Kikuyu tradition, circumcision looms large. The Githongo boys
certainly went under the knife, but for them a rite once staged on the banks
of a river, with only cold water to numb the pain, was performed in hospital.
Ask John and his contemporaries about traditional Kikuyu concepts such as
wiathi – becoming master of one’s destiny – and like many urban Kikuyu
their age, they will hesitate, shrug and look awkward. They prefer a Robert
Ludlum thriller to the latest academic work on Mau Mau, and while they
might visit ‘shags’ – slang for upcountry ‘shamba’ – at intervals and hold their
grandparents in tender affection, that doesn’t mean they know a great deal
about their roots.

She further notes that “A sociologist might look at the Githongo family and
note a series of dislocations, physical and ideological, each serving to weaken
the link between modern family and upcountry shamba”. The point we are
trying to make here is that, while urban Africans have largely severed ties
with their traditional religious and cultural practices which have a bearing on
their attitude to time as explained by Mbiti above, these urbanites still largely
conform to the syndrome of African time in official government, private
21 J Mbiti, African religions and philosophy..., pp. 19-20.
22 For a discussion of this point on Kenya see M Wrong, It’s our turn to eat: The story of a Kenyan whistle blower
(London, Fourth Estate, 2009), pp. 146-147; and on Botswana see D Magang, The magic of perseverance: The
autobiography of David Magang (Cape Town, Centre for Advanced Studies of African Societies, 2008), p. 366.
23 M Wrong, It’s our turn to eat..., p. 130.
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business and personal interactions. Can lack of adherence to punctuality on
the part of the new generation in the city with little or no regard for their
traditional religion and culture, be attributed to their traditional religion
nonetheless? It should be pointed out that some of these young people such
as university students come from entrepreneurial backgrounds and also have
entrepreneurial ambitions, and are well aware of the western and capitalist
dictum, “Time is money”.
By contrast, it has been observed that Africans working in Europe and North
America are punctual for work even if it means having to travel or drive in
uncomfortable snowy conditions. Perhaps, the answer lies in the maxim
“when in Rome do as the Romans do”, or else one could get sacked from his
or her employment. However, such workers or professionals upon return to
Africa do what most Africans do. According to Agyenim Boaten, a Ghanaian
living in the United States, “Africans in the diaspora learn to keep time. We
show up at work or appointments on time, because there is a price to pay for
tardiness. Africans have a saying, ‘Africans do not wait for time, rather, time
waits for Africans’. Time is money, and we are paying a heavy price for our
tardiness”.24 The Zimbabwean Professor CJM Zvobgo (a Sabbaticant in the
History Department at the University of Botswana in the 1990s) ‘was of the
view that, even when Africans have lived abroad and learned and practised
the ways of the Westerners, when they return home, even as they are coming
down the aeroplane, their Africanness descends on them like a swarm of bees.
Whereas, when they were abroad, they used to assist the wife/partner in doing
domestic chores, such as cooking, washing dishes, and changing the baby’s
nappies, they react with umbrage to the wife/partner asking them to do any
of the above. “What will my people think of me? That you gave me korobela
and I succumbed to the extent of doing women’s work?”25
Interestingly, the Englishman and historian Neil Parsons (former Professor of
History at the University of Botswana), making reference to EP Thompson’s
influential piece “Time, Work Discipline, and Industrial Capitalism”,26
observes that even in Europe during the Industrial Revolution punctuality
and discipline were a serious challenge for a very long time:27
24 BBC News, “Can Africa keep time?” (available at http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/3211923.stm, as accessed
on 11 November 2011).
25 Email: A Pongweni (University of Botswana/CJ Makgala and PC Thebe (Researchers), 2 December 2011.
26 EP Thompson, “Time, work discipline, and industrial capitalism”, Past and Present, 38, pp. 56-97.
27 Email: N Parsons (London/CJ Makgala and PC Thebe (Researchers), 9 May 2012. For a thorough treatment
of the subject see D Harvey, The condition of postmodernity (Oxford, Basil Blackwell, 1989), pp. 230-231; EP
Thompson, “Time, work discipline...”, Past and Present, 38.
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The new industrial-capitalism not only emerged technologically with more
and more complex clockwork (at Greenwich Observatory etc) from the 17th
century onwards but also struggled in the early 19th century to impose notions
of workplace discipline and time-keeping on factory workers (with hooters,
bells, and particularly through the organization of old sports into new games
governed by the clock and the whistle – which is why virtually every modern
sport was invented or really reinvented in England in the 19th century), and
how time was standardized and made precise first within England by the needs
of the railways (telegraphs transmitting time checks along the railway lines to
stations and railway timetables based on London time; previously every town
had midday time when the sun was directly overhead, so Oxford midday and
time was a few minutes later than London) and then within the world by
undersea electronic telegraphs transmitting Greenwich Observatory time with
exact hour time-zones on either side.

Another historian Bruce Bennett, who comes from New Zealand and has
spent about 20 years teaching at the University of Botswana, emphasises
Parsons’ point by arguing that as far as the notion of African Time is
concerned:28
What people are noticing [regarding African time] is the result of an agrarian
lifestyle in the very near past, and that similar patterns can be observed among
Europeans before industrialization. I.e. Europeans found it hard to adapt to
factory time when they had been used to time based on nature (in farming)
or on events (e.g. the apprentice starts work when the master has finished
breakfast and goes into the workshop). My point on religious time (...preindustrial urbanization) was that Europeans had some cultural items which
may have given some (even if limited) preparation for the transitions to
industrial time. The conclusion of all this is, simply that it is not surprising or
particularly ‘African’ for a society changing from agrarian to industrial life to
experience time issues.

It is further observed that sociologists and anthropologists have often studied
and conceptualised social attitudes toward time.29 Following Emile Durkheim,
time has often been taken as a social construct rather than a natural condition
as Jack Goody illustrates: “Although all societies have some system of time
reckoning, some idea of sequence and duration, the mode of reckoning
clearly varies with the economy, ecology, and technical equipment; with the

28 Email: B Bennett (University of Botswana/CJ Makgala and PC Thebe (Researchers), 14 March 2012.
29 B Adam, Time in social theory (Philadelphia, Temple University Press, 1990); ND Munn, “The cultural
anthropology of time: A critical essay”, Annual Review of Anthropology, 21 (1992), pp. 931-923; DO Hughes
and TR Trautmann (eds.), Time: Histories and ethnologies (Ann Arbor, Michigan, University of Michigan Press,
1995).
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ritual system; and with the political organization”.30 According to Goody,
the main elements of time occur in all human societies, but with different
emphasis, sequence and duration, cyclical and linear patterns, and systems of
time reckoning.31 Georges Gurvitch in a famous study about different social
times and time scales, identifies eight types of social time:32
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enduring Time: time of slowed down long duration;
Deceptive Time;
Erratic Time: time of irregular pulsation between the appearance and
disappearance of rhythms;
Cyclical Time;
Retarded Time;
Alternating Time: time alternating between delay and advance;
Time in advance of itself or time pushing forward;
Explosive Time.

Gurvitch correctly indicates that “ecological time” is a form of social time
which corresponds to the external environment. Maurice Bloch argues,
however, that while “ritual time” is ideologically motivated and indeed socially
constructed it is “mundane time” based on cognitive universals and the
observation of natural processes, thus not depending on social contexts.33 His
publication caused some controversy among anthropologists and sociologists
who partly rejected his data and argument.34
Johannes Fabian brings the idea of trivializing time and the past into focus.
He mentions that “coevalness is anthropologist’s problem with Time”.35
The whole theme is concerned with critically assessing the concept of time
by anthropologists and archaeologists (and possible manipulation). He
further argues that in writing about the “other” some anthropologists have
created cultural constructions of time which “freezes” certain societies as
“anthropological relics”, “primitive”, “savage”, and so forth.

30 J Goody, “Time: Social organization”, International encyclopaedia of social sciences, 16, 1991, p. 31; Also see C
Holtorf, “Time perceptions” (available at https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca/citd/holtorf/6.10.html, as accessed
on 23 December 2011).
31 J Goody, “Time: Social organization”, International encyclopaedia of social sciences, 16, 1991, p. 31.
32 G Gurvitch, The spectrum of social time (Dordrecht, Reidel, 1964), pp. 31-33.
33 M Bloch, “The past and the present in the present”, Man, 12, 1977, pp. 278-292; A Gell, The anthropology of
time: Cultural construction of temporal maps and images, 9 (Oxford and Providence, Berg, 1992).
34 LEA Howe, “The social determination of knowledge: Maurice Bloch and Balinese Time”, Man, 16, 1981, pp.
220-234.
35 J Fabian, Time and the other: How anthropology makes its object (New York, Columbia University Press, 1983).
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This structuralism has created stereotypes of looking at history of Sanspeaking peoples and other African communities in sub-Saharan Africa. As
Mbiti tries to demonstrate, the African concept of time is part of a larger
social relations and it is not simple. It has not developed in a linear way out
of a single factor but we should consider alternatives in which human society
has changed over time. It is argued that the structuralisms’ problem of using
“our” time to address “their” time is problematic and not simple.

Concerns about “Tswana-time” in colonial Botswana, 1895-1966
According to John and Jean Comaroff, “In 1818 the directors of the London
Missionary Society (LMS) sent a mechanical clock to grace the church at
its first mission among the Tswana in South Africa. No ordinary clock – its
hours were struck by strutting British soldiers carved of wood – it became
the measure of a historical process in the making. Clearly meant to proclaim
the value of time in Christian, civilized communities, the contraption had an
altogether unexpected impact. For the Africans insisted that the ‘carved ones’
were emissaries of a distant king who, with missionary connivance, would
place them in a ‘house of bondage’”.36 In other words, the Batswana rejected
the clock as they perceived it as an instrument for loss of their traditional way
of life owing to European missionary activity among them. Indeed this would
pave the way for capitalist and colonial exploitation and dispossession of the
Batswana and other African groups.
African Time or “Chuana-time” (“Tswana-time”) as European missionaries
called it, has very deep roots in Botswana, as indicated below by missionaries
Hepburn and Willoughby of the LMS, as they proselytized among the
Bangwato of Khama III in the 1890s:37
Worshippers kept turning up late, Like Hepburn, Willoughby had to deal
with what he referred to as ‘Chuana-time’, a phenomenon to which Willoughby
would never fully reconcile. Hepburn’s longing for a bell remained unfulfilled,
whereas Willoughby’s annoyance with the late comers produced better results.
Khama presented him with a two and a half hundred weight bell intended
to ‘sound far’, calling the faithful to worship – on time. A tower, paid for by
36 J Comaroff and J Comaroff, Of revelation and revolution, 1: Christianity, colonialism, and consciousness in South
Africa (Chicago, Chicago University Press, 1991), p. xi.
37 J Rutherford, Little giant of Bechuanaland: A biography of William Charles Willoughby missionary and scholar
(Gaborone, Botswana Society, Mmegi Publishing House and Botswana National Archives and Records Services,
2009), pp. 26-27.
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Khama and some local Tswana and Europeans, was added to the Church,
making it more ‘ornamental’. A nice appearance, as Willoughby admits, was
not the intention, but the bell in its new tower failed to overcome the problem.
Phalapye houses were scattered over a wide area. Even before Hepburn left,
Phalapye’s population had reached 30 000 spread over twenty miles. Thus,
the bell could only be heard across the town on wet days. Eventually, the
bell was transferred to a small European church built near the populace. This
proved more successful, but because it was so far from the Mission House, the
deacons made responsible for ringing the bell were not always themselves free
of the infection of ‘Chuana-time’.

It is interesting to note that during the visit to Britain in 1895 by three
Batswana Chiefs, Khama III, Sebele I of the Bakwena and Bathoen I
(Bangwaketse), meant to campaign against their territory falling into the
hands of the unscrupulous British South Africa Company which belonged
to the imperialist Cecil Rhodes,38 they had agreed to their people paying
tax for financing the administration of the Protectorate. They did this on
the condition that Europeans would not collect the tax because they were
impatient owing to their lack of understanding of the Batswana’s way of life
and approach to time. The Chiefs stated that “We are willing to pay a tax. But
if you send white men to collect these taxes from our people it will cause us
pain. You can tell us how much we must collect from each man; and we will
collect it from our sub-Chiefs and Headmen and from the little Chiefs of the
smaller tribes which live in our country, who will collect it from their people
and give it to us that we may give it to you. Our people will understand this.
‘But there will be trouble with a white man because he is always in a hurry’”.39
(emphasis added). As we show below later in the post-independence period
an adage “There is no hurry in Botswana” would become popular.
The requirements by Western institutions, such as the church and school,
regarding punctuality and organisation or diligence, were not catered for by
the traditional mode of living among the Batswana. Table 1 below provides
information on how Batswana observed and treated time as they understood
it from their daily activities instead of relying on a precision instrument in the
form of mechanical clocks and watches used by missionaries:

38 N Parsons, King Khama, Emperor Joe and the great white queen: Victorian Britain through African eyes (Chicago,
Chicago University Press); P Maylam, Rhodes, the Tswana, and the British: Colonialism, collaboration, and conflict
in the Bechuanaland Protectorate, 1885-1899 (Westport, Conn., Greenwood Press, 1980).
39 A Pim, Financial and economic position of the Bechuanaland Protectorate: Command 4368 (London, His Majesty
Stationary Office, 1933), p. 37.
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Table 1: Batswana’s concept of time relating to daily activities
(the list is not exhaustive and names differ from one tribal group to another)
No. Setswana Concepts
1

Makuku a naka tsa kgomo

English Translation
Very early in the morning or before dawn

2

Masa-a-sa

Dawn break

3

Dikoko di fologa

At dawn when chickens descend from the trees

4

Dikgomo di bolola

Morning time when cattle are released from the kraal

5

Mabolotso a dipudi

Late morning when goats are released from the kraal

6

Motshegare wa setlhoboloko

Mid-day

7

Tadi e amusa

Mid-day

8

Tshokologo

Late afternoon

9

Maitsiboa

Evening

10

Bosigogare

Midnight

The Batswana operated on the basis of the above notions of time and it served
them well in their local environment and context. According to Rutherford,
“It was all a far cry from the relatively carefree experience of the herdboy,
whose clock was the sun, or the more leisurely round of home activities to
which they were accustomed. In the ethos of African village life, or at ‘the
lands’ or cattle-posts, such English boarding school requirements as adherence
to timetables, rigid discipline, regular mealtimes, scrupulous attention to
cleanliness, and similar practices, had little or no place. These new ways had
to be mastered. It was a painful process and it is hardly surprising that there
was some resistance”.40 This was not different to the development in Europe
during the industrialisation process as noted by Parsons and Bennett above.
Even in work places of colonial Kenya and Malawi various forms of resistance
were experienced.41
The way of life of the Batswana could not be compromised even when it
came to church attendance. For instance, “no Motswana man would have
gone to church leaving livestock in a kraal”, observes Professor Bojosi
Otlhogile.42 This point seems to buttress one made by anthropologists John
and Jean Comaroff, who argue that “Although they were eminently effective
in transforming local lives, the evangelists failed precisely where they most
40 J Rutherford, Little giant of Bechuanaland..., p. 103. This resistance was experienced in work places of colonial
Kenya and Malawi.
41 A Mazrui and L Mphande, “Time and labor in colonial Africa”, JK Adjaye (ed.), Time in black experience..., pp.
97-120.
42 Email: B Otlhogile (University of Botswana/CJ Makgala and PC Thebe (Researchers), 15 November 2011.
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hoped to succeed, namely, in implanting an orthodox Protestant peasantry
on African soil”.43
In 1946 the issue of lack of punctuality was raised quite strongly by
Resident Commissioner Aubrey Forsyth-Thompson during a session of the
African Advisory Council, with the Batswana Chiefs in attendance. ForsythThompson lamented that government officials were particularly frustrated
by the lack of a sense of time on the part of the Batswana, even educated
ones. According to him, that was “what accounts for the shortness of temper
in a man [European] whose tradition is based on co-ordinated effort and
punctuality”.44 This does not seem to have changed the Batswana’s attitude
towards time, which seems to have worsened later in the post-colony despite
alarm clocks, wrist watches and, nowadays mobile phones being so common
as we demonstrate below.

Political power and stereotypes of African time
Here we widen the debate to cover other parts of Africa and the diaspora.
Stereotypical views by both Africans and non-Africans largely tend to be
complaints about what is viewed as indiscipline when it comes to punctuality.
On African time Neil Parsons comments:45
I remember Radio Zambia’s time-checks being completely arbitrary, banging
a gong and saying it was 8... o’clock precisely when the newsreader was ready
and not what a precise clock said.
But I have always divided peasant time in Africa from royal time. Peasant
time is measured by looking at the sun and guessing time. (Societies that live
primarily out of doors don’t really need watches.) Royal time is to show power
over and to humiliate the peasants. King Sobhuza [II of Swaziland] always
arrived four or five hours later while we sat and broiled in the sun. Some
politicians do the same just to make us feel small and powerless.

In post-independence Africa the political order has been seen as consisting of
personal rule46 by corrupt “Big men” brutally ruling helpless “little people”.47
43 J Comaroff and J Comaroff, Ethnography and the historical imagination (Boulder, San Francisco and London,
Westview Press, 1992), p. 36.
44 Bechuanaland Protectorate, Minutes of the African Advisory Council (Mafikeng, Government Printer, 1946).
45 Email: N Parsons (London)/CJ Makgala and PC Thebe (Researchers), 9 May 2012.
46 RH Jackson and CG Rosberg, Personal rule in black Africa: Prince, autocrat, prophet, tyrant (Berkeley, CA:
University of California Press, 1982).
47 A Russell, Big men little people: Encounters in Africa (London, Pan, 2000).
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As Parsons observes regarding what he calls “royal time” some politicians
deliberately disrespect punctuality as a way of demonstrating their power. An
interesting example was the inauguration of Kenya’s newly elected President
Mwai Kibaki after defeating the long-serving Big man, Daniel Arap Moi in
the 2002 elections as journalist Michela Wrong narrates the story:48
The mood in the open-air stadium in Uhuru Park [in Nairobi] on 30
December 2002... was on the brink of turning ugly. Mostly male, mostly
young, the audience was getting bored with waiting.
For much of the morning the mood had been cheerful. The thousands of
Kenyans who had begun streaming into the amphitheatre at 7 a.m. for the
presidential inauguration –first change of leadership via the ballot box since
independence –had every reason to pat themselves on the back. With the
simplest of acts, they had pulled off what felt like a miracle. They had queued
patiently for hours in the sun, cast their ballots and in the process turned their
backs on the retiring Daniel Arap Moi, twenty-four years at the helm, the
president credited with reducing East Africa’s most prosperous economy to...
homeland of bribe....
As the timetable slipped by two, then three, four, five hours, the amphitheatre
steadily filled.... The ceremony was now running six hours late.

This scenario contrasts sharply to that of the iconic Nelson Mandela’s strict
adherence to punctuality as reported by British journalist Alec Russell who
had an appointment with him at his presidential office in South Africa: “I had
just come back from central Africa, where presidents close down their capitals
for the slightest errand and keep you waiting as a mark of their power. With
Mandela, however, it was a point of honour to make the opposite true. Indeed
his office had called me in the middle of the morning to inform me he would
be half an hour early. Mercifully for the stress levels of the hotel staff, he
changed his mind at the last minute and made a detour via a relation before
arriving bang on the time”.49
African time has caused a great deal of disquiet and self-criticism among some
Africans, who feel that this kind of attitude towards time has led to missed
economic opportunities and lack of development in their countries. For
instance, one concerned Ghanaian observes that “One of the main reasons for
the continuing underdevelopment of our country is our nonchalant attitude
to time and the need for punctuality in all aspects of life. The problem of
punctuality has become so endemic that lateness to any function is accepted
48 M Wrong, It’s our turn to eat..., pp. 1-3.
49 A Russel, Big men little people..., p. 244.
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and explained off as ‘African time’”.
An interesting incident regarding “African royal time” took place in October
2003 in London during the visit of King Otumfuo Osei Tutu II of the Ashanti
in Ghana. He arrived two hours late at an important event in London, as
explained below:50
Last week for instance, international journalists in the UK were kept waiting
by the king of Ghana’s largest ethnic group, who was visiting Alexandra Palace
in north London at the climax of a Ghanaian trade exhibition, Ghana Expo
2003. The journalists had been informed that Otumfuo Osei Tutu II, from
the Ashanti, would arrive at the exhibition at 1100. The time was changed to
1400, but the king did not show up until two hours later, when the journalists
had already packed and left. The incident only helped reinforce the belief held
by many people in the developed world that Africans are terrible time-keepers.
Cases of a government minister keeping members of the public waiting, a
friend turning up late for a date, a judge holding up court proceedings, or a
public service vehicle leaving and arriving late, have become the norm rather
than the exception.

The BBC’s Africa Live programme responded to this story by asking its
listeners the question, “Is poor time-keeping Africa’s worst enemy?” which
elicited quite interesting responses for and against African time from Africans
and non-Africans the world over. Blake Evans-Pritchard, a British reporter
who had covered the event, wrote, “I was a journalist at the Ghana Expo
and, though I tried to be kind to the organisers in my article, I believe that
the time-keeping of Africans is a very real problem for them, economically
speaking. Here was a wonderful opportunity for Ghanaians to showcase their
country, and prove that the business potential there was great, and what did
they do - kept the press and the businessmen waiting in the cold, whilst their
king made his leisurely way there. This was a real shame”.
As for Elias Mutungi, from Uganda and based in the United States, “In Africa
time is taken for granted as if it is a renewable resource, and we ‘mismanage’
time as we do to other resources.... Unless there is a strong drive for time
management, everything in Africa will always be behind schedule”. A certain
Mike in Kenya took a view not dissimilar to that of his compatriot, John
Mbiti, above, “Africans do not keep time because of our cultural background
that is quite different to the European one. We do not have fixed working
50 BBC Africa Live Programme, “Can Africa keep time?” (available at http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/3211923.
stm, as accessed on 11 November 2011).
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hours like 8am to 5pm. And an African would feel important if you would
still be there waiting for him two hours after the agreed time”. “Why should
people who have been told by their colonizers that they have no history learn
to keep time? Making history and keeping time go together”, wrote Joel
Omoding of Kenya, tongue in cheek and echoing Hugh Trevor-Roper’s 1963
declaration.
Whereas Africans in the diaspora are viewed as largely punctual at work,
they are also accused of being tardy when it comes to organising their own
events, as a certain Dr Bedford Nwabueze Umez claims:51
‘African time’ has become so annoying and embarrassing to the point that
some Nigerians (in Houston) now provide two invitation cards, either formally
or informally: one for Nigerians/Africans and the other for Americans. The
one for Nigerians/Africans would indicate that the event would start about
two hours before the actual time, while the one for Americans would indicate
the exact time the event is supposed to start. Why? According to one Nigerian,
“They want to make some provision for ‘African time,’ and avoid annoying
and embarrassing Americans.” Probably, in their minds, it is OK to annoy and
embarrass their fellow Nigerians/Africans who are punctual.

So serious has been the concern about African time that some African
governments have taken measures to combat the syndrome. For instance,
in October 2007, authorities in the Ivory Coast, supported by President
Laurent Gbagbo launched an internationally publicised campaign in an
event called ‘Punctuality Night’ held in the capital, Abidjan. The idea was
to give recognition to public service employees and private sector workers
who were regularly on time at their workplaces. This initiative adopted the
slogan, “‘African time’ is Killing Africa -Let’s Fight It”. According to Reuters,
“The organizers hoped to heighten awareness of how missed appointments,
meetings, or even late buses, cut productivity in a region where languid
tardiness is the norm”.52 The winner of the prize on offer at the Punctuality
Night was a certain Narcisse Aka, a legal adviser who got a $60,000 villa
presented to him by President Gbagbo. Aka was reported to be “so unusually
good at being punctual that his colleagues call him ‘Mr White Man’s Time’”.
Efforts to improve productivity in the African civil service through efforts
such as the one mentioned above in the Ivory Coast just like in Botswana as
51 BN Umez, “‘African time’ or selective punctuality?” (available at http://www.africanexecutive.com/modules/
magazine/articles.php?article=5202, as accessed 11 November 2011).
52 Wikipedia, “African time” (available at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/African_time, as accessed on 11 November
2011).
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stated below have borne miniscule positive results if any at all.

Concerns about African time in post-colonial Botswana, 1966-2011
As hinted above the African time syndrome has been a problem even in the
post-colony and the new millennium dispensation, despite some professionals
not having an agrarian and rural background. According to the former vice
chancellor of the University of Botswana, Professor Bojosi Otlhogile, “It is
a perennial problem. I spent the bulk of my time fighting it even amongst
non-Batswana”.53 However, in the early years of independence, when the
country’s civil service was smaller and easy to monitor and control, there were
individual Batswana, such as Gobe Matenge, whose dedication to punctuality
could not be compromised. Matenge was an old hand who had joined the
public service during the colonial period in the 1950s and went on to become
a permanent secretary in the post-colonial government, retiring in the early
1980s. A reviewer of Matenge’s biography writes that:54
Matenge kicks butt. He is a hard-nosed, no nonsense authoritative
taskmaster who gets things done. When he assigns someone a task, he expects
it to be carried out timeously. He follows up and will not relent until it is
done. His obsession for time keeping is the stuff of legend.... For instance,
Matenge would start a meeting with or without a quorum, something he still
does to date. He works on the basis of deadlines and, for Matenge, deadlines
are there to be honoured. (Un)fortunately he carries this discipline over into
retirement, something that riles his friends. They think he is too rigid. This
sense of discipline, rigour and commitment is what made him make things
happen even before the phrase ‘service delivery’ became a fad in Botswana.

It is interesting to note that the public service of Matenge’s time was generally
believed to be the most efficient in the whole of the African continent. The
biographers of Botswana’s first president, Sir Seretse Khama, tell us that the
civil service “was, at least until 1980, unrivalled, in southern Africa and the
continent as a whole, for integrity and efficiency”.55 Bruce Bennett ties the
Gobe Matenge exemplary discipline to the observation raised earlier on
African Time:56
53 Email: B Otlhogile (University of Botswana/CJ Makgala and PC Thebe (Researchers), 15 November 2011.
54 T Mbuya, review of Oagile Key Dingake, Unearthing the hidden treasure: The untold story of Gobe Matenge
(Gaborone, Medi Publishing, 2011), Sunday Standard, 13-19 November 2011, p. 32.
55 N Parsons, T Tlou and W Henderson, Seretse Khama, 1921-1980 (Gaborone, Macmillian, 1995), p. 272.
56 Email: B Bennett (University of Botswana/CJ Makgala and PC Thebe (Researchers), 14 March 2012.
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A lot of discussion of ‘Africa time’ has been in terms of blaming Africans.
‘Why do they do this? Do they have an ‘excuse’? But as some historian said...
“possibility must be judged empirically”. i.e. if we want to know what was
de facto possible in a historical situation, we must look at what actually
happened. If you are in a particular society, it is difficult to go against its rules.
And the time practice is part of the rules in the sense that it is the way things
are done. You can of course turn up on time yourself but you will just have
to wait; if you try to make other people come faster than is normal you are
committing an unfriendly act. A few, like Gobe Matenge, may do so; having
the willpower and the status to do so. It is also relevant whether punctuality
is even ideal. In the civil service Mr Matenge had the advantage that he was
following an admitted principle, but in many other areas of life the ideal has
much less support.

However, the period starting in the early 1990s saw the politicisation of the
civil service taking root as the ruling Botswana Democratic Party (in power
since 1966) “was in a position to reward party activists and supporters by
appointing them to positions in the diplomatic and civil service, and the
councils, land boards, and tribal administration”, write Mpho Molomo and
Brian Mokopakgosi.57 Elite corruption in the civil service also ensued in this
environment.58 It should be pointed out that political appointments did not
always take qualifications and merit into account, and this compromised
productivity.59 The widespread problem of lack of productivity and inefficiency
in the public service and the private sector led to the government of Botswana
establishing the Botswana National Productivity Centre in 1995 in a bid to
confront the problem, and to make the country competitive in the global
economy by attracting the much sought after foreign direct investment (FDI).
Unfortunately, the results have been lukewarm.60 Poor work ethic and lax
attitude towards punctuality in Botswana is often couched in the infamous
and nonchalant phrase “There is no hurry in Botswana”.61 Other factors that
contribute to unimpressive FDI in Botswana are the country’s small internal
market of just two million people, difficult and convoluted regime of issuing
57 B Mokopakgosi and M Molomo, “Democracy in the face of weak opposition in Botswana”, Pula: Botswana
Journal of African Studies, 14(1), 2000, p. 7.
58 CJ Makgala, Elite conflict in Botswana: A history (Pretoria, Africa Institute of South Africa, 2006), pp. 85-97; K
Good, “Corruption and mismanagement in Botswana: A best case study?” Journal of Modern African Studies, 32
(3), 1994, pp. 449-521; Z Maundeni (ed.), Transparency, accountability and corruption in Botswana (Made Plain
Communications, Cape Town, 2008).
59 CJ Makgala and Z Maundeni, History of the Botswana Public Employees Union, 1885-2009 (Cape Town, Centre
for Advanced Studies of African Society, 2010), pp. 172-176.
60 CJ Makgala, “The discourses of poor work ethic in Botswana: A historical perspective, 1930-2010”, Journal of
Southern African Studies, 39(1), pp. 45-57.
61 D Magang, Delusions of grandeur: Paradoxies and ambivalences in Botswana’s macroeconomic firmament, 1
(Gaborone, Print Media Consult, 2015), pp. 340-344.
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resident and work permits to expatriates.62
In October 2011, the private Sunday Standard newsarticle a gossip columnist
expressed the view that the African Union should devise a clock for African
time taking into account late coming to work, prolonged time for lunch
and less time in the actual execution of the work at hand. While this was
influenced by the stereotypes of African time, it seems the author had been
affected and annoyed by it:63
At the continental level, the African Union should invest in a time piece
suited to Africans’ attitude towards time. The clock/watch should have its own
unique mechanism. At 6.00 a.m. it should stop for two hours to allow African
workers to get as much sleep as possible and report for work at 10.00 a.m.
Central European time; at 1015 the hands should start moving so fast the
time piece turns into a fan and before you know it, its 1300 – lunch time; the
hands then move so slowly that what in Europe would be 20 minutes becomes
five seconds; at 1330, the hands get stuck for an hour; from 14.00 the hands
become fan blades again and voila! It’s time to call it a day. For ease of doing
business, all African countries will synchronise their time so that lunch break
in Lagos takes as much time as in Gaborone – three hours. No longer being
colonised by Europe, Africa should assert its independence in every sphere.
Time has come for us to free ourselves from the oppression of the white man’s
time and fully embrace our own African Time.

Conclusion
The article has attempted to demonstrate various ideas on the practice
of Time and concepts of time in Africa. The authors have shown how this
phenomenon developed in various eastern, western and southern African
societies and communities from pre-colonial through the colonial order to
the post-independence dispensation. Arguments by observers on the cultural,
socio-economic, religious, political and historical explanations were adduced
in order to explain the phenomenon which is said to be a symbol or expression
of power and control by numerous African leaders in the post-colony.
Narrowing down the discussion to Botswana indicates similar practices to
what obtains elsewhere in the sub-Saharan Africa. The impact of this scenario
is said to have reduced productivity in the economic development of afflicted
communities and societies. The study notes that Botswana is no exception
62 D Magang, Delusions of grandeur..., pp. 323, 360-386.
63 Sunday Standard, “African time clock”, 16-22 October 2011.
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in this regard as the population’s poor work ethic is a major factor in the
country’s low volume of the FDI. So common and accepted is the African
time syndrome among the Batswana that a saying that “There is no hurry
in Botswana” has long taken root. In a bid to address this concern several
initiatives have been undertaken with the Botswana National Productivity
Centre established as a long term response to the issue but with little effect.
It would be interesting to examine whether African time has any impact on
the country’s respected military and other disciplined forces. Perhaps, useful
lessons could be learned from how the disciplined forces combat African
time syndrome. This suggestion does not ignore the fact that many African
countries experienced military coups, and had military governments which
did not improve punctuality and productivity to any significant degree.
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When the happiness or misery of others depends in any respect upon our conduct, we dare not, as self-love
might suggest to us, prefer the interest of one to that of the many. The man within immediately calls to us,
that we value ourselves too much and other people too little, and that, by so doing, we render ourselves the
proper object of the contempt and indignation of our brethren.1 Adam Smith

Abstract
Historians and other researchers have analysed different aspects of Swazi
historical affairs. One of the themes that has attracted academic attention
is that of continuity and change, especially under the impact of colonialism.
In spite of this attention, the institution of monarchy has been scantily
investigated in terms of the extent to which it was transformed through
the adoption of colonial economic values. In those instances where the
monarchy has been investigated along the continuum of change, debatable
conclusions have been drawn. This article reveals how the Swazi monarchy
was transformed as a result of adopting the economic values of capitalism that
came with capitalism. The article shows how the institution of monarchy was
capitalized at the expense of the majority of the citizens. The article shows that
as a result of this capitalization the monarchy lost the values it possessed before
colonialism, and understood by the indigenous population. The analysis
of the institution of monarchy in Swaziland is historically very important
because it offers an explanatory tool for the existence of economic inequalities
in Swaziland, and failure to achieve meaningful economic development.
Keywords: Colonial; Indigenous leaders; Africa; South Africa; Monarchy.

1

A Smith, The theory of moral sentiments (London, Strachan and Preston, 1804; originally published in 1759), p.
280.
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Introduction
The impact of colonialism in Africa has been a subject of debate amongst
scholars.2 While the debate is important and has made a significant contribution
to the study of African history a polarized approach does not seem useful
because the impact of colonialism was a mixture of developments, sometimes
attended by contradictions. What is historically important is that the impact
is observable even though scholars can differ on the nature and depth of the
impact. Research on the impact of colonialism enables historians of African
history and those who have a casual interest in the subject to better understand
how African societies were shaped and reshaped overtime. The impact of
colonialism, positive or negative, became more evident after independence
as it was expressed through the actions of the leaders who inherited political
power from colonial rule.
For economic historians, the fundamental impact of colonialism on Africa
was the expansion of capitalist relations of production because the adoption
of capitalist values changed the behaviour of some indigenous institutions.
An important element of capitalism that had a fundamental impact on Africa
was money or loosely, capital.3 This is a central component of capitalism as an
economic system that resulted in a change in some African values during and
after colonialism. It may seem unnecessary to draw attention to money and
change, but as Marx complained, the “cash nexus” once integrated into social
values, dominates social relations and, the quest to make money gradually
replaces all other motives in the productive activities of humanity.4 While
there is a proliferation of literature on the impact of money on the processes
of production and exchange in Africa,5 very little has been written on how
indigenous institutions became preoccupied with the accumulation of money
and how they were transformed in the process.
2

3
4
5

Some of the leading scholars who have engaged in the debate on the impact of colonialism on Africa are, LH
Gann and P Duignan, Colonialism in Africa, 1870-1960, Vol. 1: The History and politics of colonialism, 1870-1914
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1969); PC Lloyd, Africa in social change (Harmondsworth, Penguin,
1972); M Perham, The colonial reckoning (London, Collins, 1961); W Rodney, How Europe underdeveloped
Africa (London, Bogle L’Ouventure Publications, 1988); DK Fieldhouse, Colonialism, 1870-1945: An introduction
(London, Macmillan, 1983).
Claude Ake has described the process of monetization in Africa as a mechanism of imposition capitalist
relations. See, C Ake, A political economy of Africa (London, Longman, 1981).
For a more detailed discussion of the centrality of money under capitalism see, G Ingham, Capitalism
(Cambridge, Polity Press, 2008).
Literature on this subject include, P Bohannan, “The impact of money on an African subsistence economy”,
Journal of Economic History, 19, 1959; A Aderibigbe, “Trade and British expansion in the Lagos area in the
second half of the nineteenth century,” Nigerian Journal of Economic and Social Studies, 4, 1962; AG Hopkins,
An economic history of West Africa (London, Longman, 1973).
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Hugh Macmillan, in his analysis of colonialism and change in Swaziland
commented, “… capitalism and colonialism had only a marginal impact
[on Swaziland]”.6 This statement gives the impression that capitalism
and colonialism did not have a fundamental and lasting impact on Swazi
institutions and other aspects of the Swazi historical landscape. However,
research has shown that Swaziland, like all colonized territories in Africa,
was everlastingly impacted upon by capitalism and the general condition of
colonialism. However, Macmillan acknowledged that, “…there was little else
stable in the history of Swaziland [during the colonial period]”.7
Several studies have analysed how colonialism and colonial policies unleashed
change dynamics,8 and that trajectory need no be repeated here. While there
is evidence of the ascendance of capitalist relations of production in the Swazi
economy,9 there is no study of how some indigenous were capitalized as a result
of colonialism and the expansion of capitalist relations. For instance, there is
no study that shows how the institution of monarchy was capitalized10 and
transformed in both the colonial and post-colonial periods. This is in spite of
the fact that such processes are very important in the study of the economic
history of Swaziland because the institution of monarchy determines who has
power in society and to what end that power is utilized. This institution also
had the power to set up economic institutions to enrich itself at the expense
of the rest of society. 11
Although the institution of monarchy in Swaziland has been lauded as a
beacon of resilience against colonial forces of change, it was transformed by
colonialism and capitalism.12 Existing literature that touches on the Swazi
6

H Macmillan, “Swaziland: Decolonization and the triumph of ‘tradition’”, Historical perspectives on the political
economy of Swaziland: Selected articles (Kwaluseni, SSRU, 1986), p. 105.
7 H Macmillan, “Swaziland: Decolonization...”, J Daniel and M Stephens (eds.), Historical perspectives..., p. 106.
8 For more detailed discussion of this point see, AR Booth, Swaziland: Tradition and change in a Southern African
kingdom (Bulwer, Westview Press, 1983); HS Simelane, “Colonial policy, male opposition, and the introduction
of Swazi women to wage labour, 1935-1955”, African Historical Review, 43(1), 2011.
9 For some of the research that reveals the expansion of capitalism in Swaziland see, AR Booth, “Capitalism and
the competition for Swazi labour, 1945-1960”, Journal of Southern African Studies 13(1), October, 1986; HS
Simelane, Colonialism and economic change in Swaziland, 1940-1960 (Manzini, JAN Publishing Centre, 2003).
10 The term capitalization is used here to denote the injection of money/capital into the operations of the
institution of monarchy in Swaziland consequently transforming it into a quasi-capitalist institution. This can
be a product of both domestic and foreign capital investment.
11 This view has been elaborated upon in the analysis of political institutions. For more detail see, D Acemoglu
and JA Robinson, Why nations fail: The origins of power, prosperity and poverty (London, Profile Books, 2013).
12 For a detailed discussion of the Swazi monarchy as a traditional institution that survived colonialism when other
African monarchies fell under the pressure of colonialism see, H Macmillan, “Swaziland: Decolonization…,
J Daniel and M Stephens (eds.), Historical perspectives…; and H Kuper, Sobhuza II: Ngwenyama and King of
Swaziland (London, Duckworth, 1978).
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monarchy has focussed on political dimensions of the monarchy, neglecting
the economic dimension that has allowed the monarchy to reproduce itself.
This article ventures into this neglected area and interrogates the developments
that contributed to the capitalization of the Swazi monarchy and how the
institution was transformed as a result. The article argues that the Swazi
monarchy has been able to use its political power to capitalize itself over time
and in the process has been transformed into a quasi-capitalist institution
that has lost its traditional humanistic values. While the article traces the
trajectory of the capitalization of the Swazi monarchy from the colonial
period, it concentrates on the post-colonial period to reveal the machinations
of self-capitalization the monarchy was engaged in under the leadership of
King Sobhuza II.

Colonialism and the foundation of the capitalization of the Swazi
monarchy
The expansion of western imperialism into southern Africa changed the
balance of power in the region. It was clear that the invading Europeans
had come to dominate the region’s political landscape and African leaders
and their societies had to respond to such developments. By the second half
of the nineteenth century the Swazi leadership, just like its counterparts in
the rest of the region, were forced to contend with the growing power and
influence of whites. During the last five years of the century the Swazi Queen
Regent, Labotsibeni (Gwamile Mdluli) concerned herself with the power of
the British and the Afrikaners who were competing to either control or take
over her kingdom.13 Evidence indicates that she was resigned to the view that
the whites would ultimately take over the country (so was her husband, King
Mbandzeni who ruled the country 1875 – 1889), and was intrigued by the
source of the power of white man.
In an attempt to identify the base of the power of the white man she asked
her Council where the power of the white man lies? The majority of the
Councillors argued that the power of the white man lied in guns and military
strength. Some Councillors argued that it lied in magic, hence in the Swazi
13 For more detail on the relationship between the British, the Afrikaners, and the Swazi under Labotsibeni, see
HS Simelane, “Female leadership, Europeans, and the struggle for Swazi independence, 1890-1902”, Uniswa
Research Journal, 19, December 2005; AM Kanduza, “Queen Regent Labotsibeni”, MJ Diamond et. al. (eds.),
Women writing Africa: The southern region (New York, The Feminist Press at the City University of New York,
2004).
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language they were called Belumbi (magicians). However, Labotsibeni was
not convinced with these responses and argued that the power of the white
man lied in money and education.14 She went further to state that her vision
of a future Swaziland was that of a country that is able to accumulate money
and acquire high levels of education. According to her view, therefore, the
source of power and strength for every institution capital accumulation
and acquisition of educational skills. Her emphasis on money was a clear
demonstration of her shrewdness and astuteness. Her thinking was well
ahead of her compatriots as she realized very early that the power of money
was to be found not simply in accumulated wealth, but also in the power to
control. She saw money as a means of political domination. She was well
aware that she could not dominate the British, but the power of money could
work in the domination of the indigenous population. In the education
field her pursuit of her dream was made real by the establishment of a Swazi
National School in Zombodze in 1906, and after her, the establishment of a
national high school in Matsapha in 1931 with the strong assistance of the
then Resident Commissioner, HA Dickson. While these developments in the
field of education were very important, the initial purpose was to educate
children from the royal family and families of councillors.
Throughout her reign as Queen Regent between 1899 and 1921,
Labotsibeni paid a lot of attention to the accumulation of money for purposes
of augmenting the power of the institution of monarchy. Her belief that
money was power was a fundamental revision of pre-colonial values where the
power of the monarchy was believed to lie in military strength and hegemonic
tendencies. It was also a revision of the general view that “The key to wealth in
Swazi society … was cattle.”15 From the beginning of the colonial period she
developed the skill of strengthening the financial position of the monarchy
within the restrictions imposed by colonial policy. For instance, research has
shown that during the early years of British colonial rule she exploited the
colonial dynamic of labour migration to impose a levy of between 3-5 pounds
on all migrants recruited for the South African mines.16 Labotsebeni argued
that the levy was meant to buy back land that was alienated at the beginning of
British colonial rule. By 1915 the country was facing a revolt as Labotsibeni
14 The point is also raised in AR Booth, Swaziland: Tradition and change... .
15 AR Booth, “Homestead, state and migrant labour in colonial Swaziland”, J Daniel and M Stephen (eds.),
Historical perspectives on the political economy of Swaziland: Selected articles (Kwaluseni, Social Science Research
Unit, University of Swaziland), p. 21.
16 J Vilane, “Ideology and ideological control in Swaziland…”, J Daniel and M Stephen (eds.), Historical
perspectives…, pp. 126-141.
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was accused by some chiefs of failing to account for the money collected from
migrants. The colonial administration was forced to stop the levy.
Still pursuing the strategy of capitalizing the monarchy Labotsibeni entered
the payroll of the Witwatersrand Native Labour Association as facilitator
for the recruitment of Swazi men to South African mines from whom she
received a payment of 30 pounds per month.17 She conducted the peddling
of Swazi men to the mines together with her son prince Malunge. As was the
case in all her efforts to capitalize the monarchy, the central aim was power
and control of the general Swazi population.
While Labotsibeni appears to have had a clear vision of how to capitalize
the institution of monarchy, her schemes did not go well with the colonial
administration as the administrators argued that she was doing it at the
expence of the indigenous citizens. British colonialism tended to confine her
and her chiefs to pre-capitalist forms of exploitation and accumulation. She
was not given an opportunity to exploit the new channels of accumulation
that came with colonialism. Yet, her dream of making the monarchy powerful
through the accumulation of money remained alive.
The Regency of Labotsibeni was crucial in creating the foundation for the
capitalization of the Swazi monarchy, not just because she reconceptualised
the source of power and strength for the monarchy, but also because she
ensured that her ideas were reproduced. She had the opportunity to mentor
her grand-child and Crown Prince, Mona, who in 1921 ascended the
throne as King Sobhuza II. King Sobhuza II placed a huge premium on the
capitalization of the institution of monarchy and placing education as an
important foundation for developing the Swazi nation. Yet, again, just like
her grandmother he was also restrained by colonial policy from implementing
the policy that would make the monarchy powerful through money. In the
1930s he attempted to empower certain sections of the monarchy through
preferential granting of trading licences,18 but very little came out of this
action. In the 1940s Sobhuza supported by his councillors inaugurated
the Swaziland National Fund (SNF) which was later transformed into the
Swaziland National treasury under the control of Sobhuza and his council.
The money for the fund was derived from a share of taxes and fines from
17 For a detailed discussion of this point see, JS Crush, The struggle for Swazi labour, 1890-1920 (Queens, QueensMacGuill University Press, 1987).
18 H Macmillan, “Swaziland: Decolonization..., J Daniel and M Stephens (eds.), Historical perspectives..., pp. 104125.
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courts. By the 1960s the fund boasted an amount of 70,000 pounds that was
largely used by the king and chiefs for their wages.19
Immediately after the Second World War King Sobhuza II jumped onto
the band-wagon of the capitalization of the Swazi economy that was taking
place at the time.20 He even went to the extent of reaching an agreement with
investors in commercial afforestation to establish a commercial forest for the
monarchy.21 What came out clearly after 1945 were two tendencies that were
to shape future developments. First, it was the tendency to collaborate with
foreign capital interests in the attempts to capitalize the institution of the
Swazi monarchy. Second, it was the tendency of the Swazi monarchy to enter
into business ventures in the name of the Swazi nation. Even after 1945, the
restraining ‘hand’ of colonialism writ large and King Sobhuza II could not
perfect his schemes of monarchical accumulation. Understandably, from time
to time Sobhuza II expressed his anger against the colonial administration
over the wealth of the country as he believed that the wealth of the country
should be under the control of the Swazi monarchy.22 While Hilda Kuper
has interpreted the confrontation between Sobhuza II and the colonial
administration as a political battle and a matter of cultural nationalism, my
view is that it was essentially a struggle for accumulation.
It would be unrealistic to assume that the capitalization of the Swazi
monarchy was simply founded on the preferences and choices of Swazi leaders.
The condition of colonialism itself played a very important role through
the economic system it introduced, and the manner in which it operated.
Colonialism came with capitalism as an economic system.23 Although it
might seem needless to say, money is an essential component of capitalism
as an economic system.24 This economic system was systematically drafted
into the indigenous Swazi economic structure that was largely dominated
by pre-capitalist modes of production, but its impact was also felt at the
political level. The values of capitalism such as selfishness (which Adam
Smith passionately attempted to argue against before he wrote The Wealth of
19 J Vilane, “Ideology and ideological…”, J Daniel and M Stephens (eds.), Historical Perspectives…, pp. 126-141.
20 AR Booth, “Capitalism and the Competition…”, Journal of Southern African Studies, 13(1), October 1986, pp.
125-150.
21 For more information see, HS Simelane, The plantation economy and socio-economic transformation in Swaziland,
(Manzini, Ruswanda Publishing Breau, 1998).
22 For more information on his constant quarrels with the colonial administrators see, H Kuper, King Sobhuza II...
23 For more information see, C Ake, The Political economy… .
24 See sources like M Dobb, Studies in the development of capitalism (London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1963); J
Sender, and S Smith, The development of capitalism in Africa (London, Methuen, 1986); and M Beaud, A History
of capitalism (London, Macmillan, 1984).
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Nations), capital accumulation and individualism percolated to almost all the
levels of Swazi society. These values were adopted by Swazi leaders and shaped
their behaviour even after independence. It should be noted that Swazi kings
are assumed to be a symbolic embodiment of traditional values and customs,
and this assumption was shaken under colonialism and after.
The operation of colonialism went a long way in creating the foundation
for the capitalization of the Swazi monarchy. This arises from the manner
in which British colonialism related to indigenous chiefs and paramount
chiefs at the operational level. Colonial administration saw the Swazi king
(Paramount Chief ) as an auxiliary that could be bought out cheaply.25 He was
made aware that avenues for personal accumulation would be open to him
if he complied with colonial instructions.26 The major consequence of this
was that the tendency toward the reinforcement of the values of individual
accumulation was amplified. Through colonial operations Swazi indigenous
rulers became increasingly individualistic and capital accumulation at the
individual level became a common value. One of the major lessons learnt by
the Swazi monarchy from colonialism was the notion that power conferred
possibilities of self-enrichment through rent-seeking27 behaviour and other
forms of capital accumulation. Historical evidence from different parts of
Africa shows that one of the important imprints of colonialism on indigenous
rulers was the drive for the accumulation of personal wealth. It has been noted
that through the operations of colonialism, “indigenous rulers extended their
territories and increased their wealth”.28 That is the reason why some scholars
have concluded that, “Colonial rule and capitalism aggravated jealousy and
greed.”29 The quest for wealth accumulation through the capitalization of the
institution of monarchy in Swaziland was, therefore, to a large extent, an
outgrowth of values inherited from colonialism.

25 This was not peculiar to Swaziland as it was witnessed in most parts of colonial Africa where there were
indigenous chiefs or were installed. For more on the point see, P Chabal, Africa: The politics of suffering and
smiling (London, Zed Books, 2009).
26 This was not peculiar to Swaziland but true to the whole of colonial Africa irrespective of the colonial power
under consideration.
27 For more detail discussion of this concept see, EC Pasour Jr., “Rent seeking: Some conceptual problems and
implications”, Paper Presented a New York University-Liberty Fund Research Seminar, 7-11 August 1983, pp.
1-44.
28 For more information see, DK Fieldhouse, Colonialism, 1870-1945: An introduction (London, Macmillan,
1983), p. 35.
29 A Roberts, “African cross currents”, A Roberts (ed.), The colonial moment in Africa: Essays on the movement of
minds and materials, 1900-1940 (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1990), p. 147.
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Post-colonial dynamics and the capitalization of the Swazi monarchy
The attainment of political independence in 1968 paved the way for a more
aggressive capitalization of the Swazi monarchy. According to some analysts,
“independence transformed [Swazi] chiefs into a comprador bourgeoisie”.30
King Sobhuza II appears to have been fully aware that the monarchy did not
have a material base in the country’s emerging private sector.31 Independence,
which gave power to the traditionalists led by King Sobhuza II and leading
members of the royal family, allowed him and his Council to put in place
the necessary laws to facilitate accumulation by the royal family. This is
something that he felt was long denied by British colonialism.32 At last, with
independence, they were able to operate without the restrictions of colonial
policy that was driven by authoritarian Resident Commissioners.33
The first move to create the material conditions necessary for the
capitalization and accumulation of the monarchy began in 1967 when the
essential elements of the independence constitution were debated. Most
issues were hotly debated in the Legislative Council where King Sobhuza II
and his traditionalists found themselves forced to accept a Westminster-type
constitution.34 It was, however, clear that the Swazi traditionalists wanted
much more than a constitutional monarch that was intended by Sir Loyd
Francis who was Her Majesty’s Commissioner in Swaziland at the time. King
Sobhuza II and his Council succeeded in limiting the power of parliament
when the King-in-Council was constitutionally given control over Swazi law
and custom.
Pertinent to the purposes of this paper was the constitutional debate on the
control of the mineral resources of the country. This could also be viewed as
a debate about the control of the wealth of an independent Swaziland. The
Queen’s Commissioner, supported by the white members of the Legislative
30 RH Davies, D O’Meara, and S Dlamini, The kingdom of Swaziland: A profile (London, Zed Books, 1985), p.
15.
31 This point has also been raised by some scholars who have analyzed the location of the Swazi monarchy in
the country’s economic structure. For more information see, J Daniel, “The political economy of colonial and
post-colonial Swaziland”, South African Labour Bulletin 7(6), 1982, pp. 90-113; M Fransman, “The state and
development in Swaziland, 1960-1977” (D.Phil., University of Sussex, 1978).
32 This is shown by the fact that from 1921 to independence there was constant tension between Sobhuza II and
his Council on the one side, and Resident Commissioners and Queens Commissioners on the other over the
control of the mineral wealth of the country. This also became one of the major points of intense debate towards
independence.
33 For more information on the tension which also included political matters see, H Kuper, Sobuza II… .
34 H Macmillan, “Swaziland: Decolonization…”, J Daniel and M Stephens (eds.), Historical perspectives..., pp.
104-125.
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Council argued that control of the mineral wealth of the country should vest
in the country’s parliamentary government, but this view was strongly opposed
by King Sobhuza II and his council of traditionalists. The traditionalist block
argued that the mineral wealth of the country should vest in the Swazi monarch
“in trust for the Swazi nation”.35 At the end of the debate King Sobhuza and
his Council won and through Section 9 of the independence constitution36
the mineral wealth of the country vested in the King-in-Council. However,
Sobhuza and his supporters wanted more than just an assurance of ownership,
as they also wanted an institutional guarantee of control. While it was agreed
that a mineral committee should be formed, there was strong disagreement
on the appointment of the committee that would exercise control over the
minerals. An amendment was proposed virtually denying parliament the
right to nominate half of the members of the committee. Obviously, this
was a move to push the control of the committee to King Sobhuza II. All the
white members voted against the amendment, but the King-in-Council was
given the power to nominate all the members of the committee.37
The victory of King Sobhuza II to control the mineral wealth of the country
was very important for the history of the country. It assured him and his
Council of chiefs and members of the royal family that the occurrence of the
1880s when all mineral and land rights were concessioned away to English
and Afrikaner fortune seekers would not be repeated.38 In a much deeper
sense, this victory was crucial for the future development of Swaziland
because it strengthened the ability of the Swazi monarchy to capitalize itself
and accumulate at the expense of the nation at large. However, even after this
victory, the monarchy was still left with a lot of work towards its capitalization.
The biggest move in the capitalization of the Swazi monarchy came in the
same year that the country got its independence from Britain. In 1968 King
Sobhuza II announced the establishment of Tibiyo Taka Ngwane Fund,
loosely translated, “wealth of the Swazi Nation”.39 The general language used
in the charter establishing the organization depicted it as being for the good

35 H Macmillan, “Swaziland: Decolonization...”, J Daniel and M Stephens (eds.), Historical perspectives..., p. 314.
36 R Levin, When sleeping grass awakens: Land and power in Swaziland (Johannesburg, Witwatersrand University
Press, 1997), p. 85
37 Legislative Council, Official Report, 5th Meeting, 1st Session, 22 January, 1968.
38 For more information on this subject, see P Bonner, Kings, commoners and concessionaires: The evolution and
dissolution of the nineteenth century Swazi state (Johannesburg, Ravan Press, 1983); FJ Mashasha, The road to
colonialism: Concessions and collapse of Swazi independence, 1875-1926 (Ph.D., Oxford University, 1977).
39 AR Booth, Historical dictionary of Swaziland (London, Scarecrow Publishers, 2000).
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of the whole Swazi nation.40 In spite of the nationalistic language used in
the charter, there were certain troubling aspects of the structure and “modus
operandi” of the new organization. King Sobhuza II moved fast to tighten his
grip on this institution by forming a governing body whose members were all
appointed by him. Using his power to appoint its members, the leadership
of the body was put in the hands of senior princes and members of the royal
family. It became very clear early in the life of Tibiyo that it was not going to
be open to members of the Swazi public but to remain a treasure box of the
monarchy. As some commentators have observed, it became a vehicle that,
“… enriched members of the royal family and some members of the traditional
elite”.41 John Daniel has observed that Tibiyo emerged, “… as an exclusive
vehicle of capital accumulation for the royal family”.42 Greg Mills has pointed
out that, “Tibiyo Investments which was supposed to make investments on
behalf of the Swazi nation, effectively operated to fund the monarchy.”43 This
was possible because Tibiyo was under the exclusive control of the monarch
and was not accountable to any branch of government.44 The second issue of
concern was that the financial books of the institution were not open to the
public as they were not under the control of the Minister of Finance. The
situation was compounded by the fact that revenues from Tibiyo operations
did not find their way to the national treasury for the benefit of the nation
at large. The purpose of this organization was to capitalize the institution of
monarchy and in the process the majority of the citizens were marginalized.
The initial fund for Tibiyo came from mineral royalties and this was the
money used for the further capitalization of the organization. However, in
1975 the whole structure of royal accumulation was reorganized. Funds from
mineral royalties were placed under a new organization called Tisuka Taka
Ngwane. This reorganization was in fact the bourgeoning of monarchical
accumulation in Swaziland. Tibiyo began to function exclusively as an
investment corporation, but its structure and purpose of beneficiation was not
changed. Almost all of its functions were now financed by dividend payments
from its shareholding in foreign capital ventures in Swaziland. By 1981 Tibiyo
was a shareholder in thirty-three foreign business ventures in the country, and
40 For more information on what was stated in the charter see, A nation in progress, Tibiyo TakaNgwane. A charter
for progress (the pamphlet is undated but it is generally known that it came out in August 1968).
41 H Macmillan, “Swaziland: Decolonization…”, J Daniel and M Stephens, Historical perspectives… (eds.), p. 105.
42 J Daniel, “Swaziland in the context of South African destabilization”, J Daniel and M Stephens (eds.) Historical
perspectives on the political economy of Swaziland: Selected articles (Kwaluseni, SSRU, 1986), pp. 181-191.
43 G Mills, Why Africa is poor and what Africans can do about it (New York, Penguin Books, 2010), p. 300.
44 R Davies, et. al., The kingdom of Swaziland..., p. 17.
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such shareholding ranged from 20-50 per cent.45 Some of the capital was used
to finance land purchases in the name of the Swazi nation while in reality
most of the land reverted into the hands of members of the royal family and
other members of the ruling elite.46 Tibiyo became a shareholder in many
companies such as, Royal Swaziland Sugar Corporation (RSSC); Maloma
Colliery Limited; Lubombo Sugar; Parmalat Swaziland; Simunye Plaza;
Bhunu Mall; Swazi Spar Holdings; Swaziland Beverages; Alexander Forbes;
Fincorp; and Tibiyo Leisure Resort trading as Royal Villas.47 The capital
generated by Tibiyo has also been used for financing some prestige ventures
such as the National Reed Dance and the King’s birth Day celebrations, all
of which are meant to give support to the power of the monarchy.48 Tibiyo’s
policy of forming joint investment companies with foreign capital has resulted
in the development of extensive ties to South African capital. The most recent
version of this is that the South African party in power, the ANC, has also
entered into joint ventures with Tibiyo. For instance, the ANC’s capital
investment body, Chancellor House Holdings (CHH), holds a 75% stake in
the Maloma Colliery.49 The remaining 25% is not owned by the Swaziland
government but by Tibiyo Taka Ngwane controlled by King Mswati III as an
inheritance from his father.
Capital accumulation by Tibiyo does not come through productive
ventures. Instead, it is achieved through a rentier fashion through share
investment. Considering the dominance of Tibiyo in the country’s economy,
it can be argued that Tibiyo has bequeathed the Swazi economy a specific
structure characterized by rent-seeking at most levels. It is a rent economy
based on the desire for accumulation by the monarchy. While rent-seeking
economic behaviour is not peculiar to Swaziland, what is troubling is that it
is developed through the abuse of power.50 The Swazi monarchy has used its,
“…domination of the institutions of the Swazi state to transform [itself ] into
a capitalist”.51 The most dominant principle is that, “… whoever controls
access to the tap, collects the rent.”52 The extraction of rent is based on a
45 R Davies, et. al., The kingdom of Swaziland..., p. 18.
46 For more information on the land issue in post-colonial Swaziland, see, HS Simelane, “The post-colonial state,
class, and the land question in Swaziland”, Journal of Contemporary African Studies 11(1), 1992.
47 M Nkambule, “Civil society wants Tibiyo open for public scrutiny”, Times of Swaziland, 25 January, 2009.
48 J Daniel, “The political economy…”, South African Labour Bulletin 7(6), April 1982, pp. 90-113.
49 S Sole and L Dube, “Swaziland loan, a ‘handout’ from a sugar daddy”, Mail and Guardian, 5 August 2011.
50 Some scholars have argued that what distinguishes rent-seeking behavior in the majority of African states is the
extent to which political power is abused for purposes of such a form of accumulation. For some detail see, P
Chabal, Africa: The politics..., pp. 120-126.
51 R Davies, et. al, The kingdom of Swaziland..., p. 20.
52 F Cooper, Africa since 1945: The past of the present (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2002), p. 172.
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closer cooperation, collaboration, and alliance with foreign capital. In spite
of its affinity to foreign capital interests and agenda to capitalize the Swazi
monarchy, Tibiyo has undertaken projects of social corporate responsibility.
For instance, it has made a contribution to the education of Swazi children.
This is an issue that is often raised and amplified by the Managing Director of
the organization whenever he is asked why Tibiyo companies are not taxed,
and what contribution does the organization make towards the development
of Swazi society. A study conducted in Swaziland revealed that Tibiyo provides
bursaries to about five hundred Swazi students each year.53 Between 1994 and
1998 about one hundred students benefitted from scholarships provided by
Tibiyo for secondary and tertiary studies outside the country.54
The contribution of Tibiyo to the education of Swazi children is welcome
but it should not be taken uncritically. There is still a question about which
children who receive bursaries and scholarships from Tibiyo. Presently, there
is no study that has interrogated this point. Anecdotal evidence points to the
fact that the children of princes and princesses (whether they academically
qualify or not), and children of the ruling elite closest to the monarchy have
been the dominant beneficiaries. Addressing the issue of the bursaries and
scholarships from Tibiyo, Dumisani Ngozo said:55
I cannot deny the fact that children from poor Swazi families have benefitted
from money from Tibiyo. I have known children of ordinary Swazi who
went through primary education through funding from Tibiyo. However, we
should not be blind to the fact that the biggest beneficiaries are from the royal
family and from the families of some of the influential people in the country.
This has especially been the case with financing students to study outside the
country. Some of these children were not even subjected to interviews as is
usually the case with applicants from ordinary Swazi families. We cannot be
fooled by all the lofty pronouncements the Managing Director sometimes
gives to the public.

As pointed out above, the proclaimed philanthropy of Tibiyo through
bursaries and scholarships should be balanced against the fact that Tibiyo
industries are exempted from all forms of taxation. This denies the Ministry
of Finance huge amounts of money that could be used in the provision of
53 O Akinkugbe, “Higher education financing and equality of education opportunities in Swaziland” International
Journal of Social Economics 27, 11(2000), pp. 1074-1097.
54 O Akinkugbe, “Higher education financing and equality…”, International Journal of Social Economics, 27(11),
2000.
55 D Ngozo (School Principal), interview, HS Simelane (University Professor, Manzini), 28 June, 2014.
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public goods. Technically, therefore, the parents of the children who receive
bursaries or scholarships from Tibiyo pay for them. The picture that has
been given to the public portraying such funding as a “gift” from Tibiyo
is therefore not entirely true. There is also the question of a comparison
between the amount the Swazi national treasury could get from taxing Tibiyo
and the value of the bursaries and scholarships given by Tibiyo. The lack of
authoritative research in this area remains a lacuna in the existing body of
knowledge.

Impact of the capitalization of the Swazi monarchy
Although it is extremely difficult to research into the affairs of the monarch
and general Swazi royalty,56 information has filtered through estimating the
personal wealth of the Swazi king. His wealth is estimated at USD200m,
making him the richest monarch in Africa.57 The income of Tibiyo, which
the king controls is presently estimated at USD2billion and is used to support
the king, his 13 wives, his more than twenty children, more than 500 princes
and princesses and other members of the wider royal family.58 In 2014 the
Swazi parliament allocated $61million for the king’s household budget. This
was a time when the general population of the country was living on little
more than $1 a day. Over the last forty-six years Tibiyo has exploited its
official status to acquire equity at nominal costs in key sectors of the Swazi
economy. Strategically, Tibiyo is portrayed as an institution serving the Swazi
nation as a whole, but practically, it functions as a private company under
the exclusive control of the royal family.59 It is estimated that Tibiyo controls
more than half of the Swazi economy and that effectively means that this
control is in the hands of King Mswati III.
The impact of the capitalization of the Swazi monarchy is also revealed
in the opulence of the Queen Mother/Indlovukazi. Although most of the
properties owned by Indlovukazi are not in her name, evidence indicates that
she has made an inroad into the hotel industry. A member of the public
56 Since 1973 when political opposition was banned in Swaziland, the institution of monarchy has remained
opaque and shrouded in secrecy. Hilda Kuper was the only researcher who was able to investigate aspects of the
royal family as a result of her friendship with king Sobhuza II. Much as her research is informative, her work
remains an academic support for the Swazi monarchy. The non-transparent nature of the monarchy remains up
to this day.
57 S Sole and L Dube, “Swaziland ‘loan’...”, Mail and Guardian, 5 August, 2011.
58 G Mills, Why Africa is poor..., p. 300.
59 J Daniel, “Swaziland in the context…”, South African Labour Bulletin, 7(6), 1982, p. 187.
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commented:60
One of the major characteristics of the royal family today is its riches. You
are asking me about the wealth of the King, but you do not seem aware
that Indlovukazi herself has become very rich because she owns a number
of businesses, especially hotels. She uses certain people as fronts so as not to
attract attention to herself or the monarchy in general. For instance, what is
former Mgenule Hotel is now her property that she bought in an auction using
an individual we know as a front. There are several other businesses owned by
her. However, you cannot compare her riches to those of the King. Money
has completely transformed the monarchy in this country.

Members of Swazi society have observed the growing affluence of the
monarchy and sometimes relate that to their own economic situation.
Commenting on the affluence of the monarchy, Shadrack Ngwenya said:61
This country is the mother of the royal family and the stepmother of the
rest of the citizens. I think the problem began when the country got its
independence from Britain, especially when it was decided that revenue from
minerals should be controlled by the King. The situation became worse when
Tibiyo was formed and it was directed towards generating revenue for the
monarchy, much to the neglect of the country in general. From there I think
not less 80% of the revenue generated by Tibiyo is consumed by the royal
family and does nothing to improve the economic well-being of the rest of the
population. This is a very strange arrangement and it needs to be changed so
that all of us can benefit from the resources of the country.

The capitalization of the institution of monarchy in Swaziland has contributed
to rising levels of deprivation. This is the case because the capital that is
accumulated by the monarchy is at the expense of the general citizenry. The
opulence of the royal family, which is a direct result of the capitalization of the
institution of monarchy, is sharply contrasted by the poverty of the majority
of the citizens. The International Fund for Agricultural Development has
reported a widening gap between the urban and rural populations. Subsistence
agriculture, to which the majority of the Swazi are engaged is falling partly
due to the inability of farmers to purchase basic agricultural inputs. It is also
estimated that about 66% of the Swazi population is not able to meet their
basic food needs, and 43% live in chronic poverty.62 According to the United
60 W Sibanyoni (Unemplyed Swazi Citizen), Interview, HS Simelane (University Professor, Manzini), 16 May
2014.
61 S Ngwenya (Government Official in the ministry of Agriculture), Interview, HS Simelane (University Professor,
Manzini), 24 June 2014.
62 International Fund for Agricultural Development Report, Rural poverty in the kingdom of Swaziland, Report, 19
February 2013.
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Nations Human Development Index, 29% of Swazi children under the age of
five years are stunted. Importantly, Swaziland has a similar rate of stunting to
other countries with less than half of Swaziland’s per capita income. A survey
conducted by the World Food Programme and the Swaziland Government
in 2013 revealed that Swaziland loses 34.1 % of its gross domestic product
(GDP) from the long-term impact of chronic childhood hunger. It also came
out that more than 40% of the country’s labourforce suffer from physical
stunting as a result of chronic malnutrition in early childhood. The difference
between the opulence of the monarchy and extreme poverty of the maajority
has prompted some commentators to say, “It is ironic that the government
of Swaziland has no money but the Head of State is one of the richest
monarchs in the world” (Quorted in Hourdent, 2011:3). Much as there are
numerous variables to be considered in assessing deprivation and poverty, the
monarchy is one of these variables because it has consumed a large portion
of the revenue that would have assisted in the provision of public goods.
It is no longer useful to talk of the Swazi monarchy as though it is an
untransformed remnant of the past encapsulating an unchanged indigenous
structure of governance. Whatever variant of tradition the Swazi monarchy
exhibits today, it is a reconstructed tradition very different from what had
been in the past. The conclusion drawn from portraying the Swazi monarchy
as having survived colonialism unchanged, is misleading. Capitalism as
embodied in the centrality of money has become a leading value of the Swazi
monarchy. To conclude that after independence we can talk of the “Triumph
of tradition” as the historian, Hugh Macmillan has said, is not useful because
it fails to highlight the extent to which capital has transformed the values of
the institution.63
As a result of capitalization, the Swazi monarchy, and particularly the
monarch has become selfish. This is because, as has been the case in most
of Africa, colonial rule and capitalism aggravated jealousy and greed.64
Traditionally, the institution of monarchy was a sanctuary of the poor and
destitute in society. The king’s accumulated wealth was, “… used for tribal
benefit”.65 The accumulation of the monarchy was conceptualized as a
safeguard for the protection of members of society and not the glamour and
63 For more information on this line of analysis see, H Macmillan, “Swaziland: Decolonization...”, J Daniel and
M Stephens (eds.), Historical perspectives..., pp. 104-125.
64 A Roberts, “African cross currents,” A Roberts (ed.), The colonial moment in Africa..., pp. 223-266.
65 I Schapera, The bantu-speaking tribes of South Africa: An ethnographical survey (Cape Town, Maskew Miller,
1953), p. 178.
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opulence of members of the royal family and those closest to it. That is why
in siSwati inkhosi yinkhosi ngebantfu (the king is king through the people).66
This is because through unselfish deeds there was always a connection
between the monarch and the general population. With the intensification of
capitalization, the institution of monarchy has become individualistic largely
concerned with the affluence of the royal family. The Swazi monarchy has
ceased to be a safety net for the poor. Traditionally, “the chiefs’ kraals were
meant to be a refuge for those members of society who could not cope with
social crises”.67 It is also observed that, “In the past native authorities have
been seen to upkeep the destitute natives”.68 After independence this social
value had dramatically changed. The fact that the Swazi king monopolizes
the wealth generated through Tibiyo is a clear indication of this change and its
growing selfishness. The selfishness of the Swazi monarch has not received the
attention of Swazi scholars and other commentators because as Adam Smith
said, like most of us, they have the, “… disposition to admire, and almost
to worship, the rich and powerful, and to despise, or, to neglect, persons
of poor and mean condition…. We see frequently the vices and follies of
the powerful less despised than the poverty and weakness of the innocent”.69
Even though Adam Smith believed that sympathy and benevolence would
restrain selfishness, the desire for capital accumulation by the Swazi monarch
has seen no restraint.
The capitalization of the Swazi monarchy has produced a detachment
between the people and the monarch. This tendency was observable just a
few years before independence when it was noted that, “… today Sobhuza is
probably out of touch with the problems of the rural Swazi, for in the fortythree years of his reign, the broad popular base of national participation in
the libandla has withered away”.70 Even though Sobhuza’s party won the first
elections overwhelmingly, there was an indication that he was losing grip in
some areas of the country.71 There is no doubt that colonialism on its own
played an important role in this alienation, but a more crucial reason was that
the monarchy was too occupied with self capitalization to pay attention to
the interests of the general population. The flip side of this argument is the
66
67
68
69
70

This notion is well expressed in H Kuper, Sobhuza II... .
HS Simelane, “War economy and society in colonial Swaziland” (PhD., University of Toronto, 1991), p. 221.
Swaziland National Archives (SNA), File 1155 – Mbabane District Annual Report.
A Smith, The theory of..., p. 120.
J Halpern, South Africa’s hostages: Basotholand, Bechuanaland and Swaziland (Harmondsworth, Penguin, 1965),
p. 368.
71 For more information on this issue see, R Levin, When sleeping grass awakens... .
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question why the Swazi monarchy has maintained its power if capitalization
was alienating it from the general population. King Sobhuza II was aware of this
alienation and he moved to use his political power to manage such alienation.
Political power was used to eliminate alternative political groupings.72
Once the monarchy was intensively capitalized after 1968, it lost the
reciprocal values that had previously made it a safety net for the poor and
marginalized. Traditionally, while the general citizenry was expected to be
loyal to their king, he in turn carried the responsibility of protecting the
economic well-being of the community as a whole. The king was expected to
dispense material benefits to those over whom he ruled. This reciprocal link
of obligations was broken by the predominance of capital in the operations
of the monarchy. The office of the king became a device for accumulating
resources, especially money. In the character of the monarchy, there has
been an observable shift from collective responsibility to individual quest
for power through wealth. Admittedly, this is a development that covered
both the colonial and post-colonial periods, but was more pronounced after
independence. The only indication of such reciprocity these days is when
some citizens perform royal duties. For instance, the young maidens who
attend the annual Umhlanga receive walking shoes from the monarchy. Also,
the traditional regiments that weed the king’s fields are paid allowances but, at
the moment, it is still not clear what the exact amount is. In these instances
of reciprocity money has become a determining factor for mobilization of the
citizens, and this is something that did not happen before the institution of
monarchy was capitalized. The main reason “why” the monarchy has engaged
in such a reciprocal situation is that the traditional functions mentioned above
are meant to support and strengthen the monarchy political. The referral
object is not the citizens but the monarchy.
The capitalization of the monarchy has also resulted in an increase in the
monopolization of power by the monarchy. When the benefits of capital
accumulation became clear, the Swazi monarch became even more greedy
and refused to share political power with other groups in society. This was
the case because political power was the main instrument to be used in
capital accumulation. Such greed first manifested itself in 1973 when King
Sobhuza II repealed the independence constitution and banned all political

72 For more information on this subject see, King’s proclamation, Statutes of Swaziland, Constitutional Law, 12
April 1973.
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parties, political meetings, and political demonstrations.73 The argument was
that Swaziland was not fully independent as long as she was ruled through a
constitution inherited from a colonial power.74
Most historians and political scientists interested in Swazi affairs in the postcolonial period have interpreted the above action of the Swazi monarch and
his Council in purely political terms.75 Conventional interpretations posit
that this was a move to concentrate power in the hands of the royal family just
for the sake of power. My argument is that the repeal of the constitution and
the banning of political parties was not simply an exercise to serve political
ends. At a deeper level it was meant to protect royal accumulation that had
been set in motion earlier by capitalization of the institution of monarchy. The
grand idea was the monopolization of the rentier economic structure that was
enriching the royal family and the political marginalization of other groups
was the best instrument for unrivalled accumulation. This monopolistic
tendency was an indication of how the Swazi institution of monarchy had
been transformed through colonialism but more particularly through the
capitalization process that took place from 1968. The action of repealing the
independence constitution and brutally supressing all opposition was the
politics of greed to pave the way for capital accumulation that has proceeded
up to today.
The capitalization of the institution of monarchy in Swaziland has distorted
the country’s traditional system of governance. Since the monarchy can
accumulate through proceeds from joint ventures, the institution of monarchy
has become less accountable to the citizens. The monarchy no longer finds
itself obliged to solicit acquiescence of its subjects to income generation. As
a consequence of the money the monarchy accumulates from joint business
ventures, it is able to pay off citizens through patronage without yielding
political power to them.76 The easy money collected through rent-seeking has
given rise to a temptation to use the funds to supress society while taking the
profits for itself. Such accumulation has reduced the capacity of the citizens to
73 King’s Proclamation, 12th April, 1973, Sections 2(a), (b), and (c).
74 HS Simelane, “Conformers and pretenders: The case of middle class opposition in Swaziland, 1962-2000”,
Lwati: A Journal of Contemporary Research, 3, 2003, pp. 235-250.
75 For some versions of such a political interpretation, see AR Booth, Swaziland: Tradition...; R Levin, When
sleeping grass awakens...; H Kuper, Sobhuza II...; and R Levin, “Swaziland’s Tinkhundla and the Myth of
Swaziland Tradition”, Journal of Contemporary African Studies 10(2), 1991, pp. 37-64.
76 Such a development is not peculiar to Swaziland but has been observed in most regimes where rent-seeking is
dominant. For a more general discussion see, B Powell, RJ Dalton, and K Strom, Comparative politics today: A
world view (Boston, Longman, 2012).
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hold their leaders accountable. As a result, the Swazi monarch has continued
to exploit its leadership position to advance its own ambitions for wealth,
much to the neglect of the citizens.
With the philosophy of viewing money as a source of power, the institution of
monarchy in Swaziland has become an extractive institution. It has developed
as an institution which concentrates power in the hands of a narrow elite
which is able to structure economic institutions to extract resources from
the rest of society. This characteristic was not clearly pronounced during
the colonial period because the institution of monarchy was constrained by
the colonial state and British colonialism in general which relegated it to a
subordinate structure incapable of making independent decisions. However,
the post-colonial period offered new opportunities of independent action and
extended the capitalization of the institution.
Research has shown that countries dominated by extractive institutions have
achieved low levels of economic development.77 For the fact that Swaziland is
dominated by an extractive monarchical institution, the country’s economic
development trajectory is that of decline and at times descending into crises.
If Swaziland is to achieve meaningful economic development that entails
improvements in education, health, and self-esteem of the citizens, then
there is need to either halt or regulate the capitalization of the institution of
monarchy through processes of economic and social justice. This would save
the public from further deprivation and marginalization. If this could happen,
then the institution of monarchy in the country would be re-humanized.

Conclusion
The subject of the Swazi monarchy has occupied the attention of several
scholars and commentators. While some have been attracted to the fact that
the Swazi monarchy survived British colonialism, others have paid attention
to the fact that as a result of the dominance of the monarchy in the country’s
economic, political, and social affairs, Swaziland remains the only country in
Southern Africa that has not made a positive response to several democratic
waves that have swept the region and the continent. With a few marginal
exceptions, these analyses have continued to present a picture of a somewhat
77 For more information on the discussion of institutions and their relationship to economic development see, D
Acemoglu and JA Robinson, Why nations fail... .
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changeless traditional Swazi monarchy. Very little has been done to reveal the
different dimensions of change and transformation in the philosophy and
ethos of the Swazi monarchy overtime.
This article is based on the argument that contrary to the portraits of
conventional literature, the Swazi monarchy was transformed by colonialism
and the economic system that came with it. This transformation was largely a
product of colonial imposition, but also a product of the choices made by Swazi
leaders.78 Such choices, where applicable, were based on the configuration of
the interests of the monarchy and those social groups that stood to benefit
from the choices made.
While there are several dimensions along which the transformation of the
Swazi monarchy can be analysed, the dimension chosen for this article is money/
capital. The article has argued that the infusion of capital (capitalization) into
the functioning of the Swazi monarchy produced a transformative impulse
that changed the values of the institution of monarchy from what they were
in pre-capitalist times.
The article has shown that the foundation for the injection of capital into
the institution of monarchy was established by Qween Regent Labotsibeni at
the beginning of the colonial period. Having seen the imperialist European
nations conquering all the polities in the region, she concluded that money
and education were the major sources of power and that the Swazi should
pursue the accumulation of money and attain high levels of education in
order to be powerful. Capital accumulation came to be conceived as the
pillar and strength of the Swazi monarchy. Even the young prince who took
over power in 1921 received a palace education on the power of money and
therefore the need for its accumulation. The introduction of capitalism as an
economic system in the colonial period received fertile ground in the Swazi
leadership.
While there were instances of the capitalization of the institution of
monarchy in the colonial period, the article has shown that it was in the postcolonial period that the process was intensified. In this period, capitalization
of the institution was anchored on the legal framework of the country as the
constitution gave the Swazi king complete control of the mineral resources of
the country. It was revenue from these mineral resources that was invested
78 See for example, AM Kanduza, “‘You are tearing my skirt’: Labotsibeni Gwamile Mdluli of Swaziland”, C Youe
and T Stapleton (eds.), Agency and action in colonial Africa (London, Palgrave, 2001).
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for further capitalization of the monarchy. King Sobhuza II created revenuegenerating institutions that were outside the control of the government of
the country and whose actions benefited the general citizenry very little. The
major outcome of this is that the Swazi monarchy has progressively grown
richer while the majority of the citizens remained poor.
The capitalization of the institute of monarchy in Swaziland has had
numerous outcomes that have shaped the character of the institution, and had
discernable economic and political outcomes. For instance, the monarchy
has seized to be the safety net of the destitute as was the case in pre-capitalist
times. Instead, it has become an individualistic and non-inclusive institution
that concentrates on enriching members of the royal family. As a result,
there is a continuous detachment of the institution from the citizens. Such a
development is not yet highly pronounced because the monarch is still able to
pay off a large section of the population through patronage.
The article has also shown that capitalization has made the institution of
monarchy to be greedy. This is demonstrated by the fact that it monopolizes
the economic resources of country much to the neglect of the majority of the
citizens. Furthermore, it has closed spaces for political participation for those
who are perceived to be a threat to monarchical accumulation. All political
opposition has been banned since 1973 and the multi-party democracy
inherited from British colonialism has been systematically destroyed.
While evidence shows that the capitalization of the Swazi monarchy has
become one of the most important developments of the post-colonial period,
no systematic analysis has been conducted to relate it to the process of
economic development. While it is clear that this capitalization has amplified
rent-seeking behaviour and the development of a rentier economy, the impact
of these to the economic development of the country, remains obscure. What
is very clear though is that the capitalization of the monarchy has increased
the income gap between members of the royal family and the majority of the
citizens. It is also clear that the proceeds from such capitalization have only
marginally benefits ordinary citizens.
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Abstract
This article argues that the hippy movement of the 1960’s and 1970’s, both in
terms of its underlying philosophy and its practical lifestyle, made significant
contributions to the environmental movement. The focus is on one specific
hippy community, the followers of Stephen Gaskin, first in Haight-Ashbury,
San Francisco and later on The Farm at Summertown in Tennessee. Their
views concerning the natural environment and how they put these views to
practice in their day-to-day lifestyle are investigated. Of particular relevance is
their use of drugs as a holistic sacrament and their lifestyle close to nature as
a self-sustaining community in the countryside. It is concluded that traces of
the impact of their outlook and their lifestyle on environmental thinking can
still be observed in contemporary society.
Keywords: Hippies; Stephen Gaskin; Haight-Ashbury; The Farm;
Counterculture; Tripping; Dropping out; Environmental movement; Holism;
Sustainability.

Inleiding
In die populêre geheue word die hippiebeweging van die laat 1960’s en vroeë
1970’s, wat in die VSA posgevat en oor die wêreld navolgers verwerf het, met
lang hare, vrye liefde, anti-oorlogsprotes en daggarook geassosieer. Veral die
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vredesteken en die “make love not war”-slagspreuk word in die herinnering
geroep wanneer aan hulle teruggedink word.1
Weens hulle disrespek vir gesag, hulle onortodokse lewenstyl en hulle
dwelmgebruik was persone met konserwatiewe waardes afwysend teenoor die
hippies. Die “behoudendes” onder die ouer geslag van daardie tyd het die
hippies afgemaak as ’n losbandige spul, wat te lui was om ’n dag se eerlike
werk te doen. Met afkeur is die hippies in konserwatiewe kringe as deel van ’n
permissiewe neiging beskou, wat besig was om die Weste se morele waardes uit
te kalwe. Hulle moes liefs nie te ernstig opgeneem word nie. Op ’n webwerf
word smalend na die hippies verwys as “a type of young person in the 60s
whose parents were capitalist enough that they could afford to maintain their
offspring’s anti-capitalist lifestyle”.2
By nadere ondersoek blyk dit dat daar veel meer van ’n intellektueel-filosofiese
onderbou in die lewensuitkyk, styl en optrede van die hippies gesteek het as
wat oppervlakkig sigbaar was. Hulle het onder meer ook ’n merkbare invloed
uitgeoefen op die manier waarop mense oor die omgewing gedink het, juis in
’n tyd toe alarm gemaak is oor die dreigende ekologiese krisis.
Hoewel die hippies “blommekinders” genoem is, word hulle denke
en optrede nie primêr met die omgewingsbeweging geassosieer nie. In
hierdie artikel word ondersoek ingestel na die denke onderliggend aan die
hippieleefwyse en die wyer invloed van hierdie denke en leefstyl om vas te
stel of die hippiekultuur ’n wesenlike bydrae tot die momentum van die
opkomende omgewingsbeweging gelewer het.
Voordat gevolgtrekkings oor die bydraes van die hippies tot die
omgewingsbeweging gemaak kan word, is dit belangrik om eerstens te
verduidelik wie en wat die hippies was en hoe die beweging ontstaan het.
Die historiese konteks waarbinne die beweging gefunksioneer het, word
geskets. Hier word veral gefokus op een hippiegemeenskap, wat in die laat
1960s rondom Stephen Gaskin se Maandagaandklas in Haight-Ashbury in
San Francisco vorm aangeneem het en in die vroeë 1970’s ’n kommune op
1

2

Daar is lyste van publikasies oor die hippies op die internet beskikbaar. Enkele standaardwerke oor die
geskiedenis van die hippiebeweging is S Stone, Hippies from A to Z: Their sex, drugs, music and impact on society
from the sixties tot the present (New York, WW Norton & Company, 1994); J McCleary, The hippie dictionary
(Berkeley Ca., Ten Speed Press, 2004); C Grunenberg & J Harris, Summer of love: Psychedelic art, social crisis and
counterculture in the 1960s (Liverpool, Liverpool University Press, 2005).
Anon., “Hippies” (beskikbaar by http://www.cracked.com/funny-2081-hippies/), geraadpleeg op 26 September
2014.
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The Farm by Summertown in Tennessee gevestig het. Aandag word geskenk
aan die groeiende gewildheid van die hippiebeweging onder die Amerikaanse
bevolking. Daarna word die hippies se omgewingsbeskouings en die praktiese
uitlewing daarvan ondersoek om vas te stel watter invloed hulle op die
omgewingsbeweging uitgeoefen het. Was die hippies se bydrae in hierdie
verband uniek en het dit verskil van die insette van ander omgewingsaktiviste,
wat binne die raamwerk van die vasgestelde orde probeer het om verandering
binne en buite Amerika mee te bring?

Historiese konteks van die opkoms en uitbreiding van die hippiebeweging
Die opkoms van die eerste hippiegemeenskappe in Amerika het plaasgevind
in ’n tyd van oorlewingsangs en apokaliptiese vrese. Die optimistiese tydgees
aan die begin van die twintigste eeu, La belle epoque, het plek gemaak vir
’n nagmerrie weens die twee verwoestende wêreldoorloë. Pessimistiese
denkrigtings het in die middel van die eeu hoogty gevier. Eksistensialisme
en nihilisme het die filosofiese toneel oorheers. Na afloop van die Tweede
Wêreldoorlog het ongekende ekonomiese groei in die 1950’s en 1960’s die
Groot Idee van Vooruitgang (dat die menslike samelewing deur voortdurende
vooruitgang in wetenskap, tegnologie, welvaart en morele perfeksie bestem
is vir uiteindelike volmaaktheid) kortstondig laat herleef. Spoedig het
die bewussyn van ’n dreigende ekologiese katastrofe weens die mens se
plundering van die natuur in die kapitalistiese wêreldsisteem ’n demper op die
geloof in onbeperkte vooruitgang geplaas. Dit het aan die lig gekom dat die
heersende produksiesisteem onhoudbare druk op die aarde se ekosisteme en
natuurlike hulpbronne plaas. Verder het die Koue Oorlog en die bedreiging
van ’n apokaliptiese kernoorlog tussen die supermoondhede ’n donker wolk
gegooi oor utopiese verwagtings van ’n volmaakte samelewing. Vrese vir ’n
verwoestende konfrontasie het die “baby boomers”, die geslag wat in die
jare onmiddellik na die beëindiging van die Tweede Wêreldoorlog gebore
is, nagmerries besorg. Hoe lank sou die mensdom kon oorleef? Indien ’n
kernoorlog vermy word, sou die vernietiging van die aarde se vermoë om
die mensdom te onderhou in elk geval die planeet onbewoonbaar maak.
Hierdie neerdrukkende gevoel van ’n dreigende inploffing van die mens se
oorlewingsmoontlikhede teen die einde van die 1960’s is soos volg verwoord
deur Joyce Maynard, nadat sy Paul Ehrlich se The population bomb gelees het,
wat haar dieselfde vrees as tydens die Kubaanse missielkrisis van 1962 laat
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ervaar het:3
Not personal individual fear but end-of the-world fear, that by the time we
were our parents’ age we would be sardine-packed and tethered to our gas
masks in a skyless cloud of smog.

Die doemprofesieë van ’n mensdom op die drumpel van selfvernietiging het
onvermydelik ’n teenreaksie uitgelok by diegene wat ontnugter was met die
morbiede implikasies van die gevestigde wêreldsisteem en wat in verset teen
die sisteem daaruit wou wegbreek. Baie van hulle het hul eie utopiese drome
van ’n sorgvrye lewe gekoester. ’n Linkse beweging, wat in verset gekom het
teen die status quo van ongelykheid, onreg, onderdrukking, uitbuiting en
diskriminasie, het in die Weste gestalte gekry. Die 1960’s was ’n keerpunt in die
geskiedenis van Amerika en word gekenmerk deur ’n reeks sosiale en politieke
veranderings wat verreikende implikasies sou inhou vir die wêreldorde.
Beïnvloed deur die gruwels van die Eerste en Tweede Wêreldoorloë en onder
die swaard van ’n dreigende kernoorlog, het die “baby boomers” ’n reputasie
verwerf vir hulle aktivistiese rol in linksgeoriënteerde sosiale bewegings. Baie
van hulle het hul gewig ingegooi agter die burgerregtebeweging, die antikernwapen- en anti-oorlogbeweging, die vrouebevrydingsbeweging en later
ook die “groen” of omgewingsbeweging.
Voorlopers van die hippies in die vroeë 1960’s was die romanskrywer Ken
Kesey en die Merry Pranksters, wat in ’n kommune in Kalifornië gewoon
het en met ’n skoolbus genaamd Further deur die VSA gereis het.4 Hulle was
berug vir hulle losbandige lewenstyl en dwelmgebruik. Die folkmusiektoneel
in Greenwich Village in New York en Berkeley in Kalifornië het ook die weg
vir die hippiekultuur voorberei.5
Aanvanklik was die hippiesubkultuur of -teenkultuur hoofsaaklik ’n
jeugbeweging wat in die 1960’s in die VSA posgevat en spoedig na ander
lande versprei het. Die hippies het volgens Mercer ontwikkel uit die Beat-

3
4
5

A Rome, “The environmental movement and the sixties”, The Journal of American History, 90(2), 2003, p. 542.
K Owen, “Remembering Ken Kesey, 1925-2001”, Cosmic Debris Magazine, 2001 (beskikbaar by http://www.
cosmik.com/aa-december01/ken_kesey.html), geraadpleeg op 3 Oktober 2014.
R Hannon en C Arnold, “The Jabberwock” (beskikbaar by http://www.chickenonaunicycle.com/
Jabberwock%20History.htm, 2012) geraadpleeg op 3 Oktober 2014.
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generasie6 van die 1950’s, waarvan die belangrikste groepe hulle in Greenwich
Village in New York en Haight-Ashbury in San Francisco gevestig het. In
San Francisco en New York het die hippies hulle eie gemeenskappe gevorm
en teen die middel van die 1960’s ’n merkwaardige populasie van afvalliges
en een van die vernaamste komponente van die teenkultuur van die 1960s
geword. Teen middel-1966 het die hippiegemeenskap in The Haight al meer
as 15,000 getel.7
Die hippies word soms as ’n religieuse beweging, ’n nuwe soort godsdiens,
op soek na betekenisvolle alternatiewe waardes, getipeer.8 Hulle het die
oorheersende kapitalistiese kultuur, waarna hulle as “The Establishment”,
“Big Brother” of “The Man” verwys het, beskou as korrup en monolities, en
’n stelsel wat mense se lewens absoluut wou beheer en hulle van hulle vryheid
ontneem het. Die hippies het gevestigde instellings verwerp, middelklaswaardes
uitgedaag (hoewel meeste van hulle self uit die middelklas gekom het), oorlog
en kernwapens bestry en Oosterse filosofiese denke omhels. Hulle wou die
harde realiteit van die nywerheidsamelewing vervang met ’n milde en niedoktrinêre ideologie wat op gemeenskap, vrede, liefde en persoonlike vryheid
(soos uitgedruk in die Beatles se treffer “All you need is love”) gefokus het. Verder
het hulle seksuele bevryding en vrye liefde gepropageer, nuwe kleredragstyle
ingevoer, na psigedeliese musiek (insluitende folk en psigedeliese rock)
geluister, alternatiewe kuns en straatteater beoefen as uitdrukkingsmiddels,
en geëksperimenteer met dwelms soos “grass” (Marijuana of dagga) en “acid”
(LSD) om hul bewussyn te verruim.9
Die woord “hippy” (soms in Engels ook “hippie” gespel) is waarskynlik afgelei
van die uitdrukking “I am hip” uit die Beatnik-era, wat beteken “Ek weet wat
6

7
8
9

Onder die standaardwerke oor die Beat-generasie tel J Campbell, This is the beat generation: New York–San
Francisco-Paris (Los Angeles, University of California Press, 2001); A Charters (red.), Beat down to your soul:
What was the beat generation? (New York, Penguin, 2001); R Collins & D Skover, Mania: The story of the
outraged & outrageous lives that launched a cultural revolution (Chicago, Top-Five Books, 2013); B Cook, The
beat generation: The tumultuous ‘50s movement and its impact on today (New York, Charles Scribner’s Sons,
1971); M McClure, Scratching the beat surface: Essays on new vision from Blake to Kerouac (New York, Penguin,
1994); FW McDarrah & GS McDarrah, Beat generation: Glory days in Greenwich Village (New York, Schirmer
Books, 1996); J Raskin, American scream: Allen Ginsberg’s “Howl” and the making of the beat generation (Berkeley,
University of California Press, 2004); S Watson, The birth of the beat generation: Visionaries, rebels, and hipsters,
1944-1960 (New York, Pantheon, 1998).
KM Mercer, A hippie commune as a countercultural diaspora, skripsie (Florida, University of Central Florida
Orlando, 2012), p. 10.
In W Dudley (red.), The 1960s. America’s decades (San Diego, Greenhaven Press, 2000) word verskeie outeurs in
hierdie verband aangehaal, onder meer T Miller, H Cox, WC Shepard, J Poland, RJ Gleason en W Nisker.
S Stone, “Hippies from A to Z” (beskikbaar by http://www.hippy.com/modules.php?name=News&file=categor
ies&op=newindex&catid=8), geraadpleeg op 3 Oktober 2014. ’n Oorsig van die kenmerke en waardes van die
hippies.
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gaan aan”. Dit het ongeveer dieselfde konnotasie gehad as “cool” vandag, in
teenstelling met “square”, wat gedui het op vervelige konserwatisme, amper
soos “nerd” vandag.10 “Hippies” is al voor die 1960’s sporadies gebruik om
te verwys na persone wat hulle met die lewenstyl van swart Amerikaners of
van Beatniks vereenselwig het. In 1965 is “hippies” vir die eerste keer in ’n
artikel deur die joernalis Michael Fallon gebruik om te verwys na die Beatniks
wat hulle in Haight-Ashbury gevestig het.11 Teen 1967 is die term algemeen
gebruik. Life Magazine het op 31 Maart 1967 in ’n hoofartikel aangekondig
dat “the hour of the hippie” aangebreek het. ’n Artikel met die titel “The social
history of the hippies” is in Ramparts, ’n Amerikaanse literêre glanstydskrif,
gepubliseer.12 “Hippies” is gereeld in die massamedia gebruik om die bepaalde
subkultuur/teenkultuur te benoem.13
Tydlyne, wat die hippiebeweging in die konteks van ontwikkelings tydens die
1960’s in veral die VSA plaas, is op die internet verkrygbaar.14 Die beweging
het sy aanvanklike hupstoot in San Francisco gekry met die “Human Be-In”
in Januarie 1967 in Golden Gate Park, wat geadverteer is as “the joyful, faceto-face beginning of the new epoch” en deur 20,000-30,000 mense bygewoon
is. Tussen Junie en September daardie jaar het 100,000 jongmense na die stad
gestroom om die “Summer of Love” in Haight-Ashbury te vier. So is die
hippiebeweging op ’n groot skaal in die VSA en selfs verder gepopulariseer.
Diegene wat van die “Summer of Love” huiswaarts gekeer het, het die style
en gedragswyses waarmee hulle in aanraking gekom het na ander stede in
die VSA, Kanada en selfs Europa uitgedra. Aan die Amerikaanse Ooskus het
die beroemde Woodstock-rockfees twee jaar later bygedra tot die wêreldwye
kennisname van die hippiekultuur.
Onder hippies het die idee van “dropping out”, om jou aan die
hoofstroomsamelewing met al sy onaanvaarbare tendense te onttrek deur
kommunes op die platteland te vorm, posgevat. Hulle wou hulle afskei van

10 Vir die etimologie van die woord “hippy” of “hippie”, kyk “hippie”, Dictionary.com., Collins English Dictionary
- Complete & Unabridged 10th Edition (HarperCollins Publishers) (beskikbaar by http://dictionary.reference.
com/browse/hippie), geraadpleeg op 22 Junie 2015.
11 S King, “Of beatniks and hippies”, Barnes & Noble Review, 5 September 2011 (beskikbaar by http://www.
barnesandnoble.com/review/of-beatniks-hippies/), geraadpleeg op 3 Oktober 2014.
12 W Hinckle, “The social history of the hippies”, Ramparts Magazine, Maart 1967, pp. 5-26 (beskikbaar by
http://www.unz.org/Pub/Ramparts-1967mar-00005?View=PDF), geraadpleeg op 3 Oktober 2014.
13 L Yablonsky, The hippie trip (New York, Pegasus, 1968), p. 28.
14 Kyk byvoorbeeld “Hippy Timeline” (beskikbaar by http://www.hippy.com/timeline.htm), geraadpleeg op 22
Junie 2015.
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wat hulle as ’n korrupte wêreld beskou het.15 Timothy Leary, die Amerikaanse
psigoloog wat veral bekend geword het vir sy pogings om psigedeliese dwelms
(spesifiek LSD) te bevorder, het by 1967 se “Human Be-In” in San Francisco
die frase “Turn on, tune in, drop out” geformuleer.16 Hy het sy vroeëre
bestaan as ’n professor by Harvard beskryf as “an anonymous institutional
employee who drove to work each morning in a long line of commuter cars
and drove home each night and drank martinis... like several million middleclass, liberal, intellectual robots”.17 Leary se “turn on, tune in, drop out”frase is deur die hippies aangegryp. Hulle het nie belang gestel in politieke
aktivisme om die samelewing van binne te probeer hervorm nie, maar verkies
om hulle eie kommunes so ver as moontlik buite die hoofstroom te skep. So
het hulle gehoop om die samelewing te transformeer. Die eerste van hierdie
kommunes in Suid-Colorado is Drop City genoem. ’n Flambojante Boheemse
lewenstyl, gekenmerk deur afsondering, anargie, pasifisme, seksuele vryheid,
dwelmgebruik en alternatiewe kuns, is deur die inwoners van Drop City
gevolg.18
Volgens Mercer was dit nie ongewoon dat hippies gemeenskappe buite die
konvensionele samelewing gevestig het nie.19 Rome bevestig dat daar teen
1967 hippiegemeenskappe by dosyne tot stand gekom het in landelike
gebiede en dat die getal drasties toegeneem het teen die einde van die dekade.
Hy haal ’n negentienjarige in so ’n gemeenskap se brief aan, wat die gees van
die tyd opsom:20
Right now, I’m trying to keep from being swallowed by a monster-plastic,
greedy American society. I need to begin relating to new people who are into
taking care of each other and the earth.

In die VSA het die hippies teen die laat 1960’s ’n invloedryke drukgroep in
die samelewing geword, waarvan kennis geneem moes word. Yablonsky skat
dat daar in die laat 1960’s byna ’n halfmiljoen mense in die VSA was wat die
hippieleefwyse ten volle aanvaar het, terwyl daar ’n paar miljoen Amerikaners
was wat een of ander verbintenis met die hippies gehad het.21 Oor die invloed
15 P Morrell, “Hippies, eco-activists & sixties culture in relation to the Romantic tradition & the history of ideas”,
g.d., p. 23 (beskikbaar by http://www.homeoint.org/morrell/misc/hippies.htm), geraadpleeg op 26 September
2014.
16 T Leary, Turn on, tune in, drop out (Oakland, CA, Ronin, 1999-heruitgawe), p. 3.
17 T Leary, High priest (Oakland, CA, Ronin, 1995-heruitgawe), p. 4.
18 P Rabbit, Drop City (New York, Olympia Press, 1971).
19 KM Mercer, A hippie commune as a countercultural diaspora..., p. 38.
20 A Rome, “The environmental movement...”, The Journal of American History, 90(2), 2003, p. 543.
21 L Yablonsky, The hippie trip..., pp. 36-37.
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van die hippies in die Amerikaanse samelewing het Timothy Leary in The
politics of ecstasy geskryf:22
Hippy is an establishment label for a profound, invisible, underground,
evolutionary process. For every visible hippy, barefoot, beflowered, beaded,
there are a thousand invisible members of the turned-on underground. Persons
whose lives are tuned in to their inner vision, who are dropping out of the TV
comedy of American Life.

Hoewel die hippielewenstyl teen die begin van die 1980’s uitgerafel het,
sou hippiewaardes en -modes vir dekades lank ’n betekenisvolle wêreldwye
invloed op jeugkultuur op verskillende terreine uitoefen. Aspekte van die
hippiekultuur, onder meer ook die bekendstelling aan Oosterse filosofie, is in
die hoofstroom Westerse kultuur geassimileer en het ’n langdurige effek op
aspekte van die samelewing, insluitende filosofie, moraliteit, musiek, kuns,
lewenstyl en modes, gehad. Tot vandag toe is die nalatenskap van die hippies
in dinge soos gesondheidsvoedsel, musiekfeeste en seksuele vryheid sigbaar.
Timothy Miller het in ’n onlangs-gepubliseerde boek die nalatenskap van die
hippies se invloed op die Amerikaanse samelewing herwaardeer.23

Van The Haight na The Farm: Stephen Gaskin en die visionêre hippies
In die laaste helfte van die 1960’s het daar in die Haight-Ashburydistrik
van San Fransisco ’n teenkultuur ontwikkel wat kontroversiële idees rondom
dwelms, seksualiteit en geloof uitgeleef het. Haight-Ashbury was vir baie jare
’n hoër middelklaswoonbuurt. Haightstraat is vernoem na Henry Haight, ’n
konserwatiewe voormalige goewerneur van Kalifornië, wat verstom sou wees
kon hy voorsien dat sy naam geassosieer sou word met die “liefdesgenerasie”.
Die buurt het ekonomiese welvaart ervaar en kort voor lank het die voormalige
inwoners na luukser oorde uitgewyk en hulle wonings uitverhuur. Die AfroAmerikaanse, Beatnik- en homoseksuele populasie het in die buurt toegeneem,
met die gevolg dat ’n Boheemse kultuur sou vorm nog voordat die hippies
hulle verskyning kon maak. Mettertyd het jong liberales in hulle massas na
die stad gestroom en voortgebou op die gevestigde Boheemse kultuur, veral

22 H Blunts, The quotable Stoner (Avon, MA, Adams Media, 2011), p. 75.
23 T Miller, The hippies and American values (Knoxville, University of Tennessee Press, 2011).
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die spirituele nuuskierigheid van die Beat-generasie, wat aangelok is deur wat
hulle beskou het as die outentieke aard van Boeddhisme.24
Die breër hippiebeweging, wat vinnig posgevat en na ander dele van die
VSA en die res van die Westerse wêreld versprei het, was nie ’n eenvormige
beweging nie. Daar was verskillende soorte hippies met verskillende vlakke
van deelname aan die hippie-teenkultuur. Howard voer aan dat die term
“hippie” ’n generiese woord is, wat gewoonlik gebruik word om die algemene
stylneiging van die middel 1960’s tot middel 1970’s onder die jeug te beskryf.
Hy onderskei tussen vier tipes hippies wat waarneembaar was. Die eerste
van die vier klasse is die visionêre voorlopers, wat volgens Howard geboorte
geskenk het aan die beweging in Haight-Ashbury.25
In Haight-Ashbury het Stephen Gaskin die ghoeroe van die hippies geword.
Hierdie oud-vlootsoldaat en ouddosent het sy roem gevestig met sy befaamde
Maandagaandklas, wat weekliks by The Family Dog-ouditorium byeengeroep
is met die blaas van ’n horing en ’n uitgerekte “om”-klank. Dit het in 1967 as
’n skryfklas begin en in 1969 en 1970 in ’n oop besprekingsgroep ontwikkel,
wat weekliks deur honderde hippies uit die San Franciscobaaigebied bygewoon
is.
Melvyn Stiriss, een van Gaskin se getroue volgelinge, skryf:26
Monday Night Class was a free, open-to-all, fun, high-energy, hip, town
meeting and tripping workshop − that drew a thousand people or more each
week.

Die doel van die klas was om verskeie aspekte van die lewe, onder meer
dwelmgebruik, paranormale ervarings, seksualiteit, musiek, gemeenskapslewe
en ook ekologiese bewustheid, te ritualiseer en spiritualiseer. Tydens sy lesings
het Gaskin dieper gedelf in onderwerpe met ’n religieuse en filosofiese inslag.
Hy het sy beskouings oor verskeie onderwerpe − die psigedeliese sfeer, die
verbruikersamelewing, selfverwesenliking en vele ander − op charismatiese
wyse aan sy groot gehore oorgedra. Hy was die tipe spreker wat sy gehoor

24 JB Howard, “The flowering of the hippie movement”, American Academy of Political and Social Science, 382(1),
1969, p. 45.
25 JB Howard, “The flowering of the hippie movement”, American Academy of Political and Social Science, 382(1),
1969, p. 45.
26 S Elliott, “‘Holy hippies’ tells story of 1971 pot-fueled spiritual bus caravan”, Toke of the town, 25 Julie 2011,
(beskikbaar by http://www.tokeofthetown.com/2011/07/holy_hippies_book_tells_story_of_1971_pot-fueled_b.
php, geraadpleeg op 7 Oktober 2014).
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ten alle tye ingesluit kon laat voel en kort voor lank het hy ’n groot aanhang
opgebou. Hieroor skryf Stiriss:27
To say Stephen was an effective speaker would be a gross understatement
… Stephen’s spellbinding tales of telepathy, amazing trips, realizations and
apparent quantum leap in spiritual development − encouraged me to trip…
Now, I believed I was tripping not just for myself, but for all Mankind. I was
tripping to get enlightened, to save the world from ignorance, poverty and
war.

Die Maandagaandklas het ’n podium gebied van waar Gaskin sy idees kon
verkondig. Dit was ook ’n platform vir gesprek na aanleiding van die vrae uit
die gehoor. Daar kan gesê word dat die Maandagaandklas ’n tipe akademisering
was van die ideale in Haight-Ashbury, wat andersins miskien ongehoord sou
bly weens die hippies se anti-intellektuele standpunt.28 Gaskin se lesings by
die Maandagaandklas het die intellektuele grondslag vir die hippiebeweging
gelê en van hom die visionêre leier van die beweging gemaak. Van die lesings
is in boekvorm as The Monday Night Class gepubliseer.
Die hippieboodskap wat in Haight-Ashbury posgevat het, het duisende
jongmense in die VSA bereik. Dit het aanklank gevind by ’n aansienlike
deel van die Baby Boomer-generasie, wat ontnugter was met tendense in
die Amerikaanse samelewing van daardie tyd. Alle ondersteuners van die
hippiekultuur was nie noodwendig “dropouts” uit die samelewing nie.
Howard skryf in hierdie verband oor ’n ander tipe hippie. Die “plastiese
hippie”, voer hy aan, het ook die waardes van die konvensionele samelewing
verwerp, veral rondom werk en handel. Hulle wou ook die verbruikerskultuur
afbreek en het getreur oor die aantal mense wat in die sisteem vasgevang was.
Ironies genoeg het hulle binne die hoofstroom ’n mark geskep vir nuwe
modes gebaseer op die hippiestyl. Kort voor lank is items soos leerbroeke en
ronde, Benjamin Franklin-styl brille ten duurste in die handel verkoop. Die
gewildheid van die hippiekultuur is in die modestyle van die tyd – haarstyle,
kleredrag, vredestekens, ensovoorts – weerspieël. Alhoewel die meeste plastiese
hippies nie heeltemal uit die hoofstroomsamelewing geval het nie, het hulle
dra van hippiesimbole en hulle aanvaarding van hippiewaardes meer sigbaar
geword in die publieke sfeer. Howard skryf dat die plastiese hippies, sonder
27 S Elliott, “‘Holy hippies’ tells story of 1971 ...”, Toke of the town, 25 Julie 2011 (beskikbaar by http://www.
tokeofthetown.com/2011/07/holy_hippies_book_tells_story_of_1971_pot-fueled_b.php, geraadpleeg op 7
Oktober 2014).
28 “Stephen Gaskin” (doodsberig), The Times (Londen), 11 Julie 2014; E Langer, “‘Hippy’ priest, social activist and
counterculture leader” (huldeblyk), Washington Post, 6 Julie 2014.
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hulle wete, ’n beduidende invloed op die hippiebeweging as geheel gehad het.
Hulle gedrag het in vele opsigte ooreengestem met die gedrag van die ware
visionêre hippies.29
Weens die toestroming van hordes voornemende hippies, meestal naïewe
tieners, het die lewenskwaliteit in Haight-Ashbury begin daal. Die buurt
kon nie almal huisves nie. Baie het op straat geleef. Wanvoeding, siektes,
dwelmhandel, geweld en misdaad het toegeneem. Dit het die sentrum van
heroïne en ander gevaarlike dwelmmiddels geword. Die strate van die buurt
het onveilig geword. Dit was nie wat die visionêre hippies in gedagte gehad het
nie. Reeds aan die einde van 1967 het ’n groep van hulle ’n pop as beeltenis
van ’n hippie begrawe om die hippie simbolies dood te verklaar. Kort na
die Summer of Love het hippies The Haight begin verlaat. Skynbaar het die
utopiese droom in die mekka van die hippies begin kwyn. Mercer skryf:30
The hippie ideals of love, trust, and community diminished in the Haight.
Gaskin’s Monday Night Class stayed in the area for a few more years, bringing
together those faithful to the hippie dream.

Vir Gaskin en sy volgelinge het dit ook tyd geword om aan te beweeg. Op
12 Oktober 1970 het hy en sowat 150 van sy navolgers op tientalle busse
deur Amerika begin reis. “Out to save the world” het voor op Gaskin se bus
gestaan. Oor ’n tydperk van etlike maande het hulle die land deurkruis en
meer as 8,000 myl afgelê. Tydens hulle reis het Gaskin en sy ondersteuners
die boodskap van liefde, samehorigheid, vrede en harmonie met die natuur
versprei.31 Gaskin het indrukwekkende gewildheid bereik en is deur talle
instansies uitgenooi om lesings in 42 state dwarsoor die VSA aan te bied.32
’n Versameling van hierdie lesings is in 1972 in boekvorm as The Caravan
gepubliseer, waarvan die gewildheid Gaskin se roem herbevestig het.33 Daar
was ’n oplewing in die geesdrif vir die hippiekultuur.
Aan die einde van die reis het Gaskin en ’n groep van sy ondersteuners ’n stuk
grond by Summertown in Tennessee, 100 kilometers suidwes van Nashville,
bekom. Hulle het dit The Farm genoem en dit is hier waar hulle op 10 Mei
29 JB Howard, “The flowering of the hippie movement”, American Academy of Political and Social Science, 382(1),
1969, pp. 50-51.
30 KM Mercer, A hippie commune as a countercultural diaspora..., p. 22.
31 KM Mercer, A hippie commune as a countercultural diaspora..., p. 36.
32 L Mogren, “Interview with Stephen Gaskin, part 1”, Youtube, 2011 (beskikbaar by https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=AaJVTLDWs14), geraadpleeg op 27 Oktober 2014; S Gaskin, The caravan (Summertown, The Book
Publishing Company, 2007 hersiene uitgawe), p. 6.
33 A Versluis en M Shipley, “Interview with Stephen Gaskin”, Journal for the Study of Radicalism, 4(1), 2010, p.
141.
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1971 afgepak het en ’n kommune gevestig het om die hippie-ideale prakties
uit te leef.34 Dit was die verwesenliking van ’n lankgekoesterde ideaal. Gaskin
se visie vir The Farm was dat dit moes dien as “an experiment in sustainable,
developmentally progressive human habitat”.35 Mercer berig:36
The eventual foundation of The Farm emulated the foundation of a separate
community sought by the hippies of the Haight.

The Farm was beslis nie ’n plakkerskamp nie. Dit was ’n baie aktiewe
kommune wat by humanitêre en omgewingsbewaringsaksies betrokke was.
Die Wall Street Journal het daarna verwys as die “General Motors of American
Communes”. Elliot beskryf dit as “the biggest, most successful hippie
commune in United States history”. Later het The Farm die Sweedse Right
Livelihood Award gewen “for caring, sharing and acting with and on behalf
of those in need at home and abroad.”37
Hierdie kommune sou tot ’n hoogtepunt van 1,200 inwoners aangroei. Die
aanvanklike reëls moes later ter wille van oorlewing aangepas word. Vanaf die
1980’s het die getalle begin kwyn, totdat daar later net 200 ouerwordende
hippies oorgebly het. Gaskin het tot met sy dood in 2014 daar aangebly, maar
teen daardie tyd het hy lank nie meer die dryfkrag van vroeër gehad nie.38

Die algemene aard van die hippiebeweging
Mercer voer aan dat die hippies verskil het van die algemene links-aktivistiese
jongmense van die tyd in die sin dat hulle nie gepoog het om Amerika te
verander binne die raamwerk van die gevestigde orde nie. Hulle was meer
radikaal en wou ’n nuwe, meer aanvaarbare orde laat posvat. Roszak was die
eerste om die woord “teenkultuur” te gebruik. Hy het in sy boek The making
of a counter culture geredeneer dat die hippies ’n totaal unieke samelewing was,
wat gekant was teen wat hulle gesien het as die tegnokratiese, konsumeristiese
en militaristiese Amerikaanse samelewing van die tyd. Die idee van ’n
teenkultuur word sterk uitgedruk deur die verwerping van die kernwaardes
34
35
36
37

K Kelley, “Why we left the farm”, Whole Earth, 1(1), 1985, p. 52.
“Stephen Gaskin” (doodsberig), The Times (Londen), 11 Julie 2014.
KM Mercer, A hippie commune as a countercultural diaspora..., p. 22.
S Elliott, “‘Holy hippies’ tells story of 1971...”, Toke of the town, 25 Julie 2011, (beskikbaar by http://www.
tokeofthetown.com/2011/07/holy_hippies_book_tells_story_of_1971_pot-fueled_b.php, geraadpleeg op 7
Oktober 2014).
38 “Stephen Gaskin” (doodsberig), The Times (Londen), 11 Julie 2014; E Langer, “’Hippy’ priest, social activist and
counterculture leader” (huldeblyk), Washington Post, 6 Julie 2014.
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van die hoofstroom van die samelewing waarbinne dit vorm aanneem. Vanuit
’n eietydse perspektief het Roszak die hippieteenkultuur soos volg beoordeel:39
The revolution which is beginning will call in question not only capitalist
society but also industrial society. The consumer’s society must perish of a
violent death. The society of alienation must disappear from history. We are
inventing a new and original world.

Die lewenswaardes van die hippieteenkultuur lê opgesom in Roszak se
woorde en dit kan afgelei word dat die fundamentele waardes van die
hippiegemeenskap ’n sekere lewenswyse sou impliseer.
By die hippies was daar klem op en soeke na die “skoon en outentieke” en is
dinge nagestreef wat nie korrup gemaak is deur die geldgierige en gewelddadige
samelewing van die tyd nie. Die hippies se soektog na spirituele opregtheid
het verder gestrek as die omhelsing van die eksotiese Oosterse godsdienste
en hulle het ’n nuwe, unieke spiritualiteit ontwikkel. Volgens die sosioloog
Berger was die hippies ’n hernude Boheemse doktrine, wat self-uitdrukking,
neo-paganisme, vryheid, gelykheid en lewe-in-die-oomblik beklemtoon het.
Die hippieteenkultuur het die fondasie wat deur dié doktrine verskaf is,
gebruik om aspekte van verskeie spirituele tradisies te vermeng om sodoende
’n geloofsisteem te formuleer wat mistieke elemente hooggeag het, terwyl
dogma agtergelaat is.40 Mercer stel dit treffend:41
They kept some traditional Judeo-Christian values spiced with variable
aspects of whatever flavours from other religions that were appealing.

Dit is egter so dat die belangstelling in hierdie spirituele tradisies oppervlakkig
was. Gaskin self het in ’n onderhoud gesê:42
I never was religious in the sense like that, but I was interested in stuff from
other countries. I knew a Zen master; I was never a Buddhist, but one of the
best people I met was a Zen master. In hippie times in San Francisco I knew
Buddhists and Jains and Hindus and whatever, all different kinds of folks
like that. The thing is, we were not going to San Francisco and converting to
religions; we were ransacking religions for goodies.

39 T Roszak, The making of a counter culture: Reflections on the technocratic society and its youthful opposition (New
York, Doubleday, 1969), p. 22.
40 BM Berger, “Hippie morality, more old than new”, Trans-action, 5, 1967, p. 19. Kyk ook BM Berger, The
survival of a counterculture: ideological work and everyday life among rural communards (Berkeley, University of
California Press, 1981).
41 KM Mercer, A hippie commune as a countercultural diaspora..., p. 16.
42 A Versluis en M Shipley, “Interview with Stephen Gaskin”, p. 142.
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Hippies het nie noodwendig al die elemente, wat die verskillende godsdienstige
tradisies as inherent waar beskou het, so aanvaar nie. Hulle het bloot daardie
spirituele elemente gekies wat resoneer met hul eie wêreldbeskouing. Die
teenkultuur se idealisering van Oosterse spirituele tradisies het die afkeer
van die hippies in Westerse waardes beklemtoon. Baie hippies het veral sterk
aanklank gevind by Zen Boeddhisme, wat direkte eenvoudige belewenis
vooropstel.43 ’n Verdere voorbeeld is die waarde wat in die hippies se spirituele
beskouing aan die Inheemse Amerikaanse samelewing (Amerindians) geheg
is. Volgens Mercer het die hippies die Inheemse Amerikaners se eenvoud,
respek vir die natuur en sin van samehorigheid bewonder, wat ooreengestem
het met hul eie verwerping van die geïndustrialiseerde wêreld. Die beeld wat
hulle aangehang het, het nie berus op ’n in diepte kennis van die Inheemse
Amerikaanse samelewing nie, maar hulle het die geïdealiseerde beeld van die
“edele barbaar” (ontleen aan Jean-Jacques Rousseau), die kinderlik onskuldige
buitestander, wat nog nie deur die beskawing korrup gemaak is nie, gebruik
as een van die speserye om geur te gee aan hulle eie gekonseptualiseerde
wêreldbeskouing.44
Die meeste elemente van die hippiebeweging se wêreldbeskouing was nie
noodwendig uniek, oorspronklik en innoverend nie. Hulle opvattings was
eerder ’n sameflansing van bestaande idees. Die strewe na ’n eenvoudige
bestaan, naby aan die aarde, in harmonie met die natuur en medemens was in
wese ’n eeue-oue strewe, wat al voorheen deur georganiseerde groepe uitgeleef
is. Morrell toon die talle parallelle tussen die hippies en die 18de- en 19deeeuse Romantiese beweging aan. Albei was idealisties, anti-rasioneel en/of
anti-intellektueel, gekant teen wetenskaplike materialisme, ten gunste van
vreedsame naasbestaan tussen mense en die natuur, en wou die samelewing
verander deur mense se houding te transformeer.45 Die tradisionele “romantiese
impuls”, volgens Tarnas een van die twee hoofstromings van Westerse denke46,
was ’n sterk dryfkrag van die hippies. Utopiese ideale, die strewe na die skepping
van ’n ideale samelewing, was ook kenmerkend van die hippiebeweging, wat
in sekere opsigte ooreenkomste met die utopiese sosialiste van die 19de eeu
vertoon het. Stephen Gaskin word beskryf as ’n kommunale utopiër met ’n
43 P Morrell, “Hippies, eco-activists & sixties culture in relation...”, g.d., p. 8 (beskikbaar by http://www.homeoint.
org/morrell/misc/hippies.htm), geraadpleeg op 26 September 2014.
44 KM Mercer, A hippie commune as a countercultural diaspora..., p. 17.
45 P Morrell, “Hippies, eco-activists & sixties culture in relation...”, g.d., pp. 9-11 (beskikbaar by http://www.
homeoint.org/morrell/misc/hippies.htm), geraadpleeg op 26 September 2014.
46 R Tarnas, The passion of the Western mind (Londen, Pimlico, 2000, vyfde druk van 1991-uitgawe), p. 366.
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visie van “absolute love, responsibility and community”.47
’n Verdere wesenlike kenmerk van die hippiebeweging was die apolitiese
aard daarvan. Die hippies het juis vanweë hulle totale afkeer in die
hoofstroomsamelewing van die tyd doelbewus weggeskram van politieke
aktivisme. Hulle uitgangspunt was dat deelname aan die politieke proses
neergekom het op ’n nuttelose poging om die simptome van wat verkeerd was
in die samelewing te probeer behandel. Daarom het hulle hulleself veel eerder
verdiep in die skepping van ’n alternatiewe gemeenskap. Hulle aanslag was
romanties, dromerig, artistiek, pasifisties en mistiek.48 Volgens Howard het
die hippies eerder as om politieke mag te probeer bekom, soos die politieke
aktiviste van die tyd, slegs gevra vir die vryheid om hulle “eie ding” te doen.
Hulle het implisiet aanvaar dat die kultuur, lewensgehalte en lewenswyse wat
onder hulle ontstaan het, so wonderlik was dat enige iemand wat dit kon
aanskou hulle geldgierige, materialistiese gewoontes sou laat vaar om oor te
skakel na die hippie-Utopia.49

Die hippies se verhouding met die natuuromgewing en die
omgewingsbeweging
Die verskeidenheid sosiale bewegings met verskillende primêre doelstellings
wat deel uitgemaak het van wat die “teenkultuur” van die 1960’s genoem
word, het nie heeltemal los van mekaar gestaan nie. Hulle het kennis geneem
van mekaar se bedrywighede, dikwels saamgewerk om verandering in die
samelewing te bewerkstellig, en in bepaalde gevalle selfs oorvleuelende
lidmaatskap gehad.
So het die hippies, met hulle ekovriendelike ingesteldheid, naby aan die
omgewingsbeweging, en veral die meer radikale element daarvan, gestaan.
Die omgewingsbeweging het weliswaar ondersteuners uit alle dele van die
ideologiese spektrum, van reaksionêre regses tot radikale linkses, getrek. Maar
dit was veral radikaalgesinde jongmense, insluitende die hippies, wat ’n sterk
afkeer in die kunsmatigheid van die verbruikerskultuur en die uitbuitende
47 M Shipley, “Hippies and the mystic way: Dropping out, unitive experiences, and communal utopianism”,
Utopian Studies, 24(2), 2013, p. 232.
48 P Morrell, “Hippies, eco-activists & sixties culture in relation...”, g.d., p. 4 (beskikbaar by http://www.homeoint.
org/morrell/misc/hippies.htm), geraadpleeg op 26 September 2014.
49 JB Howard, “The flowering of the hippie movement”, American Academy of Political and Social Science, 382(1),
1969, p. 45.
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aard van die kapitalisme gehad het, wat met die natuur en dit wat natuurlik
was, kon identifiseer as ’n bron van daardie outentieke waardes wat hulle
nagestreef het. Vir hulle was die plundering en verwoesting van die omgewing
die gevolg van ’n oorlog teen die natuur in die nywerheidsamelewings.50
Weens die anti-intellektuele en nie-aktivistiese aard van die hippiebeweging
bestaan daar geen volledig uitgewerkte hippiesiening van omgewingskwessies
nie. Tog het die hippies in hulle denke en optrede aansluiting gevind by verskeie
kernelemente van die opkomende groen beweging van die tyd. Die psigedeliese
en romantiese komponente van die hippieteenkultuur kan geassosieer word
met ’n spesifieke benadering tot mens-natuurinteraksie. Hier word gefokus
op hoe die hippies twee hoofkonsepte van die omgewingsbeweging en van
ekologisme as ideologie, naamlik ekologiese holisme en volhoubaarheid,
prakties uitgeleef het.

Dwelmgebruik as sakrament van holistiese oortuigings
Nuwe ontdekkings in die biologiese wetenskappe en fisika het die ou meganiese
model van die heelal teruggedring en vervang met ’n organiese siening. In
die twintigste eeu het ekologie, die studie van ekosisteme, die interaksie
tussen en die interafhanklikheid van alle elemente (organies en anorganies)
binne ekosisteme en die aarde se biosfeer vooropgestel. Sisteemekologie en
die benadering dat ekosisteme holisties, as gehele, bestudeer moes word, het
prominent geword.51 Die idee van ’n web of netwerk van lewe het veld gewen.52
In die periode toe die hippiebeweging posgevat het, het James Lovelock sy
Gaia-hipotese gepropageer. Hiervolgens vorm die interaksie tussen organiese
en anorganiese elemente op aarde ’n selfregulerende komplekse sisteem,
waardeur die voorwaardes vir lewe op die planeet gehandhaaf word.53
Die holistiese en organiese benadering, in teenstelling met die Groot Idee
van Vooruitgang, impliseer onder meer dat ekonomiese groei deur ekologiese
parameters beperk word, dat tegnologie nie alles kan vermag nie en dat
volhoubaarheid nagestreef moet word. Hierdie elemente het perfek ingepas
50 A Rome, “The environmental movement and the sixties”, The Journal of American History, 90(2), 2003, p. 542.
51 A Naess, “The primacy of the whole”, referaat, Environment Debate Action Conference on the Environment,
Beatenberg (Switserland), 28 Sep-1 Okt 1978, in 1981 gepubliseer deur die United Nations University
(beskikbaar by http://www.transcend.org/galtung/papers/HSDR-GPID61.PDF), geraadpleeg op 6 Oktober
2014.
52 F Capra, The web of life: A new scientific understanding of living systems (New York, Anchor, 1997).
53 J Lovelock, Gaia: Medicine for an ailing planet (London, Gaia Books, 2005 hersiene uitgawe), p. 188.
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by die lewensuitkyk van die hippies. Hulle siening van wat natuurlik is as eg
en outentiek, in teenstelling met die nagemaakte “plastiekwêreld” wat deur
die verbruikerskultuur geskep is, het ’n romantiese terug-na-die-natuurideaal
by hulle gestimuleer. Die idee van die kosmiese eenheid van alles en van ’n
mistieke gemeenskap (“interconnectedness”) tussen mens en mens en tussen
mens en natuur het in hulle kraam gepas. Hulle droom was ’n wêreld waar
mense harmonies met ander mense en met die natuur moes saamwerk (soos
uitgedruk in John Lennon se “brotherhood of man” in sy lied “Imagine”).
Dit is in hierdie strewe na gemeenskap en eenheid dat die hippies van
dwelmgebruik ’n sakrament gemaak het. Om “hoog” te raak op dagga, of
op ’n “trip” te gaan met LSD was ’n integrale deel van die hippiebestaan.
Psigedeliese dwelms het ’n kragtige effek op die menslike liggaam en brein.
Visuele hallusinasies, ’n euforiese gevoel, om tred te verloor met tyd en ruimte
is maar ’n paar van die kenmerke van ’n goeie “trip”.54 Vir jongmense wat teen
die bestaande orde wou rebelleer, was eksperimentering met hierdie middels
opwindend. Aan die begin van die 1960’s was dwelmmisbruik minder
algemeen as vandag en het die nadelige gevolge daarvan minder prominensie
in die media geniet. Dit was eers toe dit onrusbarende afmetings begin
aanneem het, dat alarm gemaak is. Tot vandag toe is dwelmgebruik een van
die mees kontroversiële aspekte van die hippieteenkultuur.
Dwelmgebruik is meermale deur Gaskin by die Maandagaandklas aangeroer
as ’n aanknopingspunt tot ’n bespreking van die psigedeliese sfeer. Mercer voer
aan dat die geloof in dwelms as ’n godsdienstige sakrament ’n sleutelaspek
was van Gaskin en sy studente se spiritualiteit. As ’n integrale deel van hulle
lewenstyl het dwelms ’n invloed op verskeie terreine gehad, insluitende
filosofie, kuns, musiek en kleredrag.55 Miller meld dat die rituele rondom
dwelmgebruik ’n groepsbewussyn en ’n grondslag vir groepsintimiteit geskep
het.56
“Tripping” (dwelmgebruik) kan, soos ook “dropping out”, as ’n
ontvlugtingsmeganisme uit ’n onaanvaarbare en onverteerbare werklikheid
geïnterpreteer word. Die hippies van Haight-Ashbury het verkies om dit
anders te vertolk. Hieroor rapporteer Jay Stevens soos volg:57
54 Anon., “The harmful effects of LSD”, Foundation for a Drug-Free World, 2014 (beskikbaar by http://www.
drugfreeworld.org/drugfacts/lsd/the-harmful-effects-of-lsd.html), geraadpleeg deur 6 Oktober 2014.
55 KM Mercer, A hippie commune as a countercultural diaspora..., p. 14.
56 T Miller, The hippies and American values..., p. 15.
57 J Stevens, Storming heaven: LSD and the American dream (New York, The Grove, 1998), p. xiv.
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According to the hippies, LSD was the glue that held the Haight together. It
was the hippie sacrament, a mind detergent capable of washing away years of
social programming, a re-imprinting device, a consciousness-expander, a tool
that would push us up the evolutionary ladder. Some even claimed LSD was
a gift from God, given to mankind in order to save the planet from a nuclear
finale.

In die hippiedenke was daar sekerlik ’n sterk element van treur oor die manier
waarop die samelewing van die tyd omgegaan het met sowel medemense
as met die aarde. Hippies het egter verkies om dwelmgebruik nie in terme
van ontvlugting uit die onuitstaanbare realiteit te vertolk nie, maar eerder
in ’n meer positiewe sin as ’n spirituele manier om (1) hul bewussyn van
die kosmiese gemeenskap te verdiep en (2) die mistieke band met die aarde/
natuur te versterk.
Prominent was die idee dat dwelms die bewussyn verruim. Psigedelies
beteken letterlik “om die psige oop te maak”. Timothy Leary het verklaar:
“Expand your consciousness and find ecstasy and revelation within”.58 Op
soek na ’n vars kyk op die wêreld het die hippies met psigedeliese dwelms
as ’n vorm van spirituele verkenning geëksperimenteer in die hoop dat dit
hulle sou help om bo die alledaagse uit te styg en die ware aard van die
menslike bestaan in ’n ander dimensie te ontdek. Die hippies het geglo dat
die euforiese ervaring van dwelmbeswyming hulle in staat stel om ’n ander
dimensie van menswees te betree, waar hulle ’n dieper konneksie met die siel
kan ervaar. Hierdie idee sluit ook aan by elemente van Boeddhisme wat deur
die hippies by hul lewenswyse geïnkorporeer is. Gass skryf dat “verligting”
in die Boeddhistiese geloof, ’n ontwaking is na ’n alternatiewe realiteit, dat
daar ’n ideale wêreld is wat bereik kan word deur middel van meditasie en dat
absolute waarheid in hierdie wêreld te vind is.59 Dwelms is deur die hippies
aangewend as hulpmiddel tydens meditasie.60
Anti-dwelmkruisvaarders beskou dwelmgebruik as ’n immorele daad. In
teenstelling hiermee het die hippies dit as morele optrede verdedig. Miller
skryf dat die gebruik van dwelms, veral “grass”, intrinsiek was aan die
teenkultuur. Hy voer aan dat die hippies geglo het dat dwelms die aard van
bewussyn verander het op fundamentele maniere en daardie verandering ’n
58 T Leary, High priest..., pp. 132-133.
59 P Gass, “Buddhism through the eyes of the dead”, S Gimbel (red.), The grateful dead and philosophy: Getting high
minded about love and Haight (Chicago, Open Court, 2007), p. 129.
60 In AH Badiner en A Grey (reds.), Zig Zag Zhen: Buddhism and psychedelics (San Francisco, Chronicle Books,
2002) word die verband tussen psigedeliese dwelms en Boeddhisme in die VSA uit verskillende perspektiewe
ontleed.
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sentrale belang gehad het in die vorming van die teenkultuur. Soos wat die
natuurwetenskaplikes van die sewentiende eeu geglo het dat wetenskap en
rasionaliteit lig sou bring aan die wêreld, het die hippies geglo dat die effek
van dwelms ’n persoon na spirituele verligting kon stoot, en dat dit die lewe
van die verbruiker in die rigting van etiese optrede teenoor ander mense en
die natuur kon stuur.61
Rome beklemtoon dat die begeerte om “terug te keer na die natuur” ’n
merkwaardige dryfkrag was in die dwelmkultuur van die 1960’s. Die effek
van dwelms het die hippies ’n gevoel van eenheid of gemeenskap met die
res van die natuur en die kosmos laat ervaar. Dit het hulle “kosmiese wiele”
gegee, aldus Donovan se liedjie Cosmic Wheels. Die gebruik van dwelms
is voorgestaan as ’n hulpmiddel om die natuur te verstaan en tot insig te
kom oor die natuurlike orde van die heelal. Die meerderheid hippies se
omgewingsbeskouing het naby aan dié van die diep ekologie, die geloof in die
essensiële gelykheid van alle lewensvorme, gekom. Daar is spottenderwys gesê
dat net iemand op ’n LSD-“trip” ’n sinvolle gesprek met ’n boom kan voer.
Vir die hippies was die ervaring van hul eenheid met die kosmos egter ’n saak
van erns, daardie sin van gemeenskap met almal en alles wat hulle onder die
invloed van dwelms beleef het. Die skrywer Geoffrey O’Brien het aangevoer
dat dwelms hom na “die wildernis” geneem het, waar hy in voeling was met
die ritme van die sterre en die geluide van die insekte, waar die natuur met
hom gepraat het en hy in ekstatiese gemeenskap geluister het:62
The planet is a sentinent companion! Everything that lives is taking in
everything and communicating its response back to everything, without
stopping, constantly!

Ook hierin het ’n etiese element opgesluit gelê. Dit resoneer met Gaskin se
lesings by die Maandagaandklas waar ondersoek ingestel is na die effek van
dwelms op spiritualiteit. Spiritualiteit in die konteks van die hippiemoraliteit
het ’n tipe paganisme behels, wat intrinsieke waarde aan lewe en die natuur
heg. Volgens Miller was daar ’n geloof dat dwelms die etiese verbintenis tot
respek teenoor, omgee vir en versorging van alle vorms van lewe versterk. Hy
som die rol van dwelms by die hippiebewussyn van die omgewing soos volg
op:63

61 T Miller, The hippies and American values..., p. 14.
62 A Rome, “The environmental movement and the sixties”, The Journal of American History, 90(2), 2003, p. 543.
63 T Miller, The hippies and American values..., p. 14.
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Persons were part of the natural world, and feeling and appreciating that was
part of the dope (drug) experience.

The Farm:64 Praktiese uitlewing van ’n selfonderhoudende volhoubare
gemeenskap
Volhoubaarheid is ’n eeue-oue konsep onder omgewingsbewustes, waarvan
daar al sprake was in die antieke beskawings van baie eeue gelede. In die 18de
eeu was daar in bosboukringe Clausewitz se “Ewige Wald”-ideaal. JS Mill
het in die 19de eeu die ekonomiese zerogroei-opsie in sy “stilstaande staat”argument aangeroer. Verskeie ander wetenskaplikes en skrywers (Thomas
Malthus, William Stanley Jevons, George Perkins Marsh, John Muir, Henry
David Thoreau e.a.) het verskillende weergawes aangebied van wat vandag as
volhoubare ontwikkeling bekend is.65
In die tyd toe die hippieteenkultuur gevestig is, het die openbare diskoers
rondom Rachel Carson se The silent spring die groen beweging in die VSA ’n
hupstoot gegee. Seminale tekste oor die ekologiese krisis in daardie era het
Paul Ehrlich se reeds gemelde The population bomb, Fritz Schumacher se Small
is beautiful: economics as if people mattered en die Club of Rome se The limits
to growth ingesluit. Die ekologiese krisis het ’n sentrale gesprekstema geword.
Teen die agtergrond van onrusbarende voorspellings dat die mensdom besig
was om die planeet se vermoë om lewe te onderhou te vernietig, het die
noodsaak vir ’n minder eksploiterende en meer ekovriendelike samelewing
teoreties op die voorgrond getree. Die konsep van volhoubare ontwikkeling
het op die toneel verskyn as ’n poging om die argument vir voortgesette
ekonomiese groei en die argument vir daadwerklike ekologiese konservering
te balanseer.
Aan die hippies kom die eer toe dat hulle met die vestiging van
selfonderhoudende kommunes op die platteland eintlik die teoretiese debat
oor volhoubare ontwikkeling vooruitgeloop het deur prakties te demonstreer
dat selfonderhoudende volhoubare gemeenskappe ’n werklikheid gemaak kon
word. Hulle het bewys dat dit moontlik vir mense in die moderne samelewing
met sterk genoeg oortuigings was om hulle los te skeur uit die greep van
64 Melvyn Stiriss het ’n trilogie van boeke (Voluntary peasants trilogy) oor die geskiedenis van en die lewe op The
Farm geskryf.
65 JA du Pisani, “Sustainable development – historical roots of the concept”, Environmental Sciences, 3(2), Junie
2006, pp. 83-96.
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die verbruikerskultuur en hulle ekologiese voetspoor te verklein. Rome wys
daarop dat, hoewel die meeste hippiekommunes nie baie lank bestaan het
nie, daar tussen die laat 1960’s en vroeë 1970’s sowat vyfhonderdduisend
Amerikaners tyd in ’n kommune deurgebring het.66
Een van die bekendste van hierdie kommunes was Stephen Gaskin en sy
navolgers se The Farm in Tennessee. Hier is die droom van ’n kleinskaalse,
nie-materialistiese, minimalistiese en ekovriendelike gemeenskap verwesenlik.
Cliffard Figallo, wat self ’n ruk op The Farm gewoon het, beskryf die tipe
mense wat aangetrokke was tot die lewe wat The Farm gebied het as mense
wat in staat was om “vibrasies van realiteit-dimensies buite die materiële
platform” te erken.67 ’n Ander inwoner van The Farm, Melvyn Stiriss, het
hulle as “vrywillige kleinboere” beskryf:68
Voluntary peasants are everyday people, from all walks of life, who choose to
live simply, close to the earth, self-reliant, growing food – for the sake of the
planet, their families and their own souls.

Gaskin en sy volgelinge, soos die lede van die talle ander hippiekommunes,
het intens verlang na ’n meer eenvoudige, meer natuurlike, meer vreedsame
bestaan naby aan en in harmonie met die natuur. In ’n onderhoud het Gaskin
gesê dat hy Ralph Waldo Emerson, wat sy transendentale siening dat die
natuur van die goddelike deurdrenk is in Nature verduidelik het en Henry
David Thoreau, wie se Walden beskryf word as bepeinsing oor ’n eenvoudige
lewe naby die natuur, as sy “ghoeroes” beskou het.69 Vir baie jongmense wat
’n afkeer in die “plastiek”-samelewing ontwikkel het, was die kommunes
’n aantreklike opsie. Mercer bevestig dat ’n meer natuurvriendelike en
harmonieuse leefstyl baie begeerlik was in daardie tydperk.70
In verskeie opsigte het die hippies hulle omgewingsdenke prakties uitgeleef
op The Farm. Dit het reeds met die aanvanklike vestiging op The Farm geblyk.
Omdat hulle die kommune uit niks moes opbou, het hulle leefstyl met karige
hulpbronne nogal ooreengestem met die leefstyl van die oerbeskawings. Hulle
was totaal afhanklik van mekaar en van die natuur vir basiese lewensbehoeftes.
Tydens elke fase van ontwikkeling op The Farm was die inwoners sensitief
66 A Rome, “The environmental movement and the sixties”, The Journal of American History, 90(2), 2003, p. 544.
67 K Kelley, “Why we left the farm”, Whole Earth, 1(1), 1985, p. 57.
68 S Elliott, “‘Holy hippies’ tells story of 1971...”, Toke of the town, 25 Julie 2011, (beskikbaar by http://www.
tokeofthetown.com/2011/07/holy_hippies_book_tells_story_of_1971_pot-fueled_b.php, geraadpleeg op 7
October 2014).
69 A Versluis en M Shipley, “Interview with Stephen Gaskin”, p. 146.
70 KM Mercer, A hippie commune as a countercultural diaspora, p. 48.
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vir die invloed op die natuur van al hulle bedrywighede. Dit word duidelik
wanneer ondersoek ingestel word na die aard van infrastruktuur, waar hulle
inkomste gegenereer is en die deelkultuur van die kommune.
Gaskin en sy navolgers het kort na hulle aankoms by die grond naby
Summertown begin bou aan die gemeenskap se infrastruktuur. Dit was ’n
gemeenskapsaktiwiteit. Die skuilings het bestaan uit hout van die omliggende
woude, tente wat teen goedkoop pryse tweedehands aangeskaf is of daar is
geslaap in een van die 35 busse waarmee die groep gearriveer het. Daar is klem
geplaas op landbou, waarvan die hele gemeenskap geleef het, en die aanskaf
van goedere in die omliggende dorpe is tot ’n minimum beperk.
Morrell beskryf die lewenstyl van die kommune op The Farm as “a ’no waste’
lifestyle that has minimal impact”.71 Mercer skryf dat hulle doelwitte was
om ’n spirituele, minimalistiese en vegetariese leefstyl te handhaaf. Hy gaan
voort om te stel dat hulle ’n gemeenskap wou vorm waar mense “reg lewe”,
in harmonie met mekaar en met die natuur. Om “natuurlik” te lewe was die
uitgangspunt van hulle ekovriendelike lewenstyl. Hulle het voorkeur gegee
aan “natuurlike” voedsel en medikasie, asook natuurlike geboorte.72 Morrell
vertolk hulle siening van “natuurlik” so:73
In the case of the word “natural”, the underlying idea is that it clearly means
fresh and pure; it means unadulterated, untainted, unblemished, pristine,
organic and undamaged. It means unrefined and unchemicalized too. It
thus means safe, harmless, good for you and holistic ... That is its meaning
when used in “natural foods”, “natural living”, “natural community”, “natural
energy” and “natural therapies”.

Die meeste van The Farm se inwoners was vegetariërs. Hulle het groente
organies geproduseer en nie chemiese gifstowwe gebruik nie. Sekere van hulle
het later restaurante bedryf waar slegs organiese voedsel gebruik word en die
spyskaart heeltemal vegetaries is. Volhoubaarheid, mededeelsaamheid en
herwinning was ’n integrale deel van die lewenswyse op The Farm.74
’n Anti-kapitalistiese en nie-materialistiese benadering het die lewenstyl
van die hippies op The Farm gekenmerk. Min waarde is geheg aan materiële
besittings anders as die absolute noodsaaklikhede vir lewe. Hieroor berig
71 P Morrell, “Hippies, eco-activists & sixties culture in relation...”, g.d., p. 8 (beskikbaar by http://www.homeoint.
org/morrell/misc/hippies.htm, geraadpleeg op 26 September 2014).
72 KM Mercer, A hippie commune as a countercultural diaspora..., p. 48.
73 P Morrell, “Hippies, eco-activists & sixties culture in relation...”, g.d., p. 5 (beskikbaar by http://www.homeoint.
org/morrell/misc/hippies.htm), geraadpleeg op 26 September 2014.
74 E Langer, “‘Hippy’ priest, social activist and counterculture leader” (huldeblyk), Washington Post, 6 Julie 2014.
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Stiriss:75
We all, in the old days, agreed to a vow of poverty. Seeing the beauty and
wisdom in being happy with less. That’s a good thing. But since then, several
people have observed we should have said “vow of simplicity” rather than “vow
of poverty”.

Inwoners van The Farm het die kapitalistiese verbruikersamelewing se
werkspatrone (8 ure per dag, 5 dae ’n week), wat daarop gemik is om ’n
surplus te produseer waaruit wins gemaak kan word, verwerp. Aanvanklik
was die gedagte dat almal op The Farm moes werk en uit die landbou ’n
bestaan moes maak. Hulle het teruggegryp na die soort werksetiek in die
primitiewe gemeenskappe, naamlik om net genoeg te werk om in elke dag
se daaglikse behoeftes te voorsien. Dit is natuurlik ’n ingesteldheid wat baie
minder druk op die natuurlike hulpbronne van die omgewing uitoefen en ’n
baie kleiner ekologiese voetspoor laat as die tipiese voorstedelike leefwyse van
die meerderheid van die bevolking.
Hoewel The Farm se inwoners ’n nie-materialistiese benadering gehad het,
kon hulle tog nie sonder enige inkomste oorleef nie. Latere geslagte was nie so
verbind aan die oorspronklike ideale nie en van hulle het buite die kommune
in nabygeleë dorpe gaan werk. Sodoende is inkomste gegenereer wat gehelp
het om die gemeenskap aan die gang te hou. In sy onderhoude met voormalige
inwoners van The Farm het Kelly bevind dat ’n paar van hulle gaan werk het
by Whole Earth, ’n tydskrif wat bewussyn oor omgewingskwessies probeer
kweek.76
Een van die belangrikste bydraes van die mense van The Farm tot die
omgewingsbeweging was juis bewusmaking van omgewingskwessies. Veral
aan die begin het hulle baie welslae hiermee behaal, omdat die media soveel
publisiteit aan die hippieteenkultuur as ’n vreemde nuwigheid verleen het. So
kon hulle boodskap, ook wat omgee vir die fisiese omgewing betref, ’n breë
gehoor bereik. Op hierdie manier het die hippies beduidend bygedra tot die
vestiging van die omgewing as ’n proteskwessie. Hulle het geleenthede benut
om hulle boodskap te versprei.77 Hulle het ’n uitgewery, die Book Publishing
Company, gevestig. Dit het afgeskop deur Stephen Gaskin se lesings by die
75 S Elliott, “‘Holy hippies’ tells story of 1971...”, Toke of the town, 25 Julie 2011, (beskikbaar by http://www.
tokeofthetown.com/2011/07/holy_hippies_book_tells_story_of_1971_pot-fueled_b.php, geraadpleeg 7 Oktober
2014).
76 K Kelley, “Why we left the farm”, Whole Earth, 1(1), 1985, p. 54.
77 A Rome, “The environmental movement and the sixties”, The Journal of American History, 90(2), 2003, p. 544.
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Maandagaandklas en tydens die 1970/71-rit deur die VSA uit te gee. Dit
het ook publikasies oor onder meer natuurlike geboorte en vegetariese diëte
uitgegee.78 Met behulp van hierdie uitgewery bereik die boodskap van die
hippies tot vandag die buitewêreld. Ander inwoners van The Farm het
straatteater beoefen of bewusmakingsgroepe gestig. CRAP, oftewel Cyclists
Revolting Against Pollution het fiets gery om die punt te bewys dat daar meer
omgewingsvriendelike maniere is om jouself te vervoer as deur die gebruik
van ’n motorvoertuig.
Tans (2015) slaag die gemeenskap op The Farm om steeds ’n aktiewe
rol in die omgewingsbeweging te speel. Hulle is nog aktief betrokke by
omgewingsgerigte projekte, byvoorbeeld die praktyk van permakultuur79 of
die kursusse wat daar aangebied word oor ekoplase.80

Die hippies se bydraes tot die omgewingsbeweging
Ongetwyfeld het die hippies vanaf die 1960’s betekenisvolle bydraes tot
die omgewingsbeweging gelewer. Weens die visionêre hippies se apolitiese
ingesteldheid en omdat hulle nie altyd op die voorpunt van omgewingsaktivisme
was nie, het hierdie bydraes nie noodwendig die erkenning gekry wat dit
verdien nie.
Die eerste vlak waarop die hippies belangrike insette gelewer het, was
bewusmaking van omgewingskwessies. Rome beskryf hierdie bydrae soos
volg:81
(T)he hippies inspired many young people to think more deeply about the
earth… Because the mainstream media gave tremendous attention to the
counterculture, the hippie argument that the nation needed to find a less
environmentally destructive way of life reached a wide audience… In a variety
of ways… the counterculture helped to put the environment on the protest
agenda.

78 KM Mercer, A hippie commune as a countercultural diaspora.., p. 49.
79 Permakultuur is ’n filosofie van natuurlike boerdery, waar die boer saam met die natuur, eerder as teen die
natuur werk om op ’n volhoubare manier te produseer. Dit funksioneer op ’n holistiese wyse binne natuurlike
ekosisteme. B Mollison, Introduction to permaculture (Tasmania, Tagari, 1991).
80 Gemeenskappe of kommunes wat streef na sosiale, ekonomiese en ekologiese volhoubaarheid deur organies te
boer.
81 A Rome, “The environmental movement and the sixties”, The Journal of American History, 90(2), 2003, p. 544.
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Hierdie bewusmaking van die omgewingskrisis het in die milieu van die linksradikale teenkultuur van die tyd met massamobilisering vir omgewingsaktivisme
gepaardgegaan. In die laat 1960’s het die omgewingbeweging duisende
tieners en mense in hulle twintigs aangelok. Dit was die energie van die
jeug wat die omgewingsbeweging ’n massa-aard gegee het. Hiertoe het die
hippieteenkultuur se gewildheid, veral onder die jong geslag, in geen geringe
mate nie bygedra. Die fundamentele waardes wat inherent was aan die
hippiewêreldbeskouing, veral die afkeer in die kapitalistiese samelewing en
die verlange na eenheid met die natuur, het fenomenale gewildheid bereik
teen die einde van die 1960’s en was een van die belangrike dryfkragte agter
die links-aktivistiese veldtog om te veg vir die regte van die aarde.
In hierdie opsig het die groep waarna Howard as die “plastiese” hippies
verwys ’n belangrike rol gespeel. Hulle was weens hulle navolging van die
hippiestyl ’n sigbare teenwoordigheid in die samelewing. Teen die einde van
die 1960’s was dit baie gewild om die Boheemse lewe van die hippies te lei.
Howard skryf dat kampusse gevul was met studente wat kaalvoet geloop het
en “hippieklere” gedra het.82 Daarmee saam het hulle ook die hippie-idees
gepropageer, veral wat betref die afkeer in die verbruikersamelewing en die
“terug na die natuur”-mentaliteit. Die groot getalle “plastiese” hippies het
saam met ander radikaalgesindes die ruggraat van omgewingsaktivisme
gevorm. Hoewel hulle miskien nie kans gesien het om soos die “visionêre”
hippies die hoofstroomsamelewing vaarwel toe te roep nie, het hulle baie sterk
ingekoop in die propagering van groen idees. Hieroor skryf Rome:83
The increasing overlap between countercultural and radical thinking was
part of a larger trend, the acceptance of what the pollster Daniel Yankelovich
termed “the new naturalism.” In a series of studies of college students in the
late 1960s and early 1970s, Yankelovich discovered a widespread conviction
that everything artificial was bad, while everything “natural” was good.

Namate die gewildheid van die hippiebeweging ’n hoogtepunt bereik het,
het die hippies se houding teenoor die omgewing ’n positiewe stimulus aan
die omgewingsbeweging verleen. So het die hippies ook bygedra tot die sukses
van die eerste Aardedag in April 1970 deur te help om die massas te mobiliseer
vir deelname.84 Daardie eerste Aardedag was die sterkste manifestasie van die
82 JB Howard, “The flowering of the hippie movement”, American Academy of Political and Social Science, 382(1),
1969, pp. 50-51.
83 A Rome, “The environmental movement and the sixties”, The Journal of American History, 90(2), 2003, p. 243.
84 A Rome, “The environmental movement and the sixties”, p. 241; Anon., “Earth Day: The history of a
movement”, Earth Day Network, 2014 (beskikbaar by http://www.earthday.org/earth-day-history-movement),
geraadpleeg op 26 September 2014.
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alliansie tussen die hippies en ander groenes om ’n sterk standpunt oor omgee
vir die omgewing in te neem. Uiteindelik is duisende universiteite, kolleges,
skole en gemeenskappe dwarsoor die VSA betrek en het ongeveer 20 miljoen
Amerikaners byeengekom om die eerste Aardedag te vier en te wys dat hulle
omgee vir die omgewing en bekommerd is oor die ekologiese krisis.85 Morrell
meen dat die hippies Rachel Carson se nalatenskap voortgesit het en verklaar:
“Eco-activism comes after Hippies and is deeply indebted to them.”86
In ten minste een opsig was Stephen Gaskin en sy volgelinge op The Farm
se bydrae tot die omgewingsbeweging absoluut uniek, naamlik dat hulle
oortuigings oor ’n lewe naby die natuur en in harmonie met die natuur nie
by woorde gebly het nie. Hulle het nie net gesê dat hulle ’n ekovriendelike
lewenstyl ondersteun nie, maar dit ook in die praktyk in hulle kommune ’n
realiteit gemaak. “The hippies didn’t just talk about growing their own food”,
skryf Stanko, “they did it”.87 Sodoende het hulle gedemonstreer, waaraan baie
mense aanvanklik getwyfel het, naamlik dat dit wel moontlik was, nie alleen
om ’n feitlik totaal selfonderhoudende gemeenskap buite die hoofstroom te
skep nie, maar ook om dit oor dekades heen – nou reeds meer as 40 jaar – in
stand te hou.
In hierdie artikel is aangetoon dat die hippiegemeenskap wat Stephen
Gaskin as ghoeroe gevolg het van Haight-Ashbury in San Francisco af na
The Farm in Tennessee op meer as een manier ’n bydrae gelewer het tot die
opkomende omgewingsbeweging in die laat 1960’s en vroeë 1970’s. Hoewel
die hippiebeweging in die algemeen na ’n bietjie meer as ’n dekade steun begin
verloor het, was hul invloed in verband met denke oor en optrede ten bate
van die omgewing standhoudend. Sekere lewenstylkomponente in vandag se
samelewing, nie net in die VSA nie, maar regoor die wêreld, ook hier in SuidAfrika, kan na hulle invloed nagespeur word. Dus was die hippieteenkultuur
meer as net ’n modegier van die tyd en het dit ’n blywende nalatenskap binne
die omgewingsbeweging gelaat. Nie net die “visionêre” hippies nie, maar ook
die “plastiese” hippies het hiertoe bygedra en dit is nodig om hulle daarvoor
erkenning te gee.

85 A Rome, “The environmental movement and the sixties”, The Journal of American History, 90(2), 2003, p. 550.
86 P Morrell, “Hippies, eco-activists & sixties culture in relation...”, g.d., p. 9 (beskikbaar by http://www.homeoint.
org/morrell/misc/hippies.htm, geraadpleeg op 26 September 2014).
87 N Stanko, “The early environmental movement in the United States”, The Greeniac Nation, 2011 (beskikbaar by
http://www.greeniacs.com/GreeniacsArticles/Environmental-Movement.html), geraadpleeg op 26 September
2014.
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Abstract
The stability of the apartheid system and the Afrikaners’ monopoly of power
have been the subject of exhaustive scholarly analyses; by contrast, there have
been few in-depth analyses of the unexpected transfer of power by the National
Party government between 1989 and 1994.There is a strong tendency to
present the Afrikaner leadership from Hendrik Verwoerd to PW Botha as being
so beholden to the apartheid ideology and so intransigent that they missed all
opportunities to negotiate a more balanced political settlement. Virtually no
attention has been given to the informal attempts the leadership on both sides
made to initiate talks about an alternative to white supremacy. The treatment
of Nelson Mandela in the literature represents almost the complete opposite to
that of the NP leaders. He has been presented as strongly committed to a nonracial democracy and a market-oriented economy. A reassessment of Nelson
Mandela’s career has only just begun.
Keywords: Apartheid; Afrikaners; Civilisations; Demography; Culture;
Bantustans; Power-sharing; Majority rule; Minority rights; Constitution;
Parliament; Winner-takes-all; Decolonisation; Nelson Mandela.

Introduction
During the period of National Party (NP) rule Afrikaner nationalists bluntly
refused to yield power because they believed that their survival as a nation
depended on it.1 Some foreign correspondents shared the view that the
Afrikaners were determined to cling to power indefinitely. One of them was
Allen Drury, a Pulitzer Prize-winning American novelist and commentator,
who wrote in the mid-1960s that the white community, which had established
one of the world’s most sophisticated and viable states, could not understand
why they were expected to give it up. He added: “They will not do so”.2 This
1
2

A succinct articulation of this view in Parliament was given by AI Malan, father of a future Minister for Defence,
cited in H Giliomee, The Afrikaners: Biography of a people (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 2003), p. 486.
A Drury, “A very strange society”: A journey to the heart of South Africa (London, Michael Joseph, 1968), p. 451.
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article discusses some of the neglected features of the apartheid era and in
particular that informal efforts on the part of both NP and ANC leaders to
avert a violent showdown. It discusses and offers a new interpretation of why
the De Klerk government decided to cede power.

Academic perspectives
During the 1960s academics based outside South Africa tended to expect a
violent revolution. The most prominent scholar propounding this view was
Pierre van den Berghe. In 1965 he wrote that “the likelihood of revolution
seems high. Mounting internal strains and external pressures doom white
supremacy and racial segregation within the near future”.3 RW Johnson’s
How long will South Africa survive? predicted that while the apartheid regime
would survive the eighties, at some point later they would have to give in.4
But whether whites would give up power and under what conditions they
would do so remained a matter of dispute. In 1971 Heribert Adam argued
that the regime was a modernising racial oligarchy capable of devising ever
more sophisticated means to exploit black labour and deflect assaults on
white power. He did, however, anticipate that the interests would increasingly
diverge in the white power bloc and that apartheid would be terminated once
the dominant white classes considered it too expensive.5 Other analysts put
the emphasis on military pressure coupled with Western sanctions. In his
1977 analysis of how long South Africa would survive, Johnson expected that
the ANC’s military wing, Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK), operating from bases
in the neighbouring countries, would cause sufficient trouble on both sides
of the South African border for Western powers to intervene and force the
abandonment of white rule. Revisiting the theme in 2015, Johnson admitted
that he had been wrong. MK, he concluded, was essentially “impotent” and
Western sanctions were always more important.6
Sanctions were part of a general economic crisis, comprising runaway
government spending on consumption, falling fixed investment, and growing
external debt. A popular version maintains that the lack of international
3
4
5
6

P van den Berghe, South Africa: A study in conflict (Middletown, Wesleyan University Press, 1965), p. 262.
RW Johnson, How long will South Africa survive? (London, Macmillan, 1977).
H Adam, Modernizing racial domination: South Africa’s political dynamics (Berkeley, University of California
Press, 1971), pp. 15-17.
RW Johnson, How long will South Africa survive? The looming crisis (Johannesburg, Jonathan Ball, 2015), p. 11.
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investment funds led to “the collapse of white rule”.7 A more sober perspective
is needed. The economy was indeed stagnating as a result of sanctions, but
there was no real fiscal crisis. Derek Keys, managing director of General
Mining Corporation who went on to serve as the last NP Minister of Finance,
stated in 2010: “From a financial point of view, South Africa did not have
to negotiate in 1990, but conditions were tightening … [The] situation was
serious but it is not as if we had fallen off the precipice. The economy could
go on”. Barend du Plessis, Keys’s predecessor as finance minister, had made
the same assessment that a government determined to cling to power could
carry on for many years.8
The ANC’s switch in the early 1980s to what was called a “people’s war”,
combining mass protests, consumer action and strikes with sabotage and
occasional armed attacks, was much more effective than the strategy of
guerrilla warfare of the 1960s and 1970s had been.9 But by the end of the
1980s the government had weathered the storm. The US Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) reported in January 1989 that no fundamental changes were
imminent. It stated that the government “has weathered more than four years
of unprecedented domestic and international pressure”. According to the
report, its aim was to delay fundamental change as long as possible, believing
the security forces could guarantee continued white prosperity until well
into the next century. Nelson Mandela was unlikely to be released unless the
government was certain it could contain any black mobilisation. The report
added that the ANC leadership realised that majority rule was not around the
corner.10
Two important factors have been largely neglected in the scholarly
assessments. The first is the grave error made by the apartheid planners in the
early 1950s in expecting the black population to increase to about 20 million
by the year 2000, and the government’s failure to adjust its policy after the
error was discovered in the late 1960s.11 During the apartheid period there
was a fourfold increase of the black population, from just over 8 million to
7

S Robinson, Review of RW Johnson’s How long will South Africa survive?, Sunday Times (London), 16 August
2015.
8 H Giliomee, The last Afrikaner leaders: A supreme test of power (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 2012), pp. 316-317.
9 A Jeffery, People’s war: New light on the struggle for South Africa (Johannesburg, Jonathan Ball, 2009), pp. xxxiii
–xxxiv.
10 M Plaut, “CIA assessments of South Africa’s transition: How accurate were they?” (available at ever-fasternews.
com, as accessed on 20 November 2011), first posted 22 July 2007.
11 JL Sadie, “The political arithmetic of the South African Population”, Journal of Racial Affairs, July 1950, p.
152; JL Sadie, “The political arithmetic of apartheid”, P Hugo (ed.), South African perspectives (Cape Town, Die
Suid-Afrikaan, 1989), pp. 150-157.
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over 31 million. During this time the white population grew from 2,5 million
to a mere 4,5 million. The South African case calls to mind Auguste Comte’s
famous dictum: Demography is destiny.
Another factor is the resilience and determination of the white leadership
to hold on to power. Conventional analyses of revolution often highlight
the defection of a strategic stratum such as the intellectuals, the military or
the clergy. In the Afrikaners’ case, none of these strata had turned against
the government.12 The key shift happened at the top of the political power
structure between June and December 1992 when a small number of people
in FW De Klerk’s inner circle decided no longer to insist on power-sharing.
More than thirty years before it happened, the historian Arnold Toynbee
highlighted this factor in a remarkably prescient essay.

Toynbee’s perspective
In 1959 the journal Optima carried an article by the historian Arnold
Toynbee. His reputation has diminished sharply in recent times, but in the
first fifteen years after the end of the Second World War Toynbee was among
the most cited historians in the world. In his twelve-volume work A study
of history he argued that the critically important factor in the rise and fall of
26 civilisations in world history had been the success, or failure, of creative
minorities and perceptive leaders in responding to challenges.
The article was written against the background of the rapid decolonisation
of Africa by the European colonial powers that had started two years before.
He pointed out the contrast between the empires founded by the Spanish and
the Portuguese on the continent of South America and those built up by the
British and the Dutch in Africa. The Spanish, for instance, also exploited the
native peoples, but the division between first-class and second-class citizens
was less overtly racist in allowing for some people of mixed ancestry to gain
entry into the elite.
Barriers to the top were not racial, and hence not impermeable. The result
was continued Spanish predominance even after independence. So, too, the
people of European descent (or predominantly European descent) in the
former Portuguese colony of Brazil continued to play a dominant role in
12 H Giliomee, “Afrikaner Politics, 1977-1987”, J Brewer, Can South Africa survive? Five minutes to midnight
(Macmillan, London, 1989), pp.108-135.
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many sectors.
In stark contrast to this stood the colonies that the Dutch and the British
had founded in Africa (and one could add the British in North America).
Political upward mobility for subordinate races was exceptionally difficult
and intermarriage virtually ruled out. Toynbee pointedly observed that in the
South Africa of the 1950s there was no easy way of entry into the dominant
caste for an able and adaptable black person.
Looking ahead to changes in the balance of power, Toynbee stressed that a
cultural struggle would be more drawn out and more morally complex than
a clear-cut military struggle. But, he wrote, “the dénouement may be more
tragic”. Sooner or later, Toynbee stated, ruling minorities had to accept the
status of “an unprivileged minority” living under a majority they considered
culturally inferior. The alternative was to hold on to their present supremacy
by sheer force against a rising tide of revolt.
Toynbee warned that holding on against the tide was fatal for a minority.
He warned: “Even if its belief in its own cultural superiority was justified,
numbers would tell in the long run, considering that culture is contagious,
and that an ascendancy based on cultural superiority is therefore a wasting
asset”. He expressed sympathy with the dilemma of minorities: voluntary
abdication in favour of a majority whom one feels to be one’s inferior “was a
very hard alternative for human pride to accept”.13
The next sections revisit the apartheid period from the perspective of the
leaders on both sides of the divide in order to establish how they saw the
opportunities available to them. One can only gain a proper understanding
of apartheid and of the nature of the settlement in 1994 by placing the main
historical actors at a point where different courses still seemed open.

Looking ahead in 1948
Within the camp of the victorious Afrikaner nationalists there were
contrasting perspectives on the unexpected NP victory in the 1948 election.
Eben Dönges, Minister for the Interior who would introduce most of the
apartheid laws, told a foreign journalist that for him and his colleagues the
policy of apartheid was there to protect the present and next two generations
13 A Toynbee, “History’s warning to Africa”, Optima, 9(2), 1959, pp. 55-56.
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against the dangers posed by the growing black and coloured population.14
By contrast, NP leader DF Malan said after the 1948 election: “Today South
Africa belongs to us once more. South Africa is our own for the first time
since Union, and may God grant that it always remained our own”.15 By that
he meant the Afrikaner nationalists’ own.
Among leaders of the African National Congress, the oldest and most
prestigious black organisation, there were mixed feelings about the 1948
election result. Albert Luthuli, a future winner of the Nobel Prize for Peace,
said that with blacks little more than spectators of the political game, it was
irrelevant which white party won. Oliver Tambo and Nelson Mandela, future
ANC leaders, disagreed. Mandela recounts that Tambo said: “I like this. Now
we know exactly who our enemies are and where we stand”.16
In 1950 Hendrik Verwoerd, an ex-professor of sociology, became Minister
of Native Affairs in the NP government and he went on to serve as prime
minister from 1958 to 1966. He made it his business to tell blacks exactly
where they stood.
Shortly after becoming a cabinet minister, Verwoerd met with ex-members
of the Natives Representative Council, who had disbanded the body. Among
them were some ANC stalwarts. He ruled out direct representation of blacks in
Parliament or in the provincial councils, but offered blacks what he called the
greatest measure of self-government in the urban black townships. Verwoerd
stated that in order to provide services for the townships, blacks would have
to be educated and trained to be sufficiently competent in many spheres.17
This was the only occasion on which such an offer was made, and the
proposal was in conflict with the NP’s 1948 policy platform. The black leaders
attending the meeting rejected the proposal, insisting on representation at
all levels of government. This was a possible turning point at which South
Africa failed to turn. The black city councils could have been employed in the
same way that the black trade unions were in the 1980s. The latter used their
legalised status effectively in ways the government had never anticipated.

14 J Hatch, The dilemma of South Africa (London, Dennis Dobson, 1953), p. 93.
15 J Robertson, Liberalism in South Africa, 1948-1963 (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1971), p. x.
16 N Mandela, Long walk to freedom: The autobiography of Nelson Mandela (Randburg, MacDonald Purnell, 1994),
p. 105.
17 AN Pelzer (ed.), Verwoerd Speaks (Johannesburg, APB, 1966), pp. 14, 24.
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Verwoerd now embarked on a rigid policy of restricting black political rights
to the eight black reserves, later depicted in the apartheid ideology as national
homelands. These reserves in total made up 13 per cent of the land mass of
South Africa. Until 1990 it remained policy to link even settled urban blacks
to their respective homelands. It boiled down to restricting political rights for
the rapidly expanding black population to the fragmented and overcrowded
reserves.
Nelson Mandela, already an outstanding leader in the early 1950s, helped
to steer the ANC into an activist but non-violent form of politics. It included
boycotts, stay-at-homes, passive resistance and protest demonstrations. The
state finally crushed the movement by charging 157 of the leaders, Mandela
included, with treason. The trial, which started in 1956, dragged on for five
years before all the accused were acquitted.
At the same time the cunning of history was at work. In the courts there was
no segregation of the accused. The 157 accused were all seated alphabetically
and had frequent opportunities for talking during breaks. Mandela had long
been suspicious of some of the white communists, but before the Treason Trial
he had become friends with Ruth First and Michael Harmel. He nevertheless
wanted the ANC to remain an exclusively black organisation. Most members
of the Communist Party were whites before the party was banned. Afterwards
whites predominated on the executive, but the national chairman was an
Indian and the secretary general was black.
During the Treason Trial Mandela mixed with white communists almost
on a daily basis. He would remain loyal to his communist allies for the rest
of his career. During the early 1960s he would briefly serve on the central
committee of the party.18

Appealing to government
From the beginning of his career Mandela admired British political
institutions, in particular the British Parliament. He saw those institutions
as the cornerstone of a new political order in a free South Africa. In 1960
Mandela, on trial for treason, proposed that the black population be allowed
18 S Ellis, External mission: The ANC in exile (Johannesburg, Jonathan Ball, 2012), pp.17-18; I Filatove and A
Davidson, The hidden thread: Russia and South Africa in the soviet era (Johannesburg, Jonathan Ball, 2013),
pp.300-301.
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to elect 60 representatives in the South African Parliament, which was slightly
less than a third of the total number of seats at that time. He also suggested
that the measure could be reviewed after every five years.19
This was the kind of measure Toynbee probably had in mind for whites if
they wished to prevent a situation in the future where the ruling elite would
be forced to capitulate without power and without honour. But apart from the
fact that the white electorate was quite unprepared for it, there was another
problem. In the dominant white group there was a division between the
Afrikaners, forming 55 per cent of the electorate, and the English community,
who was economically and culturally dominant.
The “winner-takes-all” electoral system, which today is still used in both
Britain and the United States, is unsuitable for a deeply divided society like
South Africa. It does not reward moderation but encourages the biggest ethnic
group to mobilise separately and to become increasingly radical in defending
its power.
In South Africa there was not only a sharp division between white and
black but also between the two white communities. Implementing Mandela’s
proposal of 60 black parliamentary representatives would almost certainly
have set up a black-English alliance that would have meant the political death
knell for the Afrikaners.
The killing of 70 black South Africans by the police at Sharpeville on 21
March 1960, followed by black protests in several cities and a capital flight,
triggered the first serious crisis for white rule.
In April 1960 the government banned the ANC and other organisations and
imprisoned numerous activists. It called a referendum on a republic in which
only the whites, forming only one fifth of the population, would participate.
After a yes vote the government decided to proclaim the republic on 31 May
1961.
On 20 April 1961 Mandela wrote to Verwoerd on behalf of several black
organisations, stating that the latter’s government, representing only a
minority, was not entitled to take such a decision without obtaining the
express consent of the African people. Blacks feared the proposed republic
under a government which, in Mandela’s words, was “already notorious the
19 T Lodge, Mandela: A critical life (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2006), pp. 68-70.
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world over for its obnoxious policies”. The danger existed, he wrote, that the
government would now “make even more savage attacks on the rights and
living conditions of the African people”. This situation “could be averted only
by the calling of a sovereign national convention representative of all South
Africans, to draw up a new non-racial and democratic Constitution”.
Three weeks after the republic had been proclaimed, Mandela again wrote
to Verwoerd. He stated that no constitution or form of government could
be decided without the participation of the black people which formed an
absolute majority of the population. He demanded a National Convention
of elected representatives of all adult men and women. The body should have
sovereign powers to determine, in any way the majority of the representatives
would decide, a non-racial democratic constitution.20
Verwoerd’s office failed to reply to Mandela’s two letters. When he stood trial
later, Mandela pressed Verwoerd’s secretary to admit that the failure to reply
to his letters would be considered “scandalous” in “any civilised country”. The
secretary replied that the letters had remained unanswered because the tone
was aggressive and discourteous. Mandela later acknowledged that “there may
have been something in this”.21 But the demand for the calling of a national
convention was also problematic from a white point of view. The majority
would be able to write the constitution.
In the course of 1960 Mandela, along with some other leading figures in the
resistance, decided to form an armed body, later called Umkhonto we Sizwe
(MK) to wage an armed struggle against the state.
They had to face the fact that Albert Luthuli, the incumbent ANC president,
was firmly opposed to the ANC’s embarking on an armed struggle. There was
a meeting between Mandela and Luthuli to resolve the issue.
In his published autobiography Mandela acknowledges that the outcome of
his clash with Luthuli was very messy since the latter retained his commitment
to non-violence. According to Mandela, Luthuli agreed that “the military body
should be a separate and independent organ, linked to the ANC and under
the overall control of the ANC, but fundamentally autonomous”. Mandela
goes on to state that he enlisted some white Communist Party members. The
20 N Mandela, “Nelson Mandela to Hendrik Verwoerd” (available at www.nelsonmandela.org., as accessed on 20
April and 26 June 1961).
21 T Lodge, Mandela: A critical life..., pp. 104-105.
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party had already decided to embark on violence and had executed acts of
sabotage”.22
The question as to whether it was the ANC or the SACP who made the
decision to start the armed struggle, and that of Mandela’s role, remained
dormant until Mandela’s death on 5 December 2013. Then the whole issue
blew up. The South African Communist Party issued a statement in which
it declared that Mandela had once been a member of the party’s central
committee. Around the same time, two important works by professional
historians appeared. The one was by the late British historian Stephen Ellis,
holder of the Desmond Tutu chair at the University of Amsterdam.23 The other
one was by two Russian historians, Irina Filatova and Apollon Davidson.24
According to Ellis, the SACP conference that resolved to take up arms took
place in a posh white suburb. Of the 25 delegates in attendance, 8 or 9 were
black Africans.25 Filatova and Davidson write that Mandela was present as a
member of the SACP’s central committee. They add: “The fact that the armed
struggle was originally a decision by the SACP, not the ANC, is confirmed by
documents from the Moscow archives”.
The controversy intensified when the Mandela Foundation released the 627page original manuscript of Mandela’s account of his life, which had been
smuggled out of prison.26 It now appears that some very interesting passages
were expurgated from the prison manuscript in producing the printed version
of Mandela’s autobiography A long walk to freedom (1994).
There is now little doubt that Mandela was indeed a member of the SACP
executive during the period 1960-62 when MK was formed. During his tour
through Africa in 1962, just before his imprisonment, he discovered that
several of the leaders of African states he met rejected communism. When he
returned to South Africa, Mandela projected himself as a nationalist. Joe Slovo,
SACP leader, complained: “We sent Nelson off to Africa as a Communist and
he came back an African nationalist”.27
22 N Mandela, Long walk to freedom..., pp. 260-266.
23 S Ellis, External mission..., pp. 17-18.
24 I Filatova and A Davidson, The hidden thread..., pp. 300-301; I Filatova, “Mandela and the SACP: Time to close
the debate” (available at www.politicsweb.co.za, 24 June 2015, as accessed on 20 September 2015).
25 S Ellis, External mission..., pp. 16-17; R Malan, “The real story of Nelson Mandela and the Communists”, The
Spectator blogs, 10 December 2013.
26 N Mandela, “Manuscript of Nelson Mandela’s autobiography” (available at www.nelsonmandela.org, as accessed
on 1 May 2015).
27 S Ellis, External mission..., p. 33.
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From the early 1960s to the early 1990s both the ANC and the SACP
depended heavily on Soviet Union support. In 1965-66 the ANC received
$560 000 and the SACP $112 000 from this source.28
On Robben Island Mandela never gave an indication of any communist
leanings. A fellow inmate, Neville Alexander, who frequently debated issues
with him, was convinced that Mandela did not subscribe to the so-called
National Democratic Revolution, the key SACP doctrine. This sets out the
party’s plan to establish a socialist society under ANC rule through a twostage revolution. In Alexander’s view, the ANC’s predominantly bourgeois
leadership had no intention other than serving the interests of the capitalist
class.29
The unexpurgated prison manuscript was completed and smuggled out of
prison in the mid-1970s. At that point Mandela had distanced himself from
some of the SACP members on Robben Island. The differences were partly
personal, especially with Govan Mbeki, a hard-line Stalinist. But there were
also differences about strategy, particularly on how to deal with the Bantustans.
The overall impression one gets from the manuscript is that Mandela was
no liberal democrat. He endorses dialectical materialism and considers anticommunism a sickness, contracted from going to missionary schools or
listening to government propaganda. He argues that force could be used in
the battle against the government, even if the black majority were against it.
From the early 1960s the state’s security agencies received intelligence that
the SACP had succeeded in infiltrating the ANC and that Mandela was a
member of its executive from 1960 to 1962. The question is: How did this
knowledge affect the treatment of ANC- or SACP-aligned prisoners? Mandela
himself commented on this in his unexpurgated memoirs:30
In comparison with the wave of detentions since 1963 that in 1960 was
like a picnic. To the best of my knowledge and belief no individuals were
then isolated, forced to give information, beaten up, tortured, crippled and
killed as has been happening since 1963. Speaking comparatively, the security
police still had a number of men who carried out their duties according to
the law and who resisted the temptation of abusing their powers. Apart from
keeping us in confinement, withholding newspapers so as to prevent us from
28 RW Johnson, The first man, the last nation (Johannesburg, Jonathan Ball, 2004), p. 109.
29 N Alexander, An ordinary country (Pietermaritzburg, University of Natal Press, 2002), pp. 46-49.
30 N Mandela, “Manuscript of Nelson Mandela’s autobiography” (available at www.nelsonmandela.org, as accessed
on 1 May 2015), p. 302.
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knowing what was happening outside, the atmosphere was generally free of
the brutalities and acute tensions that characterize the subsequent detentions.

Piet Swanepoel, a senior security policeman to whom Mandela refers
favourably in this context, recently stated that knowledge of the communist
influence on the ANC triggered a “greater harshness” on the part of the
security officers in their effort to dispel this influence.31 Torture of detainees
and deaths in detention became common.
Considering Mandela’s release
The second prime minister during Mandela’s term in prison was John Vorster,
who served from 1966 to 1978. Like other NP leaders, Vorster believed that
Mandela was a communist and that the ANC, as well as the SACP, was a
proxy of the Soviet Union. Initially the Vorster government enjoyed so much
latitude that little thought was given to substantial reform or to the release of
Mandela and some of his colleagues from prison. The economy was booming.
During the 1960s it grew at an average rate of 5,9 per cent per year.
From the mid-1970s the tide turned against the white regimes in Southern
Africa. The economy became bogged down by the sudden jump in oil prices
together with a slump in commodity prices and growing demands from a
much more assertive black work force.
The collapse of the dictatorship of Portugal in 1974 was the start of a rapid
withdrawal of Portugal from its Southern African colonies. Soviet-aligned
regimes came to power in Mozambique and Angola. A South African attempt
to intervene in Angola misfired badly. The Soviet government airlifted some
30 000 Cuban troops to that country. US Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
warned Vorster that due to opposition in the American Congress, the Ford
administration would not be able to counter further Soviet intervention in
Southern Africa.
In June 1976 a major uprising erupted in Soweto, near Johannesburg, and
quickly spread to townships across the country. The political isolation of the
white community was starkly exposed. The situation was so serious that on
8 August 1976 the Vorster cabinet had on its agenda the issue of the release
31 H Giliomee, interview, P Swanepoel, 29 January 2014.
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of Nelson Mandela, who had been in prison for twelve years by that time.32
There is no record of the decision.
What would have happened had Mandela indeed been released in 1976?
Neville Alexander records that in 1971 he and Mandela debated using the
apartheid channels, flawed as they were.33 Two years before the Soweto
uprising, in 1974, Mandela had written a secret memorandum, entitled
“Clear the obstacles and confront the enemy”, that was smuggled out.
In this document Mandela confronted the fact that the government of
the Transkei, which was the putative homeland of most Xhosa people, had
opted to take the apartheid-style independence in 1976. In terms of a 1971
law, Mandela who was born in the Transkei, would lose his South African
citizenship.
Undeterred, Mandela wrote in his 1974 memorandum that the ANC faced
an entirely new development: the independence of the Transkei, which was
sure to be followed by other Bantustans. Mandela wrote: “The Transkei will
have an independent legislature, judiciary and executive and may control its
foreign relations”, and then added:34
For the first time since conquest the people will run their own affairs. Now
Africans will be able to be judges, magistrates, attorneys-general, inspectors
of education, postmasters, army and police officers, and they will occupy
other top positions in the civil service. Would it not be far better to consider
independence as an accomplished fact and then call upon the people in these
so-called free territories to help in the fight for a democratic South Africa?

Mandela would never have recognised the independence of Transkei in the
way in which the government conceived it. However, if he had proceeded to
use the structures of an independent Transkei to fight apartheid and promote
liberation, the existing strains in the ANC might well have become too great
to contain. A major split might well have occurred in the movement, putting
South Africa on a quite different course than the one it took between 1976
and 1990.

32 E-mail: Jamie Miller/H Giliomee, 7 February 2015. Miller’s book on the term of John Vorster will appear
shortly.
33 N Alexander, An ordinary country..., p. 47.
34 N Mandela, “Nelson Mandela and the Bantustans” (available at www.politicsweb.co.za, as accessed on 14 May
2012), re-publication of Nelson Mandela, “Clear the obstacles and confront the enemy”, ca 1974.
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PW Botha’s offers to Mandela
In 1978 Vorster resigned. He was succeeded by PW Botha, who had
transformed the South African military into a formidable military force.
Botha believed South Africa was facing a so-called “total onslaught”, the
aim of which was to subvert and ultimately overthrow white rule. In this an
important role would be played by the ANC, which Botha also considered a
Soviet proxy.
Botha firmly believed that Mandela was still a communist.35 He had, however,
become receptive to the advice of National Intelligence that Mandela had
become the main icon of the worldwide anti-apartheid struggle and that it
was counter-productive to keep him in prison.
In 1985 Botha offered to release Mandela provided he forswore violence
as a political instrument unconditionally. This was the sixth such offer since
he was imprisoned. As before, Mandela refused. He did not believe that the
ANC was capable of overthrowing the state, but he was quite certain that
eventually the government would be compelled to negotiate for the simple
reason that blacks formed a growing demographic majority. Like Toynbee had
predicted 25 years earlier, he thought that the government would only with
great reluctance embark on negotiations. He resolved to do anything possible
to prod government on this way.
One way of making it easier for government to negotiate a democracy was to
reduce the total number of blacks that could vote. By the early 1980s there were
already 8 million out of approximately 22 million blacks who were considered
citizens of so-called independent states, and as such deemed by government
to be disenfranchised. Early in 1986 Mandela told a journalist, Benjamin
Pogrund, that he was prepared to consider recognising the independence of
the Bantustans. As Pogrund states, this was “an unusual and significant view
contrary to that of the ANC in exile”. When Pogrund asked whether he could
report this view to a cabinet member, Mandela said yes.36 One does not know
what strategic objective Mandela had in mind when he communicated this
very controversial view to Pogrund. He always rejected the Bantustan policy
and would never consider endorsing it in exchange for his freedom. At the
same time, he was prepared to work with anti-apartheid homeland leaders.
35 E-mail: N Barnard/H Giliomee, 26 February 2015.
36 Letter: B Pogrund to the editor, Mail & Guardian, 3 February 2015.
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Initially Mandela seemed flexible over a controversial issue like minority
rights. Like the Bantustan option, it was abhorred by the ANC in exile, which
would not budge from the first-past-the-post electoral system coupled with
the rule of the-winner-takes-all. Yet, even after his release Mandela said he was
flexible over all the fundamental issues, including minority rights.37

A major uprising
A major uprising broke out in 1984, and the turmoil did not subside until
the government proclaimed a nation-wide State of Emergency in 1986.
Thousands were detained without trial. In his ill-fated “Rubicon speech”,
held on 16 August 1985, Botha rejected the unconditional release of Nelson
Mandela, who had become the focus of the worldwide campaign against
apartheid. He made it appear as if Mandela and his comrades had been
motivated solely by communist convictions in the early 1960s. There was
no reference to grievances that were widely considered legitimate, and he
presented no evidence that Mandela was indeed a communist. More than
anything, this speech and the rejection of the demand for Mandela’s release
destroyed the government’s credibility as an agent of substantial reform.
President Botha had to accept that the state was no longer able to force
blacks into the institutions the government had unilaterally created. It had
become necessary to talk to the leadership of the ANC. The government’s
secret polls showed that the movement enjoyed the support of at least 60 per
cent of the population.
Mandela knew from the early 1960s that overthrowing white rule by means
of insurrection was impossible and that only in negotiations could whites
be persuaded to cede power and live under a democratic system in which
their rights were guaranteed. To prepare himself for such negotiations, he
learnt Afrikaans in prison and studied Afrikaner history. He told his Afrikaner
interlocutors in prison that he saw distinct similarities between the Afrikaner
struggle for freedom against overwhelming odds in the very first years of the
twentieth century and the black struggle for freedom.
The electorate, however, was far from ready to embark on a radical change. A
large proportion rejected the conventional form of majority rule on which the
37 Weekly Mail, 16 February 1990.
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African National Congress (ANC) insisted. A poll conducted in 1988 among
whites in the Witwatersrand area, the biggest urban conglomeration, listed
five political preferences for a new constitution. Only 11 per cent of the white
English-speakers against 3 per cent of the Afrikaners endorsed the option of
“A single mixed parliament with the majority in control”.38
In 1988 Botha instructed Niel Barnard, head of the National Intelligence
Service (NIS), assisted by three other senior civil servants, to discuss the
possibility of a negotiated settlement with Mandela. Forty-eight such meetings
took place. Barnard reported back to Botha after each session.
When Barnard’s team raised the issue of Mandela’s alleged sympathy for
communism and his refusal to break with the Communist Party, Mandela
replied that while in his youth he had found aspects of communism attractive,
he was not a communist. Yet he refused to break with the SACP, the ANC’s
main ally: “If I desert them now, who have been in the struggle with me all
these years, what sort of ally would I be to you or to the government?” He
answered his own question: “[People] would say that Mandela is a man who
turns the way the wind blows; he is not to be trusted”.39 It was a shrewd
answer that was difficult to counter.40
The officials also explored other issues. Was the ANC genuinely interested
in a peaceful settlement? Mandela made it clear that majority rule was nonnegotiable, but added that the new system had to be balanced and that it
had to ensure white domination would not be replaced by black domination.
“Minorities have a legitimate interest in security,” he said.41
Mandela kept pressing for a meeting with the president, and Botha finally
agreed. Prior to the meeting Mandela wrote to Botha that one of the key
points in future negotiations would be “the [ANC] demand for majority rule
in a unitary state and the concern of white South Africa over this demand, as
well as the insistence on structural guarantees that majority rule will not mean
the domination of the white minority by blacks”. He continued: “The most
crucial task which will face the government and the ANC will be to reconcile
these two positions. Such reconciliation will be achieved only if both parties
38 H Giliomee & L Schlemmer, From apartheid to nation-building (Cape Town, Oxford University Press, 1989),
p. 156.
39 M Louw, interview, P Waldmeir, 29 May 1995, Manuscripts Collection, University of Stellenbosch.
40 For an account of these talks, see N Barnard, Geheime rewolusie: Geheime van `n spioenbaas (Cape Town,
Tafelberg, 2015), pp. 176-184.
41 N Barnard, “NIS wou sonder middelman na ANC gaan”, Die Burger, 18 February 1992.
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are willing to compromise”.42
On 5 July 1989 the meeting between Botha and Mandela took place in
the president’s office. Botha had suffered a stroke a few months earlier. By
all accounts he was no longer the same man as before. By meeting Mandela,
Botha clearly wanted to signal to his cabinet that he was still in charge.
In his autobiography Mandela wrote about the meeting with Botha: “He
completely disarmed me. He was unfailingly courteous, deferential and
friendly.” When I interviewed Mandela early in 1992, he told me that
a stranger would not have been able to tell who the prisoner and who the
president was. “We met as equals”, he recounted.43
Mandela told me, along with several other people, that one of the greatest
disappointments in his life was having to negotiate with De Klerk rather
than Botha. After 1994 Mandela continued to speak highly of Botha while
frequently criticising De Klerk, sometimes unfairly. The main reason was
that Mandela and De Klerk were competitors for electoral support and the
international limelight.
Another reason was the difference in age. Mandela and Botha were of the
same age while De Klerk was nearly twenty years younger. Having been
Minister of Defence before he became leader, Botha embodied the military’s
toughness and discipline. De Klerk, by contrast, could easily be mistaken for
a professor of law, which he nearly became, or a modern-day bureaucrat.
We shall never know all that was said at the meeting between Botha and
Mandela because Barnard gave orders that the tapes of the meeting had to
be destroyed. Botha was furious when he discovered this, but it was clearly
the sensible thing to do because Mandela had not been informed that the
meeting was being taped. Barnard’s account of the meeting, based on his
notes, showed that the meeting was very cordial and that no substantial issue
was discussed, except the release of one of Mandela’s fellow prisoners.44
Botha did not discard his original views about the nature of the insurrection
that Mandela had plotted way back in 1960. Interviewed in 1995, he said
that Mandela “was led into this affair by the communists and international
42 H Ebrahim, The soul of a nation: Constitution-making in South Africa (Cape Town, Oxford University Press.
1998), p. 447.
43 N Mandela, interview, H Giliomee, 1 March 1992.
44 N Barnard, Geheime rewolusie..., pp. 215-220.
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forces”. He seemed to suggest Mandela was manipulated by these forces.
He told the interviewer that he had warned Mandela against the dangers of
international Marxism and communism.45
It would be unwise to describe Botha’s musings as those of an anachronistic
Cold War warrior. An informed observer like Barnard stated recently:
“Mandela totally underestimated the influence of the SACP”.46

Giving up power
In August 1989 the National Party won the general election and De Klerk
was elected president. Two months later, on 9 November 1989, the Berlin
Wall fell. De Klerk later wrote that he immediately considered it a golden
opportunity to negotiate what he thought would be a balanced settlement
with the ANC. He calculated that without the substantial Soviet support the
ANC had enjoyed since the early 1960s, it would find itself off balance for
a long while and would be compelled to modify significantly its demand for
majority rule.
When he first met Mandela in December 1989, De Klerk observed that the
inclusion of group rights in a new constitution would ease the concern of
minorities over majority rule. But with Mandela a free man, it was a new ball
game. Mandela told De Klerk that the ANC had not fought apartheid for
75 years to accept a disguised form of it.47 Mandela knew that both powersharing and group rights were anathema to the ANC in exile, and he would
not concede group rights easily.
When De Klerk set out to negotiate, he did not intend to drop his insistence
on group rights. Robin Renwick, British ambassador to South Africa, who
often met De Klerk, described the discussions between him and De Klerk in
the form of a diary.
In an entry dated 26 October 1989 he stated:48
As De Klerk was continuing to talk about the need to protect group rights,
I suggested to Gerrit Viljoen and others that this terminology should be
45 P Waldmeir, interview, PW Botha, 1 March 1995.
46 E-mail: N Barnard/H Giliomee, 26 February 2015.
47 P Waldmeir, Anatomy of a miracle: The end of apartheid and the birth of a new South Africa (New York, Norton,
1997), p. 148.
48 R Renwick, Mission to south Africa: Diary of a revolution (Johannesburg, Jonathan Ball, 2015), p. 107.
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changed to emphasize minority rights. De Klerk told me that he was not in
the business of “reforming himself out of power”. What he was thinking of at
this time was power-sharing, not a transfer of power.

On 11 December 1989 Renwick wrote:49
Mandela met De Klerk at the Tuynhuis…Mandela said that the National
Party concept of “group rights” was seen by his people as a way to preserve
apartheid. De Klerk’s response was: “We shall have to change it then”.

Renwick’s entry for 19 March 1990 reads:50
In the future constitution, he [De Klerk] considered the key to be the
protection of minority rights… [The] protection of individual rights would
not of itself protect minorities. He talked about some form of power-sharing,
and was, he said, in a hurry in his search for a solution. The ship he had
launched would never be turned around, but he insisted he was not about to
commit suicide.

Protests again flared up and the country was soon in an acute state of
instability, resulting in a higher death toll than in the 1980s. In assuming the
dual role of presiding over the transition and leading the National Party in
the negotiations, De Klerk had put himself in a very difficult position. During
the 1980s he resented the way in which he and some other ministers had
been side lined in the discussions about the state’s response to the uprising.
He told Barnard, chief of the NIS: “I intend to restore civilian government in
its full glory”. He acted as if it could be done immediately and did away with
the core parts of the National Security Management System, which President
Botha had used to restore order.
De Klerk did not rely on the assessments and advice of the heads of the
security services and intelligence agencies. Barnard believes that De Klerk
thought “he had enough political acumen to handle everything personally,
which was a great error of judgement”. In 2007 General Chris Thirion,
former Deputy Head of Military Intelligence, wrote in an open letter to De
Klerk: “If I think of De Klerk, I think of a president who did not trust his
security forces”.51
Mandela persisted in alleging that government forces were responsible for
most of the violence, but was rarely in a position to give concrete evidence.
49 R Renwick, Mission to South Africa..., p. 109.
50 R Renwick, Mission to South Africa..., p. 126.
51 H Giliomee, The last Afrikaner leaders..., p. 368.
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Examining court records, Anthea Jeffery was able to call into question many
of the allegations made by ANC spokesmen or press reports at the time.
52
The subject of the extent of the involvement of members of the security
forces would probably remain a highly contested one for many years to come.
Nevertheless there is some consensus that the ANC, together with Inkatha,
a primarily Zulu organisation, were responsible for most of the over 20 000
deaths that occurred in the violence between 1984 and 1994.

A complex proposal
In September 1991 the NP federal congress accepted a complex proposal of
power-sharing on different levels as the negotiating position of the party. For a
national legislature the NP proposed a bicameral system, with the First House
elected by universal franchise on the basis of proportional representation.
The Second House would give representation to nine regions, each of which
would get an equal number of seats to be filled by regional elections. Each
party that won a specified minimum number of votes in a regional election
would be given an equal number of seats. The Second House would vote on
matters affecting regions and minorities. A weighted majority would used in
the voting in the place of a conventional majority vote.
On the executive level the NP proposed a presidency consisting of the leaders
of the three biggest parties and a rotating chairmanship. Decisions, including
the appointment of the cabinet, would be by consensus. The cabinet would be
a collegial one, also operating on the basis of consensus. De Klerk described
these proposals as an indication that power should not be vested solely in the
hands of a single individual, political party or group – and as a rejection of
domination of any kind.
The government called a referendum, which was held on 17 March 1992.
The voters were only asked to endorse the negotiating process, but NP
speakers and NP-supporting newspapers insisted that a yes meant support
for the sharing of power. Izak de Villiers, editor of Rapport, called for a yes
vote on the grounds of the “undeniable fact” that the government “insisted
on power-sharing and would never accept giving up power”.53 In a full-page
advertisement in Die Burger the day before the referendum, the NP exhorted
52 A Jeffery, People’s war..., pp. 496-511.
53 I de Villiers, Strooidak en toring (Cape Town, Umuzi, 2009), p. 195.
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voters to vote yes if they rejected the ANC’s demand for majority rule. On 17
March 1992 two-thirds of the white voters voted yes.
Colin Eglin, who represented the Democratic Party at the negotiations, later
observed that De Klerk was being “very naughty” in claiming he kept to
undertakings he had given. In the referendum, he said, De Klerk referred
to the party’s September 1991 proposals “and put them out saying I am not
asking for a blank cheque, I am asking for this”.54
Opinion surveys taken in the six months after the referendum made it clear
that, as the pollster and analyst Lawrence Schlemmer formulated it, “whites
were essentially voting yes because they feared the consequences of a no vote
on the economy, but their commitment was to negotiations, and very little
more”. They “were essentially voting to give [De Klerk] a mandate because of
the very high trust they have in De Klerk not to sell them out”.55
In May 1992 the ANC walked out of the negotiations and embarked on
three months of extensive mass action. When Mandela met De Klerk during
the last week of September 1992, Mandela secured virtually all the ANC’s
objectives. The two leaders agreed that the final constitution would be drafted
by a body elected on universal franchise, which the ANC was sure to dominate.
Apart from the requirement to recognise some basic human rights, there
were some other minor checks. One was the need to adhere to some vaguely
phrased constitutional principles; the other was substitution of parliamentary
sovereignty with constitutional sovereignty.
De Klerk tried to get Mandela to agree to a system of shared decision-making
in the proposed government of national unity that would serve for five years,
but the issue remained unresolved until 17 November 1993. In a last-ditch
effort to reach agreement, De Klerk and Mandela met on the eve of the final
session of negotiations for an interim government. Also present were the
chief negotiators, Roelf Meyer and Cyril Ramaphosa.
Mandela insisted on simple majority rule, which meant that a majority
(50%) would be sufficient to break any logjam. Mac Maharaj alleges that the
ANC negotiators were prepared as a fall-back to accept a 60% vote should
De Klerk reject this stance, but Mandela insisted that a simple majority was
sufficient. He did not know, he said, how he could run a cabinet in any other
54 O’Malley Archives, interview, Colin Eglin, 3 August 1992.
55 O’Malley Archives, interview, Lawrence Schlemmer, 2 October 1992.
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way. De Klerk accepted this and communicated it to the cabinet the next
morning as a foregone conclusion.56
Jan Heunis, the government’s chief legal adviser, recalls his shock when he
learnt that the NP had agreed to majority rule. He knew that its leadership
had no mandate for this. The mandate, he writes, was for a consensus-seeking
model with built-in vetoes.57
There was also the matter of the NP’s promise to the white voters. In the
1989 election the NP leadership had promised that it would seek the voters’
endorsement for any deal that deviated radically from the NP’s 1989 election
platform. The platform promised to bring about an inclusive democracy in
which “groups” would be recognised as the basic components of the system.
There would be power-sharing among them with no group dominating
another, and self-determination for each group in its own affairs.
De Klerk also promised a particular kind of referendum. In March 1990 he
pledged: “After the completion of the negotiations the constitutional proposals
would be tested in a constitutional manner among the electorate. And only
with their support would a constitutional dispensation be introduced.”58
Izak de Villiers, Rapport editor, writes in his memoirs that it was assumed
that a second referendum of white voters would be called to seek their
endorsement once agreement about a constitution had been reached. He tells
of his dismay when three weeks after the March 1992 referendum “a senior
minister” told him: “Izak, we don’t want to have a second referendum”.59
Thus majority rule was introduced without the voters’ approval and without
the voters knowing the form of the future constitution. In striking contrast, a
referendum was held in Northern Ireland in 1998 only after the constitution
had been negotiated. Whether Mandela would have agreed if De Klerk had
insisted on such a procedure at the very start of the negotiations is difficult to
say. It reflects badly on the press that it failed to highlight this aspect of the
negotiations.

56
57
58
59

P Waldmeir, Anatomy of a miracle..., pp. 231-232.
J Heunis, Die binnekring (Johannesburg, Jonathan Ball, 2007), p. 150.
Die Burger, 31 March 1990.
I de Villiers, Strooidak en toring..., p. 200.
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A right-wing challenge
The security forces were baffled by De Klerk’s moves but, steeped in the
tradition of military subordination to the authority of an elected government,
they did not resist the political leadership. The major unknown factor was an
ex-Chief of the Defence Force, General Constand Viljoen, who was convinced
that the ANC was still pursuing a revolutionary agenda. He believed that De
Klerk had caved in to their demands.
Viljoen planned to disrupt the elections, have De Klerk removed as leader
and restart the negotiations. Some believed that he could raise 50 000 men
mainly from the reserve army but also from some Defence Force units. In a
briefing, General George Meiring, Chief of the Defence Force, warned the
government and the ANC of the ghastly consequences of Viljoen’s opposing
the election.60
To dissuade Viljoen, for whom he said he had “the highest regard”, Meiring
had several meetings with him. At one of them Viljoen said: “You and I and
our men can take this country in an afternoon”, to which Meiring replied:
“Yes, that is so, but what do we do the morning after the coup?” The whiteblack demographic balance, the internal and foreign pressures, and all the
intractable problems would still be there.61
Although De Klerk and Viljoen shared a conservative political outlook for
most of their respective careers, they strongly opposed each other during the
negotiations. De Klerk rejected Viljoen’s demand for a “volkstaat” (ethnic
state) for the Afrikaners within the boundaries of the state, while Viljoen
believed De Klerk had sold out.
It was Mandela who grasped the need to engage Viljoen and to make a
symbolic concession to him and his right-wing followers. It would take the
form of an article in the constitution granting self-determination to a cultural
group. Viljoen formed a party, the Freedom Front, that won close to half a
million votes in the first election. When Parliament met for the first time in a
free South Africa, Mandela broke ranks in the procession to greet Viljoen and
to tell him how glad he was that they had found each other. Recently Viljoen
told his biographer that he was sad that Mandela did not serve more than one
60 J van Rooyen, Hard right: The new white power in South Africa (London, IB Tauris, 1994); D Welsh, “Rightwing
terrorism in South Africa”, Terrorism and Political Violence, 7(1), 1995, pp. 239-264.
61 H Giliomee, interview, G Meiring, 11 November 2002.
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term, and that if he had done so, the Afrikaners might have been better off
today.62

Power and regime change
History is in many ways an account and interpretation of power – how
it is won and lost. Yet a good grasp of the basic qualities of power remains
elusive.63 Leo Tolstoy remarked in the final chapter of his novel War and peace:
“The new history is like a deaf man replying to questions which nobody puts
to him.” The “primary question” Tolstoy went on, is: “What is the power
that moves the destinies of peoples?” He doubted whether this power, “which
different historians understand in different ways”, was in fact “so completely
familiar to everyone”.
History should be an antidote to the belief that superior political or military
power determines the outcome of conflicts. In an article that appeared in the
21 November 2013 issue of the New York Review of Books, Freeman Dyson,
a renowned physicist, tells the story of a study in the early 1970s about
how to end the war the United States was fighting in Vietnam. The study
was commissioned by the RAND Corporation, whose experts considered
themselves the brains of the US military establishment.
Working separately, two groups, one consisting of two economists and the
other of several historians, reached completely different conclusions. The
economists concluded that in a struggle to put down an insurgency what
matters is not a sympathetic understanding of their struggle, “but rather a
better understanding of what costs and benefits the individual or the group is
concerned with and how they are calculated”. To paraphrase: if the costs of an
uprising become too high for the insurgents, they will back down. As a result,
the oppressive regime will prevail.64
The group of historians who worked on the RAND Corporation’s project
came up with a completely different answer. They looked at numerous cases
of insurgency and asymmetrical wars, particularly the French colonial wars in
Algeria and Vietnam, and the British colonial wars in Africa and Malaysia. In
62 D Cruywagen, Brothers in war and peace: Constand and Braam Viljoen and the birth of a new South Africa (Cape
Town, Zebra Press, 2014), pp. 224-225.
63 CJ Friedrich, Man and his government (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1963) , pp.159-179.
64 M Gladwell, David and Goliath: Underdogs, misfits and the art of battling giants (London, Allen Lane, 2013), pp.
197-213.
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a six-volume study they concluded that most of the wars lasted five to seven
years and ended when one side lost the willpower to keep on fighting. This
was a major insight, but it was lost to the world. To this day, the US Army has
suppressed the historians’ report.65
By the end of the 1980s the South African government was not desperate to
start negotiations. It was rather the Fall of the Berlin Wall that provided the
incentive for De Klerk’s attempting to get an agreement with the ANC while
its main source of financial support, the Soviet Union, was in retreat. The
business elite was concerned, but its call for regime change was faint. Soldiers
and policemen remained loyal and willing to continue to defend the state,
but among army conscripts considerable unease about defending an unjust
system had developed by the late 1980s. Nevertheless, in a poll conducted
in the late 1980s less than a third of English-speaking students and fewer
than a tenth of Afrikaner students declared themselves prepared to accept a
prospective ANC government.66
Chris Heunis, Botha’s Minister for Constitutional Affairs until 1989, offered
this sober assessment: Sanctions had made it necessary for the government to
negotiate, but “there was no need to negotiate only about the hand-over of
power”.67 Niel Barnard, the only person that saw both Botha and Mandela on
a regular basis in the late eighties, believes that Botha would not have accepted
majority rule, but would have said to Mandela: “Let’s govern together for
ten years and let’s see how it goes”. He thinks there was a good chance that
Mandela would have accepted it.68
There was no sign, however, that the electorate favoured a radical change.
Until the final years of the 1980s De Klerk supported retaining the pillars
of apartheid. After his election as NP leader early in 1989, he singled out
morality as his main motivation for ending apartheid and for seeking a
settlement. In an interview I had with him two months after his momentous
speech on 2 February, he said that hanging on to power would be immoral.69
In a television programme, broadcast in 2002, he agreed with Frederik Van
Zyl Slabbert, ex-leader of the liberal opposition, that he could have been in
65 F Dyson, “How to be an underdog, and win”, New York Review of Books, 21 November 2013, pp. 22-23.
66 J Gagiano, “Ruling group cohesion”, H Giliomee & J Gagiano, The elusive search for peace: South Africa,
Northern Ireland and Israel (Cape Town, Oxford University Press, 1989), p. 197.
67 H Giliomee, interview, C Heunis, 15 December 2002.
68 H Giliomee, interview, N Barnard, 25 February 2015.
69 H Giliomee, interview, FW de Klerk, 2 May 1990.
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power for at least ten more years. His main problem with that was that it
would have been “devoid of morality”.70
PW Botha did not share this view of morality, and it is extremely doubtful
that a clear majority of the white electorate would have given De Klerk and
his party a yes vote in the referendum of March 1992 if it had known that
majority rule would be the outcome of the negotiations.
Why did the Afrikaner community nonetheless go along with the deal struck
between the ANC and the government in September 1992? One answer
would be that after the white referendum the tie between the government
and its traditional electorate was cut. There was nothing any white group of
voters could do to stop the process.
But there may also be a deeper reason. In his doctoral dissertation, completed
in 1999, the political analyst and pollster Lawrence Schlemmer looked at the
polls of the preceding thirty years. He concluded that Afrikaners, much more
than white English-speakers, had begun to stress their religious identification
in preference to a class or ethnic identification. To be living an upright
moral life had come to be seen as more important than serving the Afrikaner
community.71
The Western world’s moral sanctions, much more than economic sanctions,
had sapped the Afrikaners’ will to cling to power. Sooner or later, Toynbee
argued, ruling minorities had no choice but to accept the status of “an
unprivileged minority” among a majority they once considered culturally
inferior.
The Communist Party, which fought both apartheid and capitalism, has been
one of the greatest beneficiaries of the regime change. The SACP currently
enjoys more influence in cabinet than they did under President Mbeki, but
the quality of leadership is far inferior to what it was under Joe Slovo. In
addition, it has become financially dependent on the trade union federation
Cosatu. RW Johnson calls the SACP leadership “a predatory elite which rules
and despoils South Africa”. 72

70 H Giliomee, The Afrikaners: Biography of a people (Charlottesville, Virginia University Press, 2003), p. 635.
71 L Schlemmer, “Factors in the persistence or decline of ethnic group mobilisation: A conceptual review and
case study of cultural group responses among Afrikaners in post-apartheid South Africa”, doctoral dissertation,
University of Cape Town, 1999.
72 RW Johnson, How long will South Africa survive?..., pp. 72-73.
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The Institute of Race Relations, the oldest liberal think tank in South Africa,
published its finding that 40 per cent of the cabinet are members of the SACP.
No cabinet member questioned the report. Recently the executive director of
the institute published a column under the title “So word SA tree vir tree na
sosialisme gelei” (“How South Africa is being led step by step to socialism”).73
The support for socialism in ANC ranks is not strange. Black South Africans
were the last substantial community in the world to receive their freedom,
the Soviet Union was long the only ANC backer, and communists were the
only ANC allies in South Africa when the struggle against white supremacy
entered a new phase in the early 1960s.
At present the ANC government is in a serious bind. An influential economist
sums up the situation well: “The government is in a cleft between trying to
pursue market-friendly policies on the one hand and appeasing socialist and
left-wing elements on the other, who see the private sector as the enemy”.74

Conclusion
For more than fifty years, from his speeches in the dock in the Treason
Trial (1956-1961), through his letters to Hendrik Verwoerd (1961) to his
presidency (1994 to 1999), Mandela cast a huge shadow over white politics.
He never wavered in his conviction that the majority had the right to rule and
would insist on it if his adversary wavered. Yet he also knew that white fears
of black majority rule were great. To break the logjam, Mandela toyed with
the idea of using the homeland structures to fight the Bantustan policy. This
certainly would have met with strong opposition from elements of the ANC
in exile. With the benefit of hindsight it is clear that the Afrikaner leaders
were foolish to waste these opportunities, partly because they believed he was
still a communist. During the all-party negotiations (1991-1993) Mandela
compromised by dropping the ANC demand for nationalisation, but he
remained firm on majority rule.
The NP under De Klerk started the negotiations well, but abandoned
most of their political demands in September 1992 in the hope of securing
a stable coalition with the ANC. Some observers argue that the negotiated
settlement boils down to blacks winning political power and whites retaining
73 Rapport, 29 March 2015.
74 A Jammine, quoted in “Business Times”, Sunday Times, 10 May 2015.
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their property, but, as recent developments show, retaining property in the
absence of political power will be no easy task. Mandela served only one
term as president. It is possible that in a second term he could have helped to
consolidate a liberal democracy by curbing both the communist elements and
the ultra-nationalists. But he came too late and went too soon.

Samevatting
Na die 1948-verkiesing het NP-leiers verwag dat die party vir `n lang tyd
die politieke toekoms van Suid-Afrika sou dikteer. Hulle het nooit behoorlik
besef hoe snelle swart bevolkingsgroei wit heerskappy ondermyn het nie
en dat daar geen doeltreffende instellings was wat die stadswartes, die mees
ontwikkelde deel van die swart bevolking, in die stelsel kon inkorporeer
nie. So vroeg as 1959 het die historikus Arnold Toynbee daarop gewys
dat, anders as in die geval van die Spanjaarde en Portugese, die Britte en
Nederlanders in hul onderskeie kolonies nie in staat was om toegang tot
die politieke stelsel vir ondernemende swart of gekleurde mense te bied
nie. Dit het hulle verhinder om vroegtydig `n kreatiewe politieke respons
tot die griewe van die onderworpenes te vind voordat dit te laat was. Vroeër
in sy loopbaan was Nelson Mandela bereid om groot kompromieë aan te
gaan ten einde vir swartes ’n mate van seggenskap te verkry. In die loop van
die jare tagtig het hy egter begin om onverbiddelik op meerderheidsregering
aan te dring. Alhoewel die NP in die referendum van 1992 beloof het om
so `n stelsel teen te staan, het FW de Klerk meerderheidsregering aanvaar
nadat Mandela kategories geweier het om daarvan af te sien. Hy het hierdie
deurslaggewende besluit op 17 November 1993 aan die kabinet meegedeel.
So `n magsoordrag is nie uniek nie en kemmerk inderdaad ook die einde van
koloniale regimes wat deur Brittanje en Nederland tot stand gebring is. Soos
in die geval van dekolonisasie het die beëindiging van wit heerskappy gespruit
uit die oortuiging van bepaalde politieke leiers dat hul politieke stelsel moreel
onverdedigbaar was.
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Abstract
Since the end of the Second World War in 1945, the states of sub-Saharan
Africa have been subjected to a seemingly irreversible spiral of poverty as
well as social, political and economic unpredictability, causing continued
underdevelopment. This underdevelopment occurred despite the fact that
a total of $568 billion of bilateral and multilateral foreign aid have been
channelled to the region during the abovementioned period. This channelling
of foreign aid coincided with, and was motivated by decolonisation in the
post-Second World War dispensation, the Cold War dispensation, the energy
crisis of the 1970s, the post-Cold War dispensation, and the era of trade bloc
formation and expansion (global developmental time frames).
The most recent so-called “big push” initiative to kick start development
in the region was the adoption and implementation of the (pro-poor) eight
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) by the United Nations (UN) in
2000. This initiative was supported by the adoption of the G8, Gleneagles
commitment on aid and debt relief in 2005. From a global perspective, the
MDGs seem to be successful in poverty reduction efforts in specifically Asia
and South America. There is, however, consensus amongst most academics
and thinkers that the MDGs will not be met in sub-Saharan Africa before the
target date of 2015. The reality is that the levels of underdevelopment remain
high and are even escalating. In terms of relevance and scholarly contribution,
this article seeks to analytically describe and explain the presumed failure of
collective foreign aid, and suggests ways and means to stimulate development
in sub-Saharan Africa in the years to come.
Keywords: Sub-Saharan Africa; Under Development; Foreign Aid; Poverty
Trap; Poverty; New Conditionality; Millennium Development Goals;
Gleneagles Agreement; Mutual Cooperation.
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Introduction
In terms of per capita income and social welfare, (with a head count of 48%
of the population) sub-Saharan Africa is known to be the most impoverished
region in the world. The region shares certain common characteristics that
point to extreme levels of poverty and underdevelopment.1 These common
characteristics are the result of similar internal and external experiences during
the indicated developmental time frames.
For this reason, this article does not focus on a specific case study of a state
in the region. The focus rather falls on the common development challenges
facing the region as a whole. Although it is acknowledged that a variety of other
internal and external factors contributed to the above underdevelopment,
research revolves around foreign aid as a key concept of analysis.
On a macro level this article highlights the meaning of underdevelopment
in sub-Saharan Africa as well as the origins, evolution and rationale behind
collective foreign aid. On a micro level, the current development challenges
that face sub-Saharan Africa are emphasised. Hereafter, a causal link will
be established between the development challenges and the nature of
contemporary guidelines for collective foreign aid. On an application level the
article is narrowed down to the conclusive basis assumption that there seem
to be no clear-cut short term solutions to the development challenges in the
region. However, recommendations and suggestions on how to improve the
effectiveness of foreign aid are provided. These recommendations centre on the
notions of state specific developmental strategies and western accountability.
In the absence of clear-cut solutions, it is argued that the effective use of the
various forms of foreign aid must be based on a willingness to succeed.
In terms of the utilisation of collective foreign aid, the concepts of
development and governance will feature prominently throughout the article.
It is however recognised that both concepts remain multidimensional and
complex. In other words, they are contested and interpreted differently by
individuals or within specific contexts; within institutions, governments,
localities or discourses. Against this background of complexity the success of
collective foreign aid must be built on common ground relating to ways of
governance and objectives of development. Therefore, there must be mutual
1

Sustainable development solution network, “Global profile of extreme poverty”, 2012 (available at http//:www.
unsdns.org/wp-context/uploads/2014/02/12/10/15-Profile-of Extreme-Poverty.pdf/, as accessed on 25 June
2015), p. 3.
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cooperation, commitment, goodwill and trust between developed (donor)
and developing (receiver) states.

Defining underdevelopment within the context of sub-Saharan Africa
There seems to be a concentration of underdeveloped states in sub-Saharan
Africa. According to the development criteria of the Freedom House Index,
13 of the 35 least developed states in the world are located in this region. These
include states such as Cameroon, Congo, Gabon, Senegal, Tanzania, Uganda
and others.2 3Although underdevelopment is a multidimensional and complex
phenomenon, for the purposes of this article, it is described as a situation
within a state where there are persistently low levels of economic growth in
conjunction with poverty; low per capita income; low consumption levels;
poor health services; high mortality rates; high birth rates and a dependence on
various forms of aid by other (more developed) states. According to Iwayeni,
underdevelopment relates to a state that is not well developed, has insufficient
resources and is unable to sustain the economy and provide social and
political stability to its population.4 The status of underdevelopment in a state
can, therefore, be linked to a variety of historical and contemporary internal
and external events. In line with the purposes of this article, Nagle links the
following broad characteristics with underdevelopment in a developing state,
namely: demographic variety and diversity, an absence of economic growth,
global marginalisation, failure to modernise with low levels of technology,
and an absence of political freedom and stability in terms of governance.5 It
should be the purpose of foreign aid to overcome these conditions.

A holistic perspective on the origin, evolution and rationale behind
collective foreign aid
As a point of departure, it is assumed that collective foreign aid has failed
in Africa, and more particularly in sub-Saharan Africa. The World Bank
defines foreign aid as “A transfer of resources, which comprises either financial
2
3
4
5

J Mccormick, Comparative politics in transition (Belmont, Thomson Press, 2007), p. 370.
KJ Sithole, “The role of foreign aid and the underdevelopment of the states in sub-Saharan Africa”, M.A, NWU,
2014, p. 1.
A Iwayeni, Economic development and sub-Saharan Africa economies in a global perspective (Ibadan, Ibadan Press,
2008), p. 30.
G Nagle, Development and underdevelopment (London, Macmillan 1998), p. 143.
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assistance (grants and concessional loans), food, medical and military or
technical assistance given to a deserving state”.6 Alwang and Norton perceive
foreign aid as a variety of donations of money, goods or services from one
nation to another for developmental purposes. Such donations can be made
in support of a humanitarian and altruistic purpose, or to advance the national
interests of the donor state by means of, for example, preferential access to the
markets of the receiver state.7
Foreign aid in its current form can be traced back to the period after
the Second World War when there was a need to rebuild the destructed
economies and infrastructures of Western Europe. In order for this objective
to be achieved, the United States of America (USA) sponsored aid in the
form of the “Marshall plan”. This plan was successfully used to reconstruct
the economies and infrastructures of Western Europe within a short space of
time.8 In the post-colonial era it was believed that the success model of the
Marshall plan could be replicated in developing regions, such as sub-Saharan
Africa.
After the success of the Marshall plan, foreign aid gradually evolved and took
on various forms. In 1944, multilateral aid led to the establishment of lending
institutions such as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World
Bank. The purpose of the establishment of these two institutions was to assist
with debt relief and promote economic development in poorer states.9 This
was followed by the establishment of other specialised organisations which
provided development assistance to developing states. Krueger et al. show that
in the late 1950s and 1960s several other multilateral assistance organisations
were established, such as the Inter-American Bank in 1956, the concessional
affiliate of the World Bank in 1960 and the three regional development banks
established in Africa, the Caribbean and Asia.10
The establishment of foreign aid agencies led to many developing states in
Asia, South America and sub-Saharan Africa requesting financial assistance in
the postcolonial dispensation. Foreign aid can be provided in tied, voluntary,
6
7

World Bank, Selected world development indicators (New York, Oxford University Press 1997) p. 12.
J Alwang & GW Norton, Introduction to the economics of agricultural development (New York, McGraw Hill,
1995), p. 374.
8 AK Reinert & SR Rajan, The Princeton encyclopedia of the world economy (New Jersey Princeton University Press,
2009), pp. 42-43.
9 G Crawford, Foreign aid and political reform: A comparative analysis of democracy assistance and political
conditionality (New York, Palgrave, 2001), p. 67.
10 AO Krueger, C Michalopoulos & VW Ruttan, Aid and development (London, John Hopkins University Press,
1989), p. 34.
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food, emergency and humanitarian categories. In this regard, new plans and
initiatives were implemented to grow the economies and reduce poverty in
recipient development states.

The link between foreign aid and continued underdevelopment in subSaharan Africa
When many sub-Saharan African states gained their independence in the
late 1950s and 1960s, there was global optimism that the region would
prosper and that the influence of the former colonisers would be reduced or
eliminated.11 However, during the Cold War both the USA and the Soviet
Union used sub-Saharan African states (and underdeveloped states in other
parts of the world) as military and ideological arenas of competition (the
so-called East-West conflict) for supremacy. In essence, states had to align
themselves with the ideological beliefs of either the East or the West in
exchange for foreign aid. This meant that the focus of relations fell on the
ideological competition between the former Soviet Union and the USA at
the expense of sustainable development in sub-Saharan Africa. This trend
was also reflected in the flows, format and types of foreign aid provided to
the region. In general, the ideologically motivated interference of the super
powers during the Cold War period in sub-Saharan Africa contributed to
underdevelopment and had a negative influence on industrialisation and
sustainable economic development. When the Cold War ended towards the
end of the 1980s, the majority of sub-Saharan African states were poor; their
economies had collapsed; there was an absence of industrialisation; there was
political instability; and many had extremely high rates of foreign debt.12
Due to continued underdevelopment in the form of production and
industrialisation failures, political instability, as well as a series of global
economic downturns since the 1970s (including the energy crisis, the debt
crisis and economic stagnation), an initiative of so-called structural adjustment
was spearheaded by the IMF and the World Bank. Access to IMF or World
Bank funds was tied to certain sets of preconditions known as Structural
Adjustment Programmes (SAPs).13 Under the SAPs, funds were loaned to
11 BI Logan & K Mengisteab, Beyond economic liberalization in Africa: Structural adjustments and the alternative
(London, ZED Books,1995), p. 3.
12 RW Keylor, The twentieth-century world: An international history (New York, Oxford University Press, 1996), p.
36.
13 K Shillington, History of Africa (Oxford, Macmillan, 1995), p. 42.
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developing states on condition that they adjusted their political and economic
systems in line with prescribed guidelines of the IMF or World Bank. The
SAPs laid down specific conditions which states had to adopt and follow in
order to qualify for loans.14 According to Sithole, SAPs had in brief terms two
overarching aims, namely to reduce the role of the state in the economy and
to provide funds and develop the private sector.15
In other words, governance structures had to be transformed towards western
development objectives. For any developing state to qualify for foreign aid in
the form of a loan, it had to accept the conditions of the SAPs as prescribed.
This meant recipient states had to restructure their political systems and
economies toward continued democratisation and participation as set out by
the IMF or World Bank.16 In terms of restructuring developing economies,
Van der Elst furthermore states that the SAPs aimed to promote freemarket practices, encourage export-driven economies and the devaluation of
currencies in order to develop the private sector and ensure sustained growth.
This was to be achieved by increasing the mobility of production factors (such
as labour and raw materials) and by decreasing economic discrepancies.17 In
many instances SAPs lead to a reduction of state expenditure health care,
education and food security in states such as Zimbabwe, Senegal, Nigeria and
the Ivory Coast. Reduced government involvement resulted in aggravated
levels of poverty and underdevelopment in these sectors.18
As a result of SAPs, economic reforms and industrialisation strategies, in
many instances, failed in sub-Saharan Africa. A key reason for this failure was
the required switch in production from agricultural produce to manufactured
goods that could be exported to industrialised states.19 This necessity to change
production or consumption patterns had a negative economic impact on subSaharan African states because the majority of the states in the region mainly
exported agricultural products. Not only was there a decline in demand for
14 Whirled Bank Group, “Structural Adjustment program: a world full of poverty”, 1995 (available at http//:www.
whirledbank.org/ development/SAP.html, as accessed on 7 January 2011), p. 9.
15 KJ Sithole, “The role of foreign aid and the underdevelopment of the states in sub-Saharan Africa”, M.A, NWU,
2014, p. 49.
16 P Burnell, V Randall & L Rakner, Politics in the developing world (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2011), p.
311.
17 H Houngnikpo & H Kyambalesa, Economic integration and development in Africa (Hampshire, Ashgate, 2006),
p. 134.
18 DE Logie & J Woodroffe, “SAPs: The wrong prescription for Africa”, BMJ, 307, July 1993, pp. 42-43.
19 D Tengu, “How the International Monetary Fund/ World Bank and Structural Adjustment Program destroyed
Africa” (available at http://www.skyscrapercity.com/showthread.php? t=1297403, as accessed on 7 September
2010), p. 4.
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agricultural produce that these African states traditionally exported, but
these commodities also fetched lower world market prices in comparison to
manufactured products.20 As a result of this, many economies in sub-Saharan
Africa further weakened.
The conditions of SAPs in sub-Saharan African states often led to the collapse
of domestic manufacturing, costly replacement of domestic production
with imported consumer goods and decreasing of GDPs. The Marshall plan
was successful because it provided grants instead of loans with interest. In
contrast, the SAPs provided loans with (preferential) interest rates, but they
had to be repaid. As a result of the failure of SAPs, many states in the subSaharan African region were unable to repay their loans and had to request
additional funds.21 This, in turn, increased levels of foreign debt in the subSaharan African region.
In the post-Cold War era, the ideological rationale for state interaction
was replaced by an economic imperative.22 This led to; inter alia, the
formation of trade blocs such as the EU, the North American Free Trade
Area (NAFTA), and the Association for South East Asian Nations (ASEAN),
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) and the Central American
Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA).23 This meant that trading became more
inwardly turned and protectionist.24 The formation of trade blocs coincided
with the establishment of trade barriers which restricted developing states’
export abilities. Historically, sub-Saharan Africa’s export produce has mainly
consisted (and still does) of primary agricultural products and raw mineral
commodities.25 This dependency on primary raw material exports and the
global high demand for manufactured goods lead to decreasing export
earnings and higher import costs.26 As a result of the above protectionist
trends, it became more difficult for sub-Saharan African states to gain access
to developed markets. The protectionist nature of trade bloc formation had
20 AB Adu, African perspectives on colonialism (London, Johns Hopkins Press, 1987), p. 57.
21 N Balaam & M Veseth, Introduction to international political economy (New York, Prentice Hall, 1996), p. 162.
22 P Burnell, V Randall & L Rakner, Politics in the developing world (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2011), p.
103.
23 B Jeyifo, Africa in the world and the world in Africa (New Jersey, Africa World Press, and Red Sea Press, 2007),
p. 54.
24 AA Gordon & DL Gordon, Understanding contemporary Africa (Boulder, Colorado, Lynne Rienner Publishers,
2007), p. 357.
25 K Shillington, History of Africa (Oxford, Macmillan, 1995), p. 55.
26 D Tengu, “How the International Monetary Fund/ World Bank and Structural Adjustment Program destroyed
Africa” (available at http://www.skyscrapercity.com/showthread.php? t=1297403, as accessed on 7 September
2010), p. 4.
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negative effects on the region’s already weak economies and industrialisation
prospects. In terms of the provision of foreign aid to sub-Saharan Africa,
there was also a shift in priorities. Foreign aid was now directed towards the
more promising and untested markets of Eastern Europe.27 In contrast to
sub-Saharan Africa, these states were geographically closer to, for example,
the EU and had better developed infrastructures and economies, as well as
populations with higher levels of literacy.28 Thus, these regions were more
attractive for investment and foreign aid purposes than the sub-Saharan states.

The poverty trap as a cause of continued underdevelopment in subSaharan Africa29 30
According to Brown, developmental success in sub-Saharan Africa remains
marginal and is even failing. In essence, political systems remain unstable and
many states in the region are exposed to a so-called poverty trap due to a
variety of internal and external factors. The Investopedia defines the poverty
trap as follows: “A mechanism which makes it very difficult for people to
escape poverty. A poverty trap is created when an economic system requires
a significant amount of various forms of capital in order to earn enough to
escape poverty” (see image 1 below).
Image 1: “The poverty trap”

Source: JD Sachs, Investing in development: a practical plan to achieve the Millennium Development Goals,
(London, Earthscan, 2006), p. 4.

27 KJ Sithole, “The role of foreign aid and the underdevelopment of the states in sub-Saharan Africa”, M.A, NWU,
2014, p. 53.
28 RO Slater & BM Schutz, Global transformation in the third world (Boulder, Lynne Rienner, 1993), p. 213.
29 Investopedia “Poverty trap” (available at http://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/poverty-trap.asp, as accessed on
12 March 2012), p. 2.
30 S Brown, Foreign aid in practice (London, Pinter, 1990). p. 1.
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It is argued that this poverty trap sustains a cycle of underdevelopment and
poverty which is difficult for a developing state to overcome. Despite definite,
but isolated examples in economic growth and development progress, subSaharan Africa remains subjected to numerous poverty-related challenges.31
These include continued underdevelopment in the form of economic decline;
human insecurity; political instability; inadequate health services; disease;
and excessive population growth. For example in 2013, 48 percent of the
population in the region was living on less than US $1,25 per day.32 As a result
of accelerated population growth, the number of people in this category seems
to be increasing. According to the Human Development Index, many states
in the region are categorised as having a low level of human development. In
addition to widespread poverty, health challenges and economic stagnation in
the region and a population explosion remain at the order of the day. In 1989,
according to the World Bank, the population in sub-Saharan Africa was at
450 million people and in 2005 it had increased to 905 million.33 Other
examples of low levels of human development are the low representation of
women in governmental decision-making positions, low literacy rates for
female learners, and gender violence.
As indicated, the sub-Saharan African states continue to be subjected to high
levels of poverty, underdevelopment and therefore an inability to integrate
themselves into the global economy.34

Overcoming the poverty trap as a rationale for the provision of collective
foreign aid to the states in sub-Saharan Africa
At the end of the previous millennium there was a global realisation that
development in developing states cannot be stimulated by mostly focusing
on economic growth and continued liberalisation. This realisation led to
a pro-poor strategy or a so-called new-conditionality in terms of setting

31 World bank, “Millennium development goals: Promote gender equality and empower women by 2015”, 2011
(available at http://www.worldbank.org/ mdgs/gender.html, as accessed on 7 February 2012), p. 6.
32 L Chandy, N Ledlie, & V Penciakova, “Africa’s challenge to end extreme”, 2013 (available at http://www.
brookings.edu/blogs/up-front/posts/2013/05/29-africa-challenge-end-extreme-poverty-2030-chandy, as accessed
on 26 June 2015), pp. 1-6.
33 World bank, “Millennium development goals: Promote gender equality and empower women by 2015”, 2011
(available at http://www.worldbank.org/ mdgs/gender.html, as accessed on 7 February 2012), p. 5.
34 KJ Sithole, “The role of foreign aid and the underdevelopment of the states in sub-Saharan Africa”, M.A, NWU,
2011, p. 61.
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development objectives.35 Therefore, a decisive shift took place in terms of
global thought towards poverty reduction, as an instrument for stimulating
development in developing states.36 In concrete terms, it was believed that
once the basic needs of the poorest of the poor in developing states had been
satisfied, a solid platform had been created for continued democratisation and
the liberalisation of political and economic systems.37
Many developing states are faced with economic developmental challenges.
The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD),
through its Development Assistance Committee (DAC), has introduced
international guidelines on how poverty can be reduced and eliminated if
developed states, donor agencies and recipient states work together in terms
of the provision of foreign aid. The reduction of extreme poverty in any state is
based on good governance, well-structured markets for trading, sustainable use
of natural resources and growth policies that benefit the poor.38 For economic
growth to be achieved, reforms must also be geared to reduce inequalities
with regard to human capabilities.39 Productive resources for economic
development such as land, training and credit are necessary if individuals are
to participate in economic growth. In this regard the OECD points out that
“the national, regional and continental economy can grow in a multitude of
ways and can at the same time promote gender equality, reduce poverty, and
sustain practical development”. This requires a partnership between the donor
and receiver, as well as inputs from the civil society of the state concerned.
The following OECD focus areas serve as guidelines for collective poverty
reduction strategies as collective foreign aid objectives:

Basic social services for human development (basic needs approach)
The promotion of human development is a measure to ensure that poor
35 A Evans, “The new conditionality: The politics of poverty reduction strategies”, Development in practice, 16,
June 2006, p. 373.
36 United Nations, “Keeping the promise: United to achieve the millenium development goals”, 2010 (available
at http://www.un.org/milleniumgoals/, as accessed on 20 October 2010), pp. 1-4.
37 JD Sachs, Investing in development: A practical plan to achieve the Millennium Development Goals (London,
Earthscan, 2006), p. 3.
38 Organisation for economic co-operation and development (OECD), “Shaping the 21st century: The
contribution of development cooperation”, 2001 (available at http://www.oecd.org.pdf, as accessed on 11
November 2011), p. 4.
39 Organisation for economic co-operation and development (OECD), “Shaping the 21st century: The
contribution of development cooperation”, 2001 (available at http://www.oecd.org.pdf, as accessed on 11
November 2011), p. 2.
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people have an adequate income, shelter from the elements, unlimited access
to safe drinking water, decent schools and improved and sustained quality
of life.40 For poor people to live a long and better life, the state must ensure
that health facilities are adequate and that free or low priced medication is
available. Furthermore, fully functional schooling with trained teaching staff
must be provided and equal education opportunities must be available to all.41
In many sub-Saharan African states such as Nigeria, Ethiopia, the Ivory Coast,
Burkina Faso, Kenya and Niger people are unable to access these services due
to a lack of funds or foreign aid combined with weak governance structures.42
Furthermore, poor institutions for accountability mean that there is little or
no control over the quality of services that are provided. To combat this, the
OECD introduced new measures to improve human development in poor
states. Pro-poor methods of financing public social services with taxes and
in some cases user fees, should be carefully studied, adapted if necessary, and
monitored to ensure access, affordability and quality.

Human security: Reducing vulnerability and managing shocks (antipoverty action)
Anti-poverty action should focus on reducing the numerous sources of risk
such as environmental hazards. According to the OECD, providing human
security in a state entails ensuring that occurrences such as droughts, famine,
earthquakes, floods and other natural disasters are dealt with effectively. As
a result of the above occurrences, many poor people are faced with risks
such as food shortages, unemployment, sickness and a variety of economic
implications (shocks) as a result of environmental disasters. These threats
require the establishment of pro-active social protection programmes as a
developmental priority.43
40 Organisation for economic co-operation and development (OECD), “Shaping the 21st century: The
contribution of development cooperation”, 2001 (available at http://www.oecd.org.pdf, as accessed on 11
November 2011), p. 47.
41 Organisation for economic co-operation and development (OECD), “Shaping the 21st century: The
contribution of development cooperation”, 2001 (available at http://www.oecd.org.pdf, as accessed on 11
November 2011), p. 48.
42 United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), “Schooling for
millions of children jeopardized by reductions in aid”, 2013 (available at http://unesdoc.unesco.org/
images/0022/002211/221129E.pdf, as accessed on 26 June 2015), p. 2.
43 Organisation for economic co-operation and development (OECD), “Shaping the 21st century: The
contribution of development cooperation”, 2001 (available at http://www.oecd.org.pdf, as accessed on 11
November 2011), p. 51.
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Initiating political strategies for reducing poverty
Poverty reduction also entails the streamlining of political processes through
the empowerment of poor people and encouraging democratic accountability.
Achieving the objective is not only the responsibility of the donor state or
institution. Institutions within a state such as the government, civil society
and non-governmental organisations must steer and promote social and
political transformation.44

Support for the strategic poverty reduction by donor states
The reduction of poverty in poor states requires a strategic partnership
between receiver and donor states. This means that the donor state should
not only agree with, but also support the developmental goals and priorities
as stipulated in the recipient state’s strategies for poverty reduction. The
recipient state must create the opportunity for a partnership and ensure that
all activities are state-led. According to the OECD, the reduction of poverty
in poor states must be supported through the necessary institutional reforms
which in turn must translate into internal capacity building by their donor
states.45 This means that the recipient and donor states must be in agreement
on how the aid should be used. The recipient state, in consultation with the
donor state, should then take a considered decision on where and how to use
the funds and for what particular purpose.

Contemporary mainstream collective strategies for poverty reduction
The shift in terms of global developmental thought towards poverty
reduction as an instrument for stimulating development in developing states
meant that the objectives of foreign aid became more focused. Consequently,
the MDGs were adopted by the UN in 2000. At the 2005 World Economic
Forum, Tony Blair called for a “big push forward” to end poverty in Africa.
This “big push forward” coincided with the adoption of the G8 Gleneagles
44 Organisation for economic co-operation and development (OECD), “Shaping the 21st century: The
contribution of development cooperation”, 2001 (available at http://www.oecd.org.pdf, as accessed on 11
November 2011), p. 6.
45 Organisation for economic co-operation and development (OECD), “Shaping the 21st century: The
contribution of development cooperation”, 2001 (available at http://www.oecd.org.pdf, as accessed on 11
November 2011), p. 5.
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commitment.46

The MDGs and continued underdevelopment in sub-Saharan Africa
Many states, especially those categorised as poor states, still have a history of
developmental challenges such as poverty, inequality, health crises and etcetera.
As indicated above, following a conference in 2000, the UN member states
adopted a new interlinking pro-poor strategy to combat underdevelopment
in the developing world (in line with the stipulations of the DAC of the
OECD). In September 2000, the Millennium Declaration that promotes basic
human rights was signed by the representatives of 189 UN member states.47
The Millennium Declaration, which outlines the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs), was then duly adopted. The MDGs can be defined as eight
international pro-poor development goals which all 189 states agreed upon.
In terms of the MDG objectives, the following goals were to be achieved by
2015:48
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger;
Achieve universal primary education;
Promote gender equality and empower women;
Reduce child mortality;
Improve maternal health;
Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases;
Ensure environmental sustainability;
Develop a global partnership for development.

These goals provide a blueprint for developed and developing states,
international organisations and non-governmental organisations for the
utilisation of foreign aid and improving the standard of living in poor states.
Despite substantial progress in specifically Asia and Latin America, the
implementation of the MDGs has been largely unsuccessful in specifically the
poor states in sub-Saharan Africa.49 The MDGs can, therefore, be described as
46 W Easterly, “Can foreign aid save Africa?”, 2005 (available at http://digitalcommons.csbsju.edu/clemens_
lectures, as accessed on 27 November 2014) pp. 1.
47 N Bragg, Statistics South Africa, fast facts (Pretoria, National Statistics System Division, 2010), p. 2.
48 United Nations millennium development goals, “Keeping the promise: United to achieve the millennium
development goals”, 2000 (available at http//:www.un.org.millennium-development-goals-2015, as accessed
on 3 January 2011), pp. 1-7.
49 JD Sachs, W Mcarthur, G Schmidt-traub, M Kruk, C Bahadur, M Faye, & G Mcord, “Ending Africa’s poverty trap”
2004 (available at http://www.unmillenniumproject.or/documents/BPEAEENDMAFRICASPOVERTYTRAP.
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partially effective. The African Steering Group on MDGs (2010) has expressed
concern that “Africa is not on track in meeting the MDGs by 2015”. Isa agrees
and maintains that “despite instances of impressive economic performance
in some states in sub-Saharan Africa, the continent will probably miss the
MDG objective of halving poverty by 2015”.50 This opinion is supported
by the 2013 Annual African Union Report on the MDGs. In echoing these
sentiments, Ndungane claims that the global community is nowhere near
achieving the MDGs in sub-Saharan Africa for the following reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The failure to reduce poverty through economic growth;
Approximately 11 million children die per annum of preventable diseases and
poverty;
An unacceptable number of children are still not attending school;
Insufficient attention given to the treatment of HIV/AIDS;
Inadequate access to clean water and sanitation;
The child mortality rate and gender inequality remain high.51

The major challenges in sub-Saharan African states which continue to
hamper progress towards achieving the MDGs by the target date will be
discussed below.

Poor governance in sub-Saharan Africa
Poor governance is a major contributory factor to underdevelopment
in many developing states. Van der Elst points out that in the long term,
the developmental objective of the MDGs depends on the successful
democratisation of political systems and the liberalisation of economies in
developing states.52 In other words, the achievement of the MDGs depends
on efficient governance.53 Poor governance in sub-Saharan Africa has led
to a marked lack of economic development, poor service delivery and little
pdf, as accessed on 7 March 2012), p. 121.
50 M Isa, “Africa unlikely to meet some of the Millennium Development Goals”, Business Day, 28 May 2013, p. 6.
51 J Ndungane, “One year after the Gleneagles Summit: Implementation, African development and the African
monitor”, 2006 (available at http://www.cgd.org.the-gleneagle-summit-reverend-njongonkulu-ndunganepdf,
as accessed on 16 July 2012), p. 3.
52 HJ Van der Elst, The effectiveness of the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) as global paradigm shift for
poverty eradication in sub-Saharan Africa, The Journal for Trans disciplinary Research in Southern Africa, 1 July
2012, pp. 134-153.
53 HJ Van der Elst, The effectiveness of the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) as global paradigm shift for
poverty eradication in sub-Saharan Africa, The Journal for Trans disciplinary Research in Southern Africa, 1 July
2012, p. 146.
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concern for the rule of law.54 Sachs indicates that sub-Saharan African states
fall short on a number of governance counts including no adherence to the
rule of law, measures to control corruption are lacking or ineffective, public
administration is inefficient and there is no protection of human rights.55
Poor governance in states such as Sierra Leone, Angola, Zimbabwe, the
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) and Liberia has meant that very
little progress has been made towards reaching the MDGs. However, Van
der Elst shows that not all sub-Saharan African states are badly governed. For
example, Madagascar, Mali, Malawi, Ghana, South Africa and Senegal show
signs of good governance.56 The fact remains that in the region as a whole,
poor governance continues to contribute to the region’s failure as far as the
MDGs are concerned.

Extreme poverty in sub-Saharan Africa (the poverty trap)
It has been established above that, for development to take place in any state,
good governance is vital. According to Clemens and Moss, sound governance
must be accompanied by accelerated economic growth. If both these elements
are not present, the MDGs cannot be met.57 According to Van der Elst,
some sub-Saharan African states are governed well but are too poor to make
adequate progress towards economic stability and achieving the targets of the
MDGs. Sub-Saharan Africa is still caught in a so-called “poverty trap”; the
region is too poor to achieve robust economic growth and most of the states
cannot grow.58 This poverty trap is fuelled by multiple deprivations such as
lack of access to clean drinking water; inadequate health services; low life
expectancy and a high illiteracy rate.59 Because of extreme poverty and lack of
funds, sub-Saharan African governments are unable to develop the necessary
54 M Obadan, The external debt crisis: Strategies and policies (Dakar, Africa Press, 2004), p. 21.
55 JD Sachs, Investing in development: A practical plan to achieve the Millennium Development Goals (London,
Earthscan, 2006), p. 4.
56 HJ Van der Elst, The effectiveness of the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) as global paradigm shift for
poverty eradication in sub-Saharan Africa, The Journal for Trans disciplinary Research in Southern Africa, 1 July
2012, p. 147.
57 M Clemens & T Moss, “What’s wrong with the millennium development goals”, 2005 (available at http://
www.cgdev.org, as accessed on 23 February 2011), pp. 1-2.
58 JD Sachs, W Mcarthur, G Schmidt-traub, M Kruk, C Bahadur, M Faye, & G Mcord, “Ending Africa’s poverty trap”,
2004 (available at http://www.unmillenniumproject.or/documents/BPEAEENDMAFRICASPOVERTYTRAP.
pdf, as accessed on 7 March 2012), p. 121.
59 HJ Van der Elst, The effectiveness of the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) as global paradigm shift for
poverty eradication in sub-Saharan Africa, The Journal for Trans disciplinary Research in Southern Africa, 1 July
2012, p. 148.
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pro-poor structures to ensure the success of the MDGs.

Lack of infrastructure development
The absence of functional infrastructure in sub-Saharan Africa has always
been a major obstacle for sustainable development in developing states.
Velthuizen refers to infrastructure as “all basic inputs into, and requirements for
a proper functioning of the economy”. Infrastructure refers to roads, railways,
telecommunications, electricity, schools, sanitation, transport, ports, piped
water and various physical assets.60 Mutshinyadzi indicates that infrastructure
development is “the cornerstone for socio-economic development”.61 After
the colonial era, most African states inherited infrastructures which were
developed during the colonial period. These infrastructures were eroded
during post-independence infighting, ineffective governance, the effects of
globalisation and prolonged underdevelopment. The lack of infrastructure
development has led to states such as South Sudan, Sudan, Ethiopia,
Mozambique and the Democratic Republic of the Congo being classified as
so-called least developed countries by the UN.

Successes and failures of the Gleneagles pledges on foreign aid in subSaharan African states
Because of the slow progress in achieving the MDGs, the G8 states, namely
the USA, Canada, France, Germany, Japan, United Kingdom, Italy and
Russia, met at Gleneagles in Scotland in 2005 to discuss new ways to reduce
poverty and to improve the economies and developmental environment of the
developing states, particularly those in sub-Saharan Africa.62 The Gleneagles
Summit was referred to as a “moment of opportunity” for African states.
Before the opening of the summit, Japan announced it would double its aid
to Africa. France said it would meet the UN target of 0.7 percent of GDP by
2012, while Germany pledged to increase its official development assistance
60 AG Velthuizen, Introduction to thought leadership for Africa’s renewal: Deconstructing the African vision for Africa’s
renewal (Pretoria, Unisa Press, 2011), p. 82.
61 LM Mutshinyadzi, “The significance of infrastructure development and management in the realization” (Paper,
Thabo Mbeki African Annual Conference, Pretoria, 2010), p. 13.
62 SS Kpebu, “All pledges and no action as the G8 Summit convenes in Canada, what benefit for Africa and
Africans?”, 2010 (available at http://www.emnews.com/opinions/all-pldges-and-no-action-as-the-g8-summitconvenes-in-canada-what-benefit-for-africa-and-african, as accessed on 23 June 2010), p. 5.
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(ODA) to 0.5 percent by 2010 and reach the UN target by 2014. Only the
United States remained content with the 0.2 percent of GDP it had been
giving for years.63 During the summit, new pledges such as peace and stability,
promoting good and responsive governance, investing in people, promoting
growth, financing for development and allocating 0.7 percent of developed
states Gross National Income (GNI) to poor states were made by the G8
states. These commitments were also met by sustaining important allocations
to Africa.64 According to Sithole, the above pledges made by the G8 states at
Gleneagles can be summarised as follows:65

Ensuring sustained peace and stability
For any national or regional economy to develop there must be peace and
stability. At the Gleneagles Summit the G8 member states agreed on new
pledges to protect and promote peace and stability in periphery states. The
support included military assistance in the form of a standby force, support
to the African Union (AU) in deploying unarmed military observers and
developing the ability to launch civilian police operations if necessary to
support peace efforts and support for regional and international organisations
in maintaining international stability and promoting peace and security.
Further support included the allocation of funds for reconstruction needs
such as the disarmament, demobilisation and re-integration of armed forces
into civilian society. If these pledges were met, they would have a positive
impact on economic development in the region.

Promoting good and responsive governance
Many African states still have poor levels of governance with state institutions
that are run by unskilled, uneducated personnel and corrupt politicians.
There are political elites who have clung to power for many years and others
who have been removed from power. In such states, national elections are
63 GO Kofi, Hello Africa tell me, how are you doing?: A noble continent in painful renaissance (Johannesburg, Hello
Africa Publishing, 2005), p. 57.
64 Organisation for economic co-operation and development(OECD), “Report on aid predictability: Survey
on donors’ forward spending plans 2010-2012” (available at http//:www.oecd.org-oecd-report-on-aidpredictability-survey-on-donors’-forward-spending-plans-2010-2012.pdf, as accessed on 29 June 2010), p. 8.
65 KJ Sithole, “The role of foreign aid and the underdevelopment of the states in sub-Saharan Africa”, M.A, NWU,
2014, pp. 74-78.
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often undemocratic and there is a high level of human rights violations. In
trying to remedy such circumstances in the African continent, the G8 states
have agreed to promote and enhance effective governance, support elected
democratic governments and promote human rights.66 Efficiently governed
states bring peace and security, sustained economic growth, respect for
human rights and delivery of essential services to the people.67 The following
support actions were promised: assisting in strengthening developmental
institutions such as the New Partnership for African Development (NEPAD)
and the African Union (AU); promoting public institutional transparency in
dealing with public revenues, budgets and expenditure; encouraging African
states to implement the African Charter on Human Rights; ensuring that the
international financial system and the part played by developing states in this
system is protected from illicit corruption; and promoting the acceptance of
legislation by developing states which criminalises bribery of public officials
by the private sector.

Investment in people
The G8 states agreed to support the region to improve education, food
security and health, thereby uplifting the wellbeing of the people in general.
The following pledges were made: to assist democratically elected African
governments to promote private ownership and investment in education by
building new schools; to ensure that there is a close relationship between
African states and other developed states in imparting a wide range of skills
and thereby producing trained African professionals. The building of higher
education institutions and centres for science and technology is an important
step in this direction; to increase and train a sufficient number of doctors,
nurses and skilled people in the health sector by improving the health systems
in African states; and to reduce the rate of HIV infections and promoting
a drive for an AIDS-free generation by working with UNAIDS, the World
Health Organisation and other international and local organisations to
establish and implement an HIV prevention strategy. The G8 states believed
that these pledges would provide the people of Africa with skills, quality
education and reduce diseases such as HIV/AIDS and malaria, thus ensuring
66 World bank, “Millennium Development Goals: Promote gender equality and empower women by 2015”, 2011
(available at http://www.worldbank.org/ mdgs/gender.html, accessed on 7 February 2012), p. 21.
67 G8 Gleneagles Communiqué, “The-G8-gleneagles-summit-communique”, 2005 (available at http://www.iijd.
org., as accessed on 7 August 2013), p. 17.
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a better quality of life for poor people in Africa (G8 Gleneagles 2005).

The promotion of growth
For any state to develop economically there should be proper structures
in place such as a sound national constitution, the promotion of private
enterprises, respect for the rule of law and good government.68 Due to the
marked lack of economic growth in Africa, the G8 states have undertaken
to promote a stable, efficient and harmonised economic sector and increase
the access to finance by pledging the following: to increase assistance to
developing states by building physical, human and institutional capacity to
facilitate trade; to help African producers to meet the global standards of food
and other export products by providing new resources such as infrastructure
and training; to support African efforts to promote South to South trade
and regional integration; to promote transparent trading rules; to support
investment, innovation and enterprise development; and to create measures
which will open up employment opportunities for the youth in Africa.69
Promoting economic growth in Africa will lead to a better life for all and
hopefully enable Africa to meet the MDGs by 2015.

Finance for development
To ensure that the developing states, particularly those referred to as “heavily
indebted poor states” (HIPC), improve their economies, the G8 states have
pledged to help achieve the MDGs by 2015, particularly in Africa, by
increasing official development assistance (ODA) in addition to the normal
resources provided; to increase foreign aid to Africa by US $25 billion in
2010; to increase foreign aid to all developing states by US $50 billion a year
by 2010; to write off an additional US $15 billion owed by 21 African states;
and to provide aid support to African states with improved developmental
strategies.
In terms of the Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative (MDRI), international
financial institutions agreed to provide upfront, irrevocable 100 percent debt
68 J Iliffe, Africans, the history of a continent (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2007), p. 259.
69 G8 Gleneagles Communiqué, “The-G8-gleneagles-summit-communique”, 2005 (available at http://www.iijd.
org., as accessed on 7 August 2013), p. 19.
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relief.70 Effeh points out that the HIPC initiative symbolises an admission
of the unsuitability of the SAPs imposed on Africa by the IMF and World
Bank.71 The OECD suggested in 2010 that despite the planned increased
commitment effort, the African pledges made by the G8 member states
would not be fully met.72

The failure of developed states to commit to the Gleneagles agreement
The OECD suggested in 2010 that, despite the planned increased
commitment effort, the pledges made by the G8 member states would not
be fully met. The reasons are mainly linked to the absence of commitment by
developed states to provide the agreed amount of foreign aid to developing
states.73 This lack of commitment can mainly be linked to the prioritisation
of the national self-interest of donor states. In this regard, there tends to be
a focus on global events such as the impact of an international recession,
control of illegal immigration, the fight against international terrorism,
market protectionism and trade barriers, prioritised trade relations, promoting
regional security, among others. The implication is that most states in subSaharan Africa are not receiving sufficient amounts of capital in order to
achieve their envisaged development objectives.74
As indicated, this article’s point of departure is that there are no clear-cut
short-term solutions to development challenges in the region. What is clear,
is that the success of foreign aid depends on the levels of commitment to
succeed by both donors and receivers. In order to move closer to a universal
solution, there is a need to channel and utilise the different forms and formats
of foreign aid more effectively. The specific issues that need to be prioritised
will be identified and motivated in the concluding section.
70 JW Harveson & D Rothchild, Africa in world politics: Reforming political order (Philadelphia, Westview Press,
2009), p. 56.
71 EU Effeh, “Sub-Saharan Africa: A case study on how not to realize economic, social and cultural rights, and a
proposal for change”, 2005 (available at http://www.law. northweastern.edu/journals/jihr/v3/2, as accessed on
8 April 2013), p. 2.
72 Organisation for economic co-operation and development, “Report on aid predictability: Survey on donors’
forward spending plans 2010-2012”, 2010 (available at http//:www.oecd.org-oecd-report-on-aid-predictabilitysurvey-on-donors’-forward-spending-plans-2010-2012.pdf, as accessed on 29 June 2012), p. 8.
73 Economist print edition, “Waylaid: Exuberant promises to raise aid spending are unlikely to be fulfilled”, 2010
(available at http://www.economist.com/node/17633128?story_id=17633128 as accessed on 26 January 2011),
pp. 2-3.
74 KJ Sithole, “The role of foreign aid and the underdevelopment of the states in sub-Saharan Africa”, M.A, NWU,
2014, p. 100.
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Conclusion
Despite decades of foreign aid, the situation in the sub-Saharan African region
can be summarised briefly. Currently the region still faces many different
challenges such as lack of economic development, slow implementation
and/or lack of effective developmental policies, poor leadership, inadequate
infrastructure, high levels of corruption, low representation of women in
decision-making positions, low literacy rates for female gender-based violence,
and inadequate allocation of resources. It is clear that government systems
remain weak and unpredictable. It also appears that there is a global absence
of new and innovative ideas on how real progress might be achieved.75
In order to explain the reasons for the above status quo, the key assumption
in this article was that the states in sub-Saharan Africa remain subjected to
a seemingly irreversible spiral of underdevelopment. This assumption was
linked to the reality that the high flow of foreign aid has done little to reduce
poverty in sub-Saharan Africa. Sachs is of the opinion that this failure of
developmental initiatives (such as foreign aid) to sub-Saharan Africa can be
attributed to the extremity of the levels of poverty or the so-called poverty trap
in the region.76 Many states are so poor that the basic requirements needed
to reduce poverty are absent. These requirements include necessities such
as good governance, infrastructure, expertise and international knowledge
networks to facilitate development.
Easterly agrees, but also links the failure of aid to develop sub-Saharan Africa
to the absence of western accountability.77 Although there is a global collective
effort to uplift sub-Saharan Africa, accountability guidelines to the poor
for the results of aid initiatives, remain holistic and neglected. This holistic
collective effort means that there are no individual western aid agencies or
politicians that can be held accountable for the outcomes (failures) of aid
objectives. It, in fact, weakens the obligation of donors to be accountable to
the poor. According to Easterly,78 specific donors must be held accountable for
the outcomes of foreign aid initiatives. It is, therefore, necessary for specific
75 KJ Sithole, “The role of foreign aid and the underdevelopment of the states in sub-Saharan Africa”, M.A, NWU,
2014, p. 106.
76 JD Sachs, W Mcarthur, G Schmidt-traub, M Kruk, C Bahadur, M Faye, & G Mcord, “Ending Africa’s poverty trap”,
2004 (available at http://www.unmillenniumproject.or/documents/BPEAEENDMAFRICASPOVERTYTRAP.
pdf, as accessed on 7 March 2012), p. 121.
77 W Easterly, “Can foreign aid save Africa?”, 2005 (available at http://digitalcommons.csbsju.edu/clemens_
lectures, as accessed on 27 November 2014), p. 3.
78 W Easterly, “Can foreign aid save Africa?”, 2005 (available at http://digitalcommons.csbsju.edu/clemens_
lectures, as accessed on 27 November 2014), p. 22.
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mechanisms to be developed in order to ensure that individual politicians and
aid agencies can be held accountable for the failure of specific projects.
Easterly is also of the opinion that developmental strategies must be built
around the following focal points:79
•

•
•
•
•

Developing states must design a national development strategy by consulting
foreign and domestic expertise. This would typically include developmental
organisations linked to the achievement of foreign aid objectives. The unique
needs and circumstances of states in sub-Saharan Africa must, however, be
taken into consideration. This must lead to an accelerated economic growth
rate.
Ensuring political, economic and social stability in order to create an
environment that is conducive to the effectiveness of the developmental
initiatives (good governance and the rule of law).
Overcoming the poverty trap through the promotion of a culture of saving and
the correct utilisation of available funding (eradicating extreme poverty).
Developed states must be committed to planned assistance, availability of
enough foreign aid, not be prescriptive, and aid must be directed to developing
states that are impoverished and in need.
There must be development communication, cooperation and coordination
between developmental organisations, developed and developing states.

According to Sithole, the development problems in sub-Saharan Africa
remain multidimensional and complex.80 There seems to be no short-term
solutions. However, it is increasingly clear that if there is to be a solution,
it will firstly have to come from within sub-Saharan Africa. In other words,
state-specific and indigenous development models must transpire. Secondly,
there must be a pro-active cooperative partnership between the donor states
and the receiver states in sub-Saharan Africa towards sustained development.
Against this background both donors and receivers need to be committed to
the following holistic objectives:
•
•
•

An adherence by developed states to the foreign aid stipulations of the 2005
Gleneagles agreement.
Designing and implementing pro-active measures to ensure growth and stability
and improving life in the rural sector.
Facilitating good governance and predictability of political systems.

79 W Easterly, “Africa’s poverty trap”, 2007 (available at http://economistview.typepad.com/economistview/2007/03/
william_easterl.html, as accessed on 3 March 2012), p. 4.
80 KJ Sithole, “The role of foreign aid and the underdevelopment of the states in sub-Saharan Africa”, M.A, NWU,
2014, pp. 113-114.
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•

Upholding the rule of law in developing states.

Against the above background, it seems clear that underdevelopment in subSaharan Africa can be attributed to a variety of internal and external factors.
In conclusion, to realise the objectives of foreign aid, Easterly is of the opinion
that the development objectives of the states of sub-Saharan Africa must be
achieved through an adherence to free market principles in combination
with responsible government intervention. The above elements must be
strengthened through a mutual relationship of trust and a will to succeed
between developing (receiver) and developed (donor) states.
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Robert Carl-Heinz Shell (1949-2015)
~ A tribute ~
Kenneth R Hughes
University of Cape Town
kenneth.hughes@uct.ac.za

On February 3rd this year, there passed away
a historian who cast a giant shadow over South
African history writing. This was Robert Shell
(1949-2015), and the shadow that he cast was
both literal and metaphorical: literal, in that he was
well over six foot tall, and metaphorical in that his
exceptional education and close involvement with
modern international trends, such as quantitative
social history, made him a unique and outstanding
figure among South African historians.
I first met him when he was a student at UCT in the early 1970s. Chris
Saunders was his mentor, and the famous British historian of Africa, Robin
Hallet was also an early influence. At this time the new social history was
coming in strongly – writers like Edward Thompson sought to rescue British
working-class history from the “massive condescension of posterity”, and
classic books from the Annales School were being translated into English
from the French. A fortunate encounter with local historian Achmat Davids
also helped focus Rob’s interests on the Cape Muslim community. In those
years he also began a life-long passion for reading in the Archives – and he
discovered a uniquely rich source on the functioning of Cape slavery – in
the papers of a long-time British resident at the Cape- Samuel Hudson. But
it must be said that it was very unusual at that time for English-speaking
historians to concern themselves with pushing back into the period of Dutch
rule at the Cape – which is what Rob did, being strongly convinced that
slavery was a searing and formative experience in the history of South African
race relations, and that the original foundations had been laid in the Dutch
period.
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But his career took a unique turn, when as a result of a series of fortunate
accidents, he was invited to go and study at Rochester, in upstate New York,
with the famous Marxist historian of American slavery, Eugene Genovese.
Rochester, at that time, was slated to become a major intellectual centre for
left-oriented social history, for in addition to Gene Genovese and his wife,
the formidable Elizabeth Fox-Genovese, the campus was also a home for
the American historian and social critic Christopher Lasch, whose writings
reflected a uniquely powerful blend of the ideas of Freud and Marx, and who
at that time was also writing penetrating essays on the social basis of black
politics. Rob’s induction into this environment was by total immersion – in his
first week he was pressed into joining a picket-line being manned by graduate
students! Rochester was very exciting, in more ways than one. Something of
Christopher Lasch’s ideas about the family must have rubbed off on him –
because this was to be a major theme of his later writings. But despite the fact
that the Genoveses’ ideas about the fruits of Merchant Capital were highly
relevant to the study of colonial South Africa, Rob somehow found abstract
Marxist theorizing uncongenial and his empirical bent of mind was far more
influenced by the work on quantitative methods of analysis of large-scale social
data, offered by another member of the Rochester faculty, Stanley Engerman.
Rob had been an early enthusiast for the use of the personal computer (at
that time a rarity), and he was sufficiently much of an aficionado that a few
years later he was selected by commercial developers to join an elite group of
pioneers who tested and tried out new software intended for social scientists.
Later on, Rob’s unique knowledge of the resources of the Cape Archives, and
his command of quantitative methods allowed him to supply South African
data regarding the bodily development and height of slaves, to be fed into the
Nobel Prize-winning work of Robert Fogel, Engerman’s long-term associate
in the study of American slavery. (This work uncovered an amazing fact: the
extension of human life-span during the industrial revolution was in major
part due to the growth in human stature – tall people tend to have fewer
diseases and live longer.)
As his time at Rochester drew to a close he found himself romantically
involved with a fellow history student Susan Charlotte Ladd – and one
bright morning, they decided to elope to Cape Town, and get married. They
established themselves in a flat in St Martini Gardens – ID du Plessis was a
neighbour – and Rob found relevant and congenial work, helping to create
displays on Cape slavery at the Cultural History Museum.
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Alas, the marriage did not last and Rob grew restive, feeling that it was
essential for him to move on and acquire a proper position in academe. So
after a short while he was enrolled in the Ph.D. programme at Yale University
under the watchful eye of noted South African historian, Leonard Thompson,
who had been – together with the anthropologist Monica Wilson – the moving
spirit behind the ground-breaking Oxford History of South Africa. At that time,
South African studies at Yale were very strong: but as at Rochester, Rob found
inspiration and mentoring in places other than the ones originally planned
– he developed a particularly strong relationship with the veteran American
historian Ed Morgan – author of American slavery, American freedom.
While at Yale, he also encountered the new trend towards neo-marxism in
South African studies. Rob was not impressed. To Rob and other Liberals of
my generation, Marx and Freud were serious stuff, but the logic-chopping
of the Parisian pedant Louis Althusser was not – and it seemed to us that
Althusser’s own “epistemological break” if it had been followed, would have
been a big set-back, sure to replace modernity with Aristotle.
In his years after leaving Rochester, Rob developed a number of important
collaborations. One was with Rick Elphick, whose institutional base at
Wesleyan, put him within commuting distance of New Haven. Together
they wrote a seminal chapter on the Khoi-khoi, Slavery and Intergroup
relations in the landmark compilation on South African social history edited
by Elphick and Giliomee, called The shaping of South African society, whose
first edition came out in (1979). The chapter soon attracted wide-spread
academic attention, and it’s account of slavery in the VOC Company years
– particularly the extraordinary institution of the Company’s Slave Lodge
(which among other things provided brothel services), has been widely cited
in the international comparative literature. Less noticed but just as important
was it’s pioneer attempt at slave demographics. Trying to get a handle on the
size of the slave population, and it’s relation to the slave trade, was to be a big
part of the effort Rob expended in the years before and after his Yale thesis.
Another collaboration which was very important for Rob was with the
Canadian historical geographer Leonard Guelke – here they were concerned
with mapping the land-holdings of the trekboers as the frontier expanded
during the long 18th century.
And his private life prospered: his second wife Sue Nicolaysen (born Susan
Schneier), had also been trained as a historian – her graduate work had been
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devoted to African tenant-farming in the old Transvaal, and she retained an
interest in history despite giving it up for a first marriage to Wits academic
Louis Nicolaisen. But she was independently wealthy and when she married
Rob her money bought them a lovely 18th century inn overlooking a lake
in the Connecticut woods, where Rob was able to establish his dream – a
quantitative historian’s laboratory filled to the ceiling with books and
computers, located alongside their home in an outhouse.
Together Rob and Sue had a daughter – Elisabeth. But as before the idyll
did not last, the marriage broke up, and Rob experienced another rocky
period before he fell on his feet once again, with the offer of a tenure-track
Professorship at Princeton.
At that time Princeton was widely regarded as having the best history
department in the world – and Rob was very privileged to enjoy day-today contact with such luminaries as Peter Brown, Lawrence Stone, Robert
Darnton, and Natalie Zemon Davis. But, just as at Yale, the zeitgeist caught
up with him, and he found himself reacting against strong winds of doctrine
which were gusting around the movement known as post-modernism. (As
Shamil Jeppie nicely put it: Rob was unenthusiastic about POMO because
Rob was most definitely a child of the 18th century Enlightenment!)
To be a candidate for tenure, he needed to turn his Yale PhD on Cape slavery
into a book. So for several years he was hard at work on the volume which was
to become his main enduring legacy: Children of bondage. A Social History of
the Slave Society at the Cape of Good Hope, 1652-1838.
The book has many unusual features, but the one which first strikes the
reader as one turns the pages is the immense number of graphs and piecharts. This is quantitative history rendered visible. The anecdotes and the
narrative are there (Rob loved to tell stories) – but the regular flow of numbers
is constantly present also to give reassurance about the nagging question: how
representative are these stories, how general is this analysis? This surely is the
right way to do social history when it is not micro-history – and it marked a
big advance on the Wilson-Thompson Oxford History of South Africa.
(But alas, this has not been maintained, for in this regard, as in some others
– the more recent Cambridge History marks a distinct step backwards.)
But there are other less obvious virtues – such as Rob’s attempts to firmly
ground social history in the Annales tradition and the economic analysis of
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slavery which he learnt from Stan Engerman. Another is Rob’s general mastery
of the comparative literature on slave societies so that both the uniqueness and
commonalities of Slavery at the Cape can be properly judged and measured.
One major feature, which was controversial at the time of writing and has
remained so – is Rob’s emphasis on the role of socialization into the family as
part of the working of slavery in the domestic domain. This “Family Model”
was one of Rob’s most original contributions – (but is perhaps ripe for revision
in this post-Freudian age.) The phenomena he wrote about certainly are part
of the historical reality – but is his analysis correct? Doubt persists, but so far
nobody has risen to the challenge of giving a better explanation.
Another major intellectual contribution was more of a question than a
thesis. This was to point out that conversion to Islam was a huge feature of
Slave society at the Cape – it was not as if the Cape somehow was uniquely
successful at importing Muslim slaves. Readers of Eugene Genovese’s Roll,
Jordan, roll will recall the tremendous impact Genovese assigns to the cultural
and social aspects of the creative encounter with Christianity undertaken by
the slaves in North America. Yet in South Africa this did not happen and
Islam seems to have won out repeatedly whenever there was competition with
various Christianizing forces. Rob seems to have been the first historian to
have seriously felt the challenge of needing to respond to the urgent question:
why?
One old answer was to suggest that the high prestige of political exiles like
Sheik Yusuf made Islam attractive to outcast and socially excluded individuals
– but Rob was not satisfied with this answer – there needed to be some
concrete advantage for the individual convert – this is not a blind process
of following in the footsteps of charismatic leaders. His first thought was
to stress the attractiveness of Islamic rituals such as the daily prayers, and
also the significance of communal rites and ceremonies marking the stages
on life’s way. Another thought was the relative handicap for Christianity of
slaveholders fearing that Christian conversion would lead to emancipation.
Rob achieved something of a first in international slavery studies by uncovering
the relatively liberal canons of the Calvinist Synod of Dordt (1618) on the
subject of baptism and slavery – (even David Brion Davis, author of that
magisterial work The problem of slavery in Western culture (1964), didn’t know
about Dordt.)
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Rob returned to this problem again and again and in his later reflections,
such as the synthetic account of Islam at the Cape which he wrote for the
volume The History of Islam in Africa edited by Levtzion and Pouwels (2002),
many different factors possibly swaying the choice for or against Islam are put
into the balance and brought under scrutiny.
About Rob’s later career I do not want to say much. He returned to South
Africa, and an appointment at Rhodes. The skills he had acquired as a historical
demographer could be utilized on the local scene and he joined up with South
African professional demographers and became an early AIDS activist.
But in University politics he was something of a stormy petrel, and his
criticism of the leadership at Rhodes University earned him the unrelenting
hostility of that powerful clique. Rob enlisted in any number of worthy
causes, but he was not always careful or judicious in what he wrote when he
entered into controversy (as his lawyer, Sarah Christie, had to warn him on
a number of occasions). Yet the savage and totally disproportionate revenge
to which he was subjected by the Rhodes management was a dark day in the
history of Academic Freedom in South Africa – his protests about academic
harassment themselves lead to intensified persecution, and so virulent was
the hatred with which he was pursued that he was prevented from landing an
alternative appointment at Stellenbosch. (This was one of those near-misses
which left us all impoverished and about which one can only register a sense
of opportunities snuffed out). In the end friends and admirers at UWC had
to step up to the plate with a stopgap appointment to do research and a little
teaching in history and statistics.
However, while at Rhodes his personal and private life took a decided turn
for the better, when he met and married his third wife. Sandy Rowoldt spent
her entire career working as a librarian (first at the Cory Library then at UCT)
but she has also had the passion and commitment of the true historian, and
in Rob’s final years turned out to be a wonderful intellectual companion and
helpmeet to him, as they embarked on a whole series of enterprises to provide
tools for the working historian and multimedia resources to help put Cape
history on the map.
Throughout his career Rob enjoyed interacting with students – and he
had attracted some very gifted students (such as Shamil Jeppie), and also
with colleagues from other academic disciplines and from foreign academic
communities.
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In these last years too he received remarkable recognition from outside the
historical profession, as when Archbishop Tutu ( a friend and fan from Rob’s
UWC days) suggested to the government of Mauritius that Rob might be
a suitable person to preside over a one-man commission to enquire into
the long-run effects of Slavery and Indentured Labour in that part of the
Indian Ocean World. Activists and politicians from Third World Countries,
have on a number of occasions called for reparations to be paid for slavery
analogous to Germany’s payments to holocaust survivors. But the analogy is
somewhat forced and tendentious, and anyway, it is not altogether blindingly
obvious who should count as next-of-kin for either victims or perpetrators.
So this task was likely to be a political hot potato and fraught with difficulties
whatever happened. Rob nonetheless thought he saw a way forward, hoping
he could get large companies who had profited from exploited labour in the
past, to fund contemporary community projects – (and it would have been
most interesting to see how this worked out in practice) – but alas, a shift in
the kaleidoscope of alliances in Mauritian politics put pay to experimenting
with these ideas.
From his youth Rob had been known to be a hefty consumer of tobacco –
and this may have been what finally caught up with him, when in 2014 he
was diagnosed with cancer. Like many people in this position he fought back
– and Sandy bravely stood by him as he suffered agonies due to irradiation and
chemotherapy. One high point was a late visit from his daughter Elisabeth,
who after a separation which had lasted many years flew in from Brazil, to
spend time with her father on his death-bed. When it came the descent was
swift.
Throughout his life, Rob had been prolific in turning out short articles for
the journals (usually from his latest discoveries in the Archives), so readers
of his work became familiar with vivid vignettes – such as his story about
slave children feasting on the silkworms they were sent to look after – or
unforgettable characters, such as Rangton of Bali.
But there were also larger projects many of which remained unfinished
at his death.(One such, which was very close to Rob’s heart was that the
Van Riebeeck Society should publish a properly annotated and adequately
representative, selection from the Hudson Papers).
Sandy will be carrying on with this legacy. We wish her all good speed.
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Memories of a Soulmate: A tribute to Robert Shell
~ 13 February 1949-03 February 2015 ~
Sandy Shell (neé Rohwoldt)
sctshell@gmail.com

Robert Shell, the acclaimed historian of Cape slavery, was born and grew up
in South Africa due to the kind of unjust coincidence that he spent his adult
life fighting. His father Heinrich (Heinz) Schelowsky, born in Hamburg in
1902, worked for many years as a journalist in China before docking in Cape
Town on his way home in 1933. Waiting for the ship that would take him
home, Heinz made his way to Cape Town’s German Club. There he found
a telegram from his mother. It read: “Never come back to Germany STOP
Hitler has been elected Chancellor STOP”. So Heinz remained in Cape
Town. Regrettably, he spent much of World War II interned, his only offence
being German-born. Released at war’s end, he returned to Cape Town where
he met Louie Bosman, twenty years his junior. They fell in love, married and,
on 13 February 1949, Louie gave birth to their only child, Robert Carl-Heinz
Schelowsky. In the aftermath of the war years, Heinz Schelowsky changed
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their surname to Shell.
Robert Shell grew up in and around Cape Town and attended the South
African College High School (SACS). After his father died unexpectedly
when Robert was 12, he and his mother remained in Tamboerskloof where
his mother ran a boarding house. When Louie remarried, the family moved to
Kommetjie where she and Robert’s step-father ran the old Kommetjie Hotel.
Robert fished for crayfish and helped out part-time in the hotel bar.
Robert’s political awareness developed early. Good friend, Martin Plaut, in
his obituary published earlier this year, recalled the first time he met Robert.
It was at the University of Cape Town before Robert had enrolled as a student.
“We were together at the ‘sit-in’ in 1968, protesting against UCT’s refusal to
appoint Archie Mafeje. In a way Rob never stopped protesting”.1
Robert enrolled at UCT in 1970, graduating BA Honours (History) in 1974
under the guiding eye of Christopher Saunders. The title of his Honours
thesis was “The Establishment and Spread of Islam at the Cape from the
beginning of Company Rule to 1838”. The history of Islam at the Cape,
alongside the history of slavery at the Cape, would thereafter dominate his
research and writing.
Robert proceeded to Rochester University in New York State, drawn by
the scholarship of both Professor Stanley Engerman, the leading proponent
of the application of quantitative methodology in the context of history
– cliometrics, and Professor Eugene Genovese, a leading scholar with
revolutionary perspectives on slavery. He graduated MA in American History
there in 1976.
In 1978, Robert entered Yale University as a doctoral candidate under the
supervision of Professor Leonard Thompson. He was awarded his PhD in
1986, with a thesis that is still in high demand by scholars of Cape slavery:
“Slavery at the Cape of Good Hope: 1680-1731”. He was immediately offered
a two-year contract as Visiting Lecturer in African History at the University
of California, Santa Barbara. From the sunshine of Santa Barbara he moved
in 1988 to the icy winter of the University of Oswego in New York State
as Visiting Professor of African History for a period of six months. Robert
then accepted the position of Assistant Professor of African History Princeton
1

M Plaut, “Robert Shell: My friend”, Martin Plaut: Word Press (available at https://martinplaut.wordpress.com/
2015/02/04/robert-shell-my-friend/).
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University, headed by Professor Robert Tignor. He held this position for eight
years.
All this time Robert had been working on what today remains a classic on
Cape slavery: Children of bondage: A social history of the slave society at the Cape
of Good Hope, 1652-1838 (Middletown, Wesleyan University Press, 1994).
He was determined that this work should also be published in South Africa
at an affordable price, especially for the descendants of the slaves whose lives
he had described so memorably. The University of Witwatersrand paperback
edition was published in June/July 1995 and was launched in Cape Town and
Grahamstown in June/July 1995.
The launch in Grahamstown took place in the Rhodes University Library
during the National Arts Festival in July 1995. I remember standing inside the
Library entrance as Robert walked through the open double doors, bobbing
his head slightly to avoid the lintel, as was his habit given his impressive
height of 2.06m. He was wearing his favourite hound’s-tooth jacket and his
familiar, boyish grin of delight.
We had first met in Grahamstown five years earlier, thanks to invitations
to Sunday lunch from Rodney Davenport (then Professor of History at
Rhodes) and his wife Betty. At the time, we were both committed to existing
relationships, but the foundations of our lifelong research relationship and
unique friendship were laid that sunny Sunday.
Robert always loved to tell the convincing and hilarious story that he won
me in a game of poker. It is true that I agreed to join in that fateful poker
game along with our mutual friend Rob Gordon. We played under classic,
almost filmic, circumstances: green baize cloth over a circular dining table,
low-slung, shaded light over the table, a bottle of something and clouds of
smoke from the cigarettes we all puffed heavily that night. It is equally true
that, as a total novice, I lost the game decisively, and that Rob Gordon also
threw in his hand. Robert never tired of telling this story with enormous relish
and laughter, in which his different audiences over the years always joined
with great glee. He was spectacularly good-looking, a truly beautiful man,
blessed with extraordinary humour and charisma. He was also impossibly
tall, so that not only intellectually but physically he always stood out in a
crowd. One of the things that people found so attractive about him was that
his intellectual interests were extraordinarily wide, as was his circle of friends.
He was laudably open-minded as well as both emotionally and intellectually
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generous.
Robert always had a highly original take which showed both in his scholarship
and in life. This emerged even when writing a letter of condolence to me after
a double family tragedy in September 1994. His letter arrived in the post,
penned in his exquisite script in red ink. He wrote that he had heard what
had happened and could scarcely believe something so terrible could have
occurred. He concluded: “God must have been asleep at the switch”. I read
his letter and burst out laughing. That was his gift: to see and say things so
freshly. Of all the hundreds of communications I received during those dark
days, his was the only one that made me laugh as it touched my heart. I think
that was probably the moment I fell in love with him though it was only in
1995 that our friendship blossomed into romance.
By the time Robert accepted a position as Senior Lecturer and Head of
Department of History at Rhodes University (East London campus) we were
ready to consider the possibility of a life together. We discovered “Smiling
Waters”, an idyllic smallholding at Kidd’s Beach, south-west of East London.
Our boundaries were a nature reserve, a farm, a lagoon and the Indian Ocean
only a short walk away as our frontage. The smallholding boasted orchards of
guavas and macadamia nuts, pawpaw and other fruit trees, as well as plentiful
strawberries and vegetables. We were blissfully happy there.
At Rhodes, Robert was awarded one of only three Population Research Units
in the country by the National Research Foundation. The United Nations
funded the equipping of a full computer lab for his demography students.
Robert’s innovative and pioneering research into the regional and national
impact of the HIV/AIDS pandemic, then running rampant and uncontrolled
throughout the country, began in earnest.
In 1997, Robert was invited (with his partner), to attend a conference in
Jerusalem led by Nehemiah Levtzion and Randell Pouwels. The purpose of
the conference was to bring together specialists in the history of Islam in
different areas of Africa, to contribute towards a major scholarly publication.
Robert was selected to cover Islam in southern Africa. I had a long overdue
research trip to Jerusalem that had been planned for over three years, so this
was an ideal opportunity to meet my promised obligations as well. Within
three years, the award-winning The History of Islam in Africa (Athens: Ohio
University Press, 2000) appeared on the bookshelves of all African studies
libraries. Robert contributed the substantial chapter entitled: “Islam in
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Southern Africa, 1652-1998”.
But Robert was never one to keep quiet when he perceived acts of injustice
and his brave stance led to a difficult time in our lives when, disgracefully,
Rhodes University hounded the whistle-blower. As Bryan Rostron wrote in
an obituary published earlier this year:2
Following claims that white administrators at the East London campus were
being appointed while several black academics were retrenched in the name of
cost cutting, Dr Shell was one of three academics chosen to produce a report.
Shell wrote a personal appraisal alleging, among other transgressions, “both
nepotism and cronyism” at the East London campus. He faxed his findings
to the vice-Principal. This led to an acrimonious dispute and the eventual
firing of Shell on a technicality, provoking an international academic uproar.
Senior colleagues from Rhodes University, including the Professor of History,
protested vehemently on his behalf, as did prominent historians all over the
world, particularly from the United States and the United Kingdom. In South
Africa Professor Herman Giliomee, then Professor of Political Studies at Cape
Town University, wrote directly to the Vice-Chancellor of Rhodes, stating: “I
wish to protest against Rob Shell’s dismissal. My perception is that Rhodes has
acted out of all proportion to the misdemeanour, and that its action will cast a
pall over academic freedom in South Africa and the job security academics need
if they wish to expose the flaws of institutions. This action will also damage
Rhodes’s name for many years to come.” The controversy took a heavy toll on
Shell, deeply disillusioned with a lack of tolerance for dissent in post-apartheid
academe. Some of his colleagues claimed there had been a disinformation
campaign of dirty tricks from the university. His car was also vandalised. A
firm offer of a Professorship at Stellenbosch was shamefully cancelled at the
very last minute. It was a dark hour for South African scholarship.

Amidst this turmoil, we married in a quiet ceremony on 10 August 2000 in
Grahamstown. Even before the University’s disciplinary proceedings wound
their way to their unhappy conclusion, the University of the Western Cape
contacted Robert asking if he would be interested in applying for an upcoming
vacancy in their Department of Statistics. We had no idea if he would be
successful in his application or not but were gratified by this bold act of support
from a fellow academic institution. There was also strong support from the
University of Cape Town when their Academic Freedom Committee offered
material assistance towards our legal fees which we received with gratitude.
The UWC application was successful and we moved, with light hearts, to
the Mother City. For Robert it was a welcome home-coming; for me a return
2

B Rostron, “Slavery scholar more feted abroad”, Business Day, 2 March 2015.
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to my academic alma mater. In September 2001, Robert was appointed
Professor of African Historical Demography in the Department of Statistics
for a period of five years. At the end of this contract period, he was appointed
Extraordinary Professor of African Historical Demography, a position he held
until his death.
Unexpectedly, Robert was awarded the Nelson Mandela Chair in African
Studies at the Jawaharlal Nehru University in Delhi in July 2003. This
appointment was for a period of six months during which he delivered a
series of lectures on African History to his students, all doctoral candidates.
We forged good friendships and those six months in India changed our
Weltanschauung for ever.
In 2007, Robert was approached by the Mauritian government to act as
Commissioner for their own proposed Commission of Truth and Justice.
We had fruitful talks with then Prime Minister Dr Navin Ramgoolam but
unfortunately he was not directly involved with the administration of the
Commission. Thus many of the important issues discussed between the
Prime Minister and Robert as Commissioner could not or would not be
implemented. Even the name of the Commission itself was in contention.
Robert wished to incorporate the concept of Reconciliation (in the spirit of
Archbishop Desmond Tutu and in keeping with South Africa’s own Truth
and Reconciliation Commission) and was supported strongly on this point by
the Prime Minister. But this appeal fell on deaf ears. Research data, promised
while the ink was still wet on the contract, and assured in terms of the powers
of the Commissioner, was denied to Robert when the Commission’s work
finally began. Doors that had been promised would be open were slammed
shut. Crucial data and the results of previously commissioned research were
kept under lock and key. In the middle of all this, Robert suffered a serious
heart attack in December 2008. Combined with the intransigence of those
with a different agenda, this resulted in his withdrawal from the project. It
was an opportunity for Mauritius sadly lost.
He never recovered fully from that heart attack and never again played
squash, a game at which he excelled. He was a quarter-finalist in the US Open
(Squash) in 1988. He particularly enjoyed his games with Professor Robert
Tignor at Princeton, Bobby Evans in Grahamstown/Sevenfountains and
Leslie Selbourne from the Statistics Department at UWC. Ironically, only five
days before his initial cancer diagnosis in September 2014, he received a clean
bill of health from his cardiologist, who went so far as to tell him he could
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go out and buy a new squash racquet and get back onto the court – with the
proviso that he played only with “rabbits”, like his wife.
Throughout July and August 2014, Robert complained about a persistent
pain in his back. We thought it was muscular, probably the result of hauling
his heavy Honda GoldWing motorbike up onto its stand. But none of the
usual unguents and massage helped. Eventually our GP’s locum recommended
an examination by a series of specialists. Within days, we were informed that
he had stage 4 lung cancer which had metastasised throughout his body,
including his spine. He was told he had 3-12 months to live (but closer to 3,
warned our mercifully straight-talking physician).
Robert died at our home in the Gardens on the night of 3 February 2015,
ten days shy of his sixty-sixth birthday. We had twenty wonderful and
extraordinary years together, packed with boundless enthusiasm, fun and
energy. He had what one obituary referred to as “an unstuffy brio and an
uproarious laugh”. We laughed a lot.
We were partners, husband and wife, lovers, friends, playmates, researchers,
scholars (he a seasoned, brilliant scholar, me an earnest novice). We found
each other relatively late in life and that made us value every single moment
of our time together. We were consummate soulmates.
The generosity of Robert’s scholarship was legendary, as was the enthusiasm
and encouragement that he imparted to his students, and to colleagues and
researchers locally and around the world. He devoted four decades of his
scholarly life to the history of the old Slave Lodge in Adderley Street, promoting
it as a fitting memorial to what Robert called, ‘murdered memories’. His aim
was to make as much information readily available to the people of the Cape,
in particular to enable the descendants of slaves to recover and reclaim their
past and true identity. To this end he published his accessible, affordable
e-book From Diaspora to Diorama – more than 9,500 pages of primary and
secondary sources relating to the history of the Lodge and its inhabitants
across the centuries.
Ironically, the day after Robert’s death the Western Cape Department of
Cultural Affairs contacted me saying that as Robert had been nominated for a
Ministerial award, would he be attending the awards ceremony the following
Monday evening in the Baxter Theatre? I had to tell them that, sadly, Robert
had died only hours before their call. I asked if I could represent Robert
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instead. The Ministerial awards were the final item on the programme, the
acme of the ceremony. Robert was awarded (posthumously) a Ministerial
Award for Lifetime Achievement for his unique scholarship dedicated to the
people of the Cape. It was with a great sense of pride that I received this award
on his behalf. I only wish he had lived to know about this official tribute to
his lifelong dedication and scholarship.
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Send books for review, and book reviews to:
Book Review Editors (New Contree)
Mr Charl Blignaut
or
North-West University (Potchefstroom Campus)
20312814@nwu.ac.za				

Ms Suryakanthie Chetty
University of South Africa
chetts@unisa.ac.za

Guidelines for New Contree Book Reviewers
The New Contree Journal publishes reviews of significant books that are relevant to historians. Book reviews are written on invitation from the office of
the review editor, but unsolicited reviews may also be considered. New Contree has an interdisciplinary outlook and welcomes suggestions of historically
significant works written by scholars in other disciplines. The review should
be submitted to the review editor within two months of receipt of the book.
If this deadline cannot be met, a mutually agreeable alternative date can be
negotiated. If it becomes impossible to review the book, it should be returned
to the review editor. All reviews will be submitted to the members of the editorial board before acceptance for publication.

Content
The review should summarize what is important in the book, and critique its
substance. The reviewer should assess the extent to which the author achieves
the stated aim of the book. It is important that the reviewer should engage
the material instead of simply reporting the book’s contents. For this reason,
the reviewer should try to avoid summations of book chapters or the separate
contributions in an edited collection. Instead, the reviewer should assess the
ways in which chapters and contributions are relevant to the overall context
of the book. Reviews should be written in a style that is accessible to a wide
and international audience.
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Format
The review should generally be between 800 and 1 200 words, and should
include as little bibliographic data as possible. When necessary, use page references for quotations in the text of the review and provide complete bibliographic details of the source. The review should begin with a heading that
includes all the bibliographic data. The elements of the heading should be
arranged in the order presented in the following example:
The early mission in South Africa/Die vroeë sending in Suid-Afrika, 17991819. By Karel Schoeman. Pretoria: Protea Book House, 2005, 272 pp., map,
chronology, bibl., index. ISBN: 1-9198525-42-8.
Do not indent the first line of the first paragraph, but indent the first line
of all successive paragraphs. Use double spacing for the entire review. Add
your name and institutional affiliation at the end of the review. Accuracy of
content, grammar, spelling, and citations rests with the reviewer, and we encourage you to check these before submission. Reviews may be transmitted
electronically as a Word file attachment to an email to the review editor. If
you have additional questions, please contact:
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New Contree
Template guidelines for writing an article
1.

Font type: Adobe Garamond Pro (throughout document)/Arial (if the first
font type is unavailable).

2.

Font size in body text: 12pt.

3.

Author’s details: ONLY provide the following: Title, Campus & University
and E-mail address.
Title: 10pt, regular font; Campus & University: 10pt, italics; and E-mail address: 10pt, regular font. (Consult previous articles published in the New Contree journal as an example or as a practical guideline). Example: Pieter van
Rensburg, Vaal Triangle Campus, North-West University, p.vanrensburg@gmail.
com.

4.

Abstract: The abstract should be placed on the first page (where the title heading and author’s particulars appear). The prescribed length is between a half and
three quarters of a page.
The abstract body: Regular font, 10pt.
The heading of the Abstract: Bold, italics, 12pt.

5.

Keywords: The keywords should be placed on the first page below the abstract.
The word ‘Keywords’: 10pt, bold, underline.
Each keyword must start with a capital letter and end with a semi-colon (;).
Example: Meters; People; etc. (A minimum of six key words is required).

6.

Heading of article: 14pt, bold.

7.

Main headings in article: ‘Introduction’ – 12pt, bold.

8.

Sub-headings in article: ‘History …’ – 12pt, bold, italics.

9.

Third level sub-headings: ‘History …’ – 11pt, bold, underline.

10. Footnotes: 8pt, regular font; BUT note that the footnote numbers in the article text should be 12pt.
The initials in a person’s name (in footnote text) should be without any full
stops. Example: LC du Plessis and NOT L.C. du Plessis.
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11. Body text: Names without punctuation in the text. Example: “HL le Roux
said” and NOT “H.L. le Roux said”.
12. Page numbering: Page numbering in the footnote reference text should be
indicated as follows:
Example: p.space23 – p. 23. / pp. 23-29.
13. Any lists in the body text should be 11pt, and in bullet format.
14. Quotes from sources in the body text must be used sparingly. If used, it must
be indented and in italics (10pt). Quotes less than one line in a paragraph can
be incorporated as part of a paragraph, but within inverted commas; and NOT
in italics. Example: An owner close to the town stated that: “the pollution history of the river is a muddy business”.
15. Quotes (as part of the body text) must be in double inverted commas: “…
and she” and NOT ‘…and she’.
16. Images: Illustrations, pictures, photographs, tables and figures: Submit all
pictures for an article in jpeg, tiff or pdf format in a separate folder, and indicate where the pictures should be placed in the manuscript’s body text. All
visuals are referred to as Images.
Example: Image 1: ‘Image title’ (regular font, 10pt) in the body text.
Sources of all images should also be included after the ‘Image title’.
Example: Source: ‘The source’ (regular font, 9 pt). Remember to save and
name pictures in the separate folder accordingly.
Important note: All the images should be of good quality (a minimum resolution of 200dpi is required; if the image is not scanned).
17. Punctuation marks should be placed in front of the footnote numbers in the
text. Example: the end.1 NOT …the end1.
18. Single and left spacing between the sentences in the footnote.
19. Dates: All dates in footnotes should be written out in full. Example: 23 December 2010; NOT 23/12/2010 [For additional guidelines see the Yesterday
& Today Reference guidelines].
20. Language setting in Microsoft Word as English (South Africa); do this before
starting with the word processing of the article. Go to ‘Review’, ‘Set Language’ and select ‘English (South Africa)’.
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FOOTNOTES
Only the footnote method for references is accepted in articles for New Contree.
Footnote references should appear at the bottom of each page. Footnotes should
be numbered sequentially throughout the article and starting with 1. No other
numerical system is allowed. Archival sources/published works/authors referred
to in the text should be cited in full in the first footnote of each new reference.
Thereafter it can be reduced to a shorter footnote reference. Do not refer to the exact
same source and page numbers in footnotes that follow each other.
No exact repetition of a footnote reference on the same page is allowed. For example, if you refer to Y Krone’s source as in footnote 1 and then also in footnote 2, the
page references must at least differ. They can’t reference the same pages.
The use of the Latin word “Ibid” is not allowed. Rather refer to the actual reference
again (or in its shortened version) on the rest of a page(s) in the footnote section.
The titles of books, articles, chapters, theses, dissertations and papers/manuscripts
should NOT be capitalised at random. Only the names of people and places (and in
some instances specific historic events) are capitalised. For example:
P Erasmus, “The ‘lost’ South African tribe – rebirth of the Koranna in the Free State”, New
Contree, 50, November 2005, p. 77;

NOT
P Erasmus, “The ‘Lost’ South African Tribe – Rebirth Of The Koranna In The Free State”,
New Contree, 50, November 2005, p. 77.

PLEASE NOTE: Referencing journal titles imply that every word of the journal
must start with a capital letter, example: Yesterday&Today Journal.
Only the first letter of the surname of authors should be capitalized, not the complete surname. No names of authors, in full, is allowed. The following practical examples will help:
Avoid punctuation between initials IN footnotes (and in the article text).
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Examples of an article in a journal
R Siebörger, Incorporating human rights into the teaching of History: Teaching materials,
Yesterday&Today, 2, October 2008, pp. 1-14.
S Marks, “Khoisan resistance to the Dutch in the seventeenth and eighteen centuries”, Journal of African History, 3(1), 1972, p. 76.

Example of a shortened version of an article in a journal
From:
P Erasmus, “The ‘lost’ South African tribe – rebirth of the Koranna in the Free State”, New
Contree, 50, November 2005, p. 77.

To:
P Erasmus, “The ‘lost’ South African tribe…”, New Contree, 50, November 2005, p. 77.

[Please note: ONLY the title of the article is shortened and not the finding place]

Examples of a reference from a book
WF Lye & C Murray, Transformations on the Highveld: The Tswana and the Southern Sotho
(Cape Town, David Phillip, 1980), pp. 7, 10.
JJ Buys, Die oorsprong en migrasiebewegings van die Koranna en hulle rol in die Transgariep tot
1870 (Universiteit van die Vrystaat, Bloemfontein, 1989), pp. 33-34.

[Please note the reference variety to page numbers used]

Example of a shortened version of a reference from a book
From:
JA Conforti (ed.) or (eds.), Samuel Hopkins and the New Divinity Movement: Calvinism, the Congregational Ministry, and reform in New England between the
Great Awakenings (Washington, Christian University Press, 1981), p. 23.
To:
JA Conforti (ed.), Samuel Hopkins and the New Divinity Movement…, p. 23.
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Example of a reference from a chapter in a book
S Brown, “Diplomacy by other means: SWAPO’s liberation war”, C Leys, JS Saul et.al, Namibia’s liberation struggle: The two-edged sword (London, Oxford University
Press, 1995), pp. 19-39.

Shortened version:
S Brown, “Diplomacy by other means…”, C Leys, JS Saul et.al, Namibia’s liberation struggle…, pp. 19-39.

Example of a reference from an unpublished dissertation/thesis
MJ Dhlamini, “The relationship between the African National Congress and the Pan Africanist Congress, 1959-1990” (Ph.D, NWU, 2006), pp. 4, 8, 11.

Examples of a reference from a newspaper
P Coetzee, “Voëlvlugblik ATKV 75 op ons blink geskiedenis”, Die Transvaler, 6 Januarie
2006, p. 8.

or
Zululand Times, 19 July 1923.

Archival references:
• Interview(s)
Provide at least key details such as: Name of interviewee and profession; the interviewer and profession and date of interview

• Example of interview reference
K Rasool (Personal Collection), interview, K Kotzé (CEO, Goldfields, Johannesburg Head
Office)/E Schutte (researcher, NWU, School of Basic Science), 12 March 2006.

or

K Rasool (Personal Collection), interviews, R Vahed (housewife, Gugulethu)/S Dlamini
(researcher), 13 August 1948; JA Conforti (policeman, Vaalwater)/S Dlamini
(researcher), 13 August 1948.
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• Example of shortened interview reference (after it has been used once in article)
K Rasool (Personal Collection), interview, K Kotzé/E Schutte , 12 March 2006.

• Example of an Electronic Mail - document or letter
E-mail: W Pepler (Bigenafrica, Pretoria)/E van Eeden (Researcher), 22 October 2006.

• National archives (or any other archive)
National Archive (NA), Pretoria, Department of Education (DoE), Vol.10, Reference
8/1/3/452: Letter, K Lewis (Director General) / P Dlamini (Teacher, Springs College), 12 June 1960.

[Please note: After the first reference to the National Archives or Source Group
for example, it can be abbreviated to e.g. NA or DE]

A source accessed on the Internet
A Dissel, “Tracking transformation in South African prisons”, Track Two, 11(2), April 2002
(available at http://ccrweb.ccr.uct.ac.za/two/11-2transformation.html, as accessed on 14 January 2003), pp. 1-3.

A source from conference proceedings
First reference to the source:
D Dollar, “Asian century or multi-polar century?” (Paper, Global Development Network Annual Conference, Beijing, January 2007), p. 7.
B Sautmann, “The forest for the trees: Trade investment and the China-in-Africa discourse”
(Paper, Public Seminar: China in Africa: Race, relations and reflections, Centre
for Sociological Research, University of Johannesburg, 28 July 2007), p. 7.

Shortened version:
D Dollar, “Asian century...” (Paper, GDN Conference, 2007), p. 7.
B Sautmann, “The forest for the trees: ...” (Paper, Public Seminar: China in Africa: ..., University of Johannesburg [or UJ]), p. 7.
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GENERAL
Submission requirements
Articles finally submitted to the New Contree for publication, after approval, must
be editorially revised and a submission must be accompanied by a memorandum
from a qualified language practitioner. No article will be published without such a
memorandum of approval.

Illustrations
Photographs, sketches, tables, diagrams; graphics, maps etc should all be referred to
as Images (Eg. Image 1-6). The appropriate positioning of the illustration should be
indicated in the text. Original copies should be clearly identified on the back. High
quality scanned versions are always welcome.
Authors, PLEASE obtain copyright and reproduction rights on photographs
and other illustrations
Copyright on all material in New Contree rests within the Editorial Advisory Committee of New Contree.
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